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L AY S U M M A RY

‘Non-cell-autonomous effects’ (NCAE) are changes observed in one cell or cell-type

as a consequence of the actions of another. The study of these effects is crucial to our

understanding of how cells behave when they exist together as part of a tissue (e.g.

white matter tissue in the brain). Investigation of NCAE have been greatly aided by

advances in sequencing technologies that provide us with information about which

genes in a cell are active at the time of sequencing. This information can be used to

investigate changes to cell behaviour, such as those brought about by NCAE.

To study these effects on cells we have to get a separate set of genetic information

from each cell-type we are investigating in order to be certain that changes we see are

a result of interaction with other cells. Previously this has been done by physically

separating the cells, however this causes the cells a great deal of stress and many to

die. This is a problem as it means that the genetic information extracted from these

cultures is then biased towards genes that activate in response to stress or cell-death.

Such physical methods also risk bias by incompletely separating the cells.

In this thesis I introduce a new computational tool that assigns sequence infor-

mation by cell-type without the need to physically separate the cells. This is done

by using cultures where each cell type belongs to a different closely related species,

for example one cell-type being from mouse and another from rat. Sequenced infor-

mation is then compared to the genomes of each species and assigned to the one it

matches best. As a result we get two separate datasets, one belonging to each species,

that each contain the information for a separate cell-type allowing us to study the

genetic changes resulting from the interaction of these cell-types: NCAE.

Analysis of this data is frequently conducted through the use of network models,

where a node represents a gene and a connecting edge represents how the strength

of one gene’s activation correlates with another over several experimental conditions.

These networks allow us to examine changes in genetic information across experi-

mental conditions to identify what biological processes are occurring, for example

those as a consequence of NCAE. This is frequently carried out by clustering the net-

work and examining the clustered genes. In this thesis I introduce a new tool, that

uses ‘entropy’ (a statistical measure of disorder) to examine the strength, or order, in

the representation of genes belonging to specific biological processes.

Lastly I apply these new tools to two mixed-species datasets, examining the effect

of different stimuli on NCAE between different cell-types in the brain.
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A B S T R A C T

Non-cell-autonomous effects are the changes observed in one cell or cell-type as a con-

sequence of the actions of another. The study of these phenomena is crucial to our

understanding of how diverse cell-types function and co-operate together in complex

tissues. The investigation of these effects has been greatly advanced by the advent of

next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies which enable the rapid sequencing of

genetic information. NGS data, such as RNA-Seq, can be analysed computationally

to allow comparison of cellular transcriptomes. In practice, the study of non-cell-

autonomous phenomena through NGS has relied upon the physical separation of

cell populations in order to be sure that derived transcriptomic data is exclusively

from one cell type or the other. However these methods have been shown to intro-

duce noise as a result of stress induced by the separation process, whilst also being

susceptible to bias through contamination resulting from imperfect separation of cell

populations. In this thesis, a pipeline was developed to provide an in silico means of

investigating these phenomena without the need for physical separation. The pipeline

takes RNA-seq reads from novel mixed-species populations - in vitro cultures where

each cell type is derived from a distinct species - and sorts them according to species

specific origin using quality variables from multiple genome mappings as discrimi-

nators. Our method is demonstrably robust to incorrect assignment and shows high

precision and recall across species of differing genetic distances, thereby providing

an alternative to flawed physical separation techniques. Downstream study of such

RNA-seq samples is increasingly conducted using network methodologies. Gene co-

expression networks have been demonstrated as a biologically representative means

for analysing NGS data. However, many existing methods for attributing the involve-

ment of biological function to networked datasets disregard the structural informa-

tion provided within them. In this thesis, I build upon an existing approach to use

information theoretic entropy as a method for network-based enrichment and thereby

demonstrate that the integration of network edge information can be used to more

reliably infer biological pathway involvement. Our method out-performs the original

whilst correcting for pathway-size bias. Lastly, the utility of the methods presented in

this thesis was demonstrated through application to the study of two different phe-

nomena: the induction of neural activity on co-cultures of neurons with astrocytes

and the stimulation of microglia by LPS on co-cultures of microglia, neurons and

astrocytes, by investigating cell-type specific involvement of biological pathways.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 motivation

All lifeforms, exceeding a sufficient level of complexity, are comprised of cellular tis-

sues whose functions requires the cooperation of multiple specialised cellular types.

Over the last century, endeavours in the life sciences have isolated many key cells for

study, characterising their behaviour and function mostly in isolation. However these

properties form an incomplete picture of the roles played by many cell-types, particu-

larly those as complex as are found in the mammalian brain, such as neurons. These

cell-types, when grown isolated from other cell-types through in vitro monoculture,

do not develop many of the attributes we observe in vivo. Whilst some of this differ-

ence may be simply a result of the non-cellular aspects such different environments

(e.g chemical composition), study has shown that when neurons are co-cultured with

astrocyte glia, cells which closely cooperate with neurons through metabolic support,

neural characteristics better resemble those of in vivo cells. It is these interactions that

take place between cells, so called ‘non-cell-autonomous effects’ (NCAE), that we are

only now just beginning to fully explore with the sufficient advance of technology.

A more comprehensive understanding of NCAE would fundamentally increase

our core knowledge of cellular function and hold great potential for medical and

particularly drug research through allowing better modelling of downstream interac-

tions between cells and within tissues. It also holds potential for improving in vitro

co-culture of cells whose accuracy, in terms of approximation of cell function in vivo,

is often far from perfect.

Investigations conducted into NCAE on gene expression usually require the co-

culture of cells of interest in vitro as extraction of a limited number of cell-types from

in vivo subjects risks biasing results through the uncontrolled presence of other cell-

types. These cultures are then physically separated and sequenced for computational

analysis to determine changes in gene expression and activity of biological pathways.

However, physical separation has been demonstrated to add noise and bias the data

obtained (Okaty et al., 2011b) rendering a key means by which NCAE are studied as

imperfect.

1



2 introduction

The research in this thesis is motivated by advancements in genomics and compu-

tational methods which we believe can be better utilised to improve upon the existing

methods for studying NCAE and indeed circumvent present problems.

1.2 biological background

There are several key areas of biological research integral to the work presented on

NCAE in this thesis. I shall firstly describe the sequencing of RNA, through which

the core datasets for our investigation are obtained. I will then proceed to describe the

culturing of cells in vitro for the purposes of NCAE, the effect this has on development

and maturation compared to in vivo and the benefits, in addition to enabling NCAE

study, of co-culturing cell-types. Lastly I will summarise the current means by which

datasets containing multiple cell-types are separated for NCAE investigation.

1.2.1 Next Generation Sequencing & RNA-Seq

Next generation sequencing (NGS) (Schuster, 2007) has greatly improved our ability

to understand and analyse the genome and the sources of transcriptomic change.

Through increasing speed and accuracy whilst decreasing the cost of its predecessor,

Sanger sequencing, NGS approaches have vastly increased feasibility and diversity

of sequence data production in computational biology.

Various different NGS technologies exist, however for Illumina sequencing, which

has been used to generate the sequence data used in this thesis, a typical procedure

is as follows: the sample input for sequencing, for example complementary DNA

(cDNA), is cleaved into small sections which are amplified through the application

of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), these amplified sequences are then sepa-

rated into individual strands, the resulting millions of sequences are then attached

to the flow cell so that they can be sequenced at the same time. The sequencing pro-

cess involves flooding the separated strands with DNA polymerase enzymes and free

nucleotides, colour coded by base using fluorescent tags, which have a terminator

preventing the addition of more than one nucleotide by DNA polymerase. An image

is then taken and this process is then repeated adding a single nucleotide each time.

Subsequent computational analysis then determines the sequences through identi-

fication of the fluorescent tag for each read in each image (EMBL-EBI, 2017). This

process is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

RNA-Seq is an approach for the specific sequencing of RNA through the use of

NGS technology. The use of RNA-Seq entails the reverse transcription of RNA present

in a biological sample, through the use of the enzyme reverse transcriptase, to generate
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a library of cDNA. This cDNA library is then sequenced through the application of an

NGS approach (Wang et al., 2009), as described above. The result of this sequencing

is a dataset of RNA-Seq ’reads’, typically between 50 and 150 base pairs (bp) in

length (dependent on NGS technology) and paired-end, that can then be aligned

to the reference genome of the appropriate species for further study. Sequencing

depth for RNA-Seq studies is usually measured per million reads sequenced, with

a high depth being important to ensure full representation of low-expressed genes.

Whilst this process is still the most commonly used, the conversion of RNA to cDNA

is a potential locus for error and bias (Marguerat and Bähler, 2010). In response

approaches to directly sequence the RNA molecules without conversion have arisen

(Ozsolak et al., 2009).

To facilitate NGS sequencing, the RNA or resultant cDNA libraries must undergo

fragmentation to reduce their size (Wang et al., 2009). This introduces a bias towards

gene length when it comes to analysing the abundance of expression as larger genes

will generate higher read counts thus prohibiting the direct comparison of counts.

To combat this normalisation steps are to be taken when dealing with the raw RNA

read counts such as the calculation of reads per kilobase million (RPKM) (Mortazavi

et al., 2008) or fragments per kilobase million (FPKM) (Trapnell et al., 2010). This nor-

malisation step involves dividing the total reads in a sample by 106 (to normalise for

sequencing depth) and scaling gene counts down by this factor; gene counts are then

divided by gene length (to normalise for gene length). FPKM has been used when

looking at abundance in this thesis as our data is paired-end RNA-Seq where each

read is sequenced from either end, which FPKM takes into account by not counting

reads derived from the same fragment individually, but as pairs.

RNA-Seq thus captures a snapshot of the presence and quantity of RNA for a

given biological sample at the point of sequencing, therefore allowing us to examine

the expression of genes at the point of sequencing. Its use in comparing pre and post-

stimulus samples can greatly inform us of a given stimulus’ effect on the regulation of

genes in a particular experimental context. In this thesis we are primarily interested

in investigating the changes in gene expression observed in one cell-type as a result

of interaction with a different cell-type.

Whilst analysis of gene expression change has often been conducted through the

use of differential expression analysis (Love et al., 2014), where the change in expres-

sion of a gene is examined across experimental conditions in order to deduce whether

expression undergoes significant change between conditions, more frequently now

more complex computational methods, such as differential network analysis (Gam-

bardella et al., 2013), are being employed to identify such changes across groups of

co-expressed genes.
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Figure 1.1: Illumina Sequencing Technology. This core steps in Illumina’s sequencing pro-
cess: (A) Reads attached to a slide are flooded with fluorescently labelled nucleotides with
terminators; these are attached one at a time by DNA polymerase and an image is taken. This
step is then repeated for each nucleotide. (B) The images taken at each binding step are then
analysed by computer imaging to determine the nucleotide attached in each image and the
resultant read sequences are output to file. Figure reproduced from (EMBL-EBI, 2017).

1.2.2 Neural Cell Types Used in This Study

The work in this thesis uses genetic data derived from several key neural cells: neu-

rons, astrocytes and microglia. In this section I will provide a brief description of each

of these cell types and an overview of their known functions in brain.

1.2.2.1 Neurons

Neurons are a highly specialised cell-type found in the brain and the central nervous

system. Physiologically they are comprised principally of a cell body, an axon and

dendrites. Dendrites are branching structures that protrude from the cell body, these

tree-like structures receive input from synaptic junctions with other neurons which,

if sufficiently strong, enables a neuron to transmit an electrical signal down its axon.

Such a signal will in turn stimulate other neurons via synapses positioned after the

axon. Physiology in neurons can vary depending on sub-type according to functional

role.
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Signaling occurs at cell-junctions between neurons known as synapses, these junc-

tions make use either of electrical gradients or of chemical components to send sig-

nals. Synapses can strengthen or weaken depending on use and thus the activation of

a network of neurons through specific synapses can connote a response to a particular

stimuli; for example recognition of a specific scent in the brain’s olfactory bulb.

Due to the highly plastic and programmable nature of synapses, neurons can thus

play a range of different roles; from interpreting sensory stimuli to the storage or

memories, and thus have been a primary focus of neuroscientific research since the

establishment of the field.

1.2.2.2 Astrocytes

The brain and central nervous system are principally comprised of neurons and glial

cells of which astrocytes are a sub-type of the latter. Astrocytes derive their name

from the star-like shape of the cellular processes that protrude from the central cell

body and are the most common form of glial cell within the brain. As they work

closely with neurons, the cellular processes of astrocytes are observed to envelop

synaptic junctions between neurons, this proximity aiding their supportive functions.

The proportion of astrocytes is variable in the brain from region to region and their

role is typically understood as one of support, particularly metabolic support and

through repair. However they have been observed to play many additional roles, from

aiding the regulation of blood flow to modulating synaptic transmission between

neurons, which has made them a subject of more frequent and intense study.

1.2.2.3 Microglia

Microglia are another form of glial cell found throughout the brain and the central

nervous system. Physiologically microglia are plastic and can change their form to

suit function as required, for example to become macrophages in response to infec-

tion.

Microglia play several key roles in the brain, perhaps most importantly is their

immunological role in response to infection which involves promotion of inflamma-

tion in affected areas and inter-cellular signaling, particularly through the use of

cytokines. They have also been observed to function similar to macrophages through

use of phagocytosis and presentation of antigens. In addition to this microglia can

promote repair, carry out maintenance in the area surrounding them by removing

dead cells and plaques as well as through the ability to remove synapses between

neurons.
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1.2.3 Investigation of Non-Cell Autonomous Phenomena

Non-cell-autonomous effects (NCAE), simply, are changes brought about in one cell

as a result of the action of another distinct cell. Research (Johnson et al., 2007; De Luca

et al., 2015; Ivanov et al., 2015) is often directed at investigating the interactions of

different cell-types in order to better characterise our understanding of the role and

behaviours of specific cell-types, knowledge important for areas from understanding

disease and drug development to gene regulation and optimisation of in vitro cultur-

ing. This area of study often therefore takes place in vitro where we can have greater

control over variables relating to cell development and maturation and can more eas-

ily restrict the context of study to only those cells we are interested in. Indeed, it is

in vitro data that I work with throughout this thesis. To analyse the data produced

by these cultures, we must find a method by which we can separate the data from

each cell-type so that we can confirm whether gene expression changes are indeed

the result of NCAE. This is usually carried out through the application of physical

separation techniques.

In this section I will therefore first describe the difficulties of culturing of cells in

vitro before moving on to specifically detailing research regarding the co-culturing

of distinct cell-types. This will be done with a focus on neural cell-cultures as that

is the domain of biological focus in this thesis. Lastly I will overview the separation

methods currently in use, both physical and in silico.

1.2.3.1 Co-Culture of Distinct Cellular Types

Stem cell co-culturing, the intentional directed culturing of two or more distinct cell

types, has become both increasingly viable, with the improvements in directed differ-

entiation mentioned in the previous section, and increasingly attractive for the better

in vitro culturing of cells and the study of non-cell-autonomous effects. Whilst this

kind of culturing has happened unintentionally for almost as long as we’ve been cul-

turing stem cells, due to our lack of control of stem cell differentiation, it has more

recently become useful particularly in neural cultures as a method of better recreat-

ing in vivo-like environmental conditions, for example the inclusion of glial cells to

support neurons. Glial cells have been previously established as a support cell for

neurons, providing structural and metabolic support as well as encouraging synap-

togenesis (Christopherson et al., 2005) and thus in this context have been shown to

improve development and maturation in neurons when co-cultured together in vitro

(Johnson et al., 2007). Of particular interest, such co-culture methodology has demon-

strated a decrease in undifferentiated stem cells (Johnson et al., 2007). Both of these

effects thus highlighting the importance of NCAE.
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Experimental studies have employed co-culture for a variety of different purposes,

several of which will be described here in order to highlight the versitality of study

using in vitro co-culture to investigate NCAE. A methodology for three dimensional

in vitro co-culturing has been used to assess the impact of cell invasion or disease

on a tissue of cells (Chintala et al., 1997; Nygaard et al., 1994; Amann et al., 2014). A

recent study (Ivanov et al., 2015) used this methodology to culture human neurons

and medulloblastoma cells, a common type of brain tumour, from stem cells into

3-D ‘spheroids’, roughly spherical conglomerations of the cultured cells. Cells were

then stained with a combination of different dyes in order to assess cell type and to

mark dead cells. The effect of the medulloblastoma tumour on the health and organ-

isation of the cultured neurons could then be assessed using 2-photon microscopy.

Such co-culturing has been used as an attempt to recreate a known or observed in

vivo biological phenomena in vitro in order to better understand the actions of the

cells involved (Daverey et al., 2014; Li and Wang, 2013). Indeed (De Luca et al., 2015)

did this by co-culturing dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neurons and a Schwann cell phe-

notype, derived from adipose-derived stem cells, in order to study myelination and

nerve regeneration in the peripheral nervous system. This study aimed to recreate

the interaction and communication of these cells in vitro in the hope that this experi-

mental methodology could be used as a model for understanding the known in vivo

interaction.

With the continued study of NCAE in this manner it is hoped that we are drawing

closer to an era of clinically viable in vitro tissue experimentation as our ability to

accurately engineer complex cell cultures improves in both accuracy and diversity.

The idea of transferring molecular biology study, particularly human disease study,

from in vivo animal models to in vitro human cultures is a very real prospect that may

result from continued work into NCAE.

1.2.3.2 Physical Separation Techniques

When studying NCAE in vitro it is necessary to separate the cell types of study

otherwise we cannot assign the derived gene expression to its cell-type of origin.

This is presently done primarily through the use of physical separation techniques

such as laser capture microdissection (LCM), translating ribosome affinity purifica-

tion (TRAP), fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS), immunopanning (PAN), and

manual sorting.

LCM involves the use of a laser to cut around and separate an area of interest in a

culture (Espina et al., 2006) as can be seen in Figure 1.2. TRAP utilises cells modified

to express a cell-type specific transgene, such as one producing a fluorescent protein,

in its ribosomes in order to indirectly target mRNA. When mRNA is collected at the
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point of sequencing, any that has tagged ribosomes attached can be separated in a cell-

type specific manner; this means only mRNA that was in the process of translation

is sequenced (Heiman et al., 2014). FACS involves the sorting of cells based upon the

fluorescent characteristics of a cell (Herzenberg et al., 2002); this can be determined

by the expression of a particular fluorescent protein for example. PAN involves the

use of specific antibodies to physically bind to and thus separate a cell-type of interest

(Cahoy et al., 2008). For manual sorting, cells are fluorescently tagged and manually

collected by aspiration through the use of fluorescence stereomicroscope and pipette

(Hempel et al., 2007).

Whilst all these methods do separate the cultures of study to enable investigation

of NCAE, it has also been demonstrated that all methods risk contamination, though

particularly LCM and TRAP, in addition to PAN introducing bias to gene expression

through over-activation of stress and cell-death responses (Okaty et al., 2011b,a). The

cellular damage caused by LCM can be seen in Figure 1.2B. Whilst FACS, which is

widely used for this kind of separation, exerts less physical pressure on cells, research

has demonstrated that its use induces the expression of multiple immediate early

genes; the use of PAN and simple trypsinization also trigger a similar effect (Hasel

et al., 2017). This expression bias in addition to the risk of contamination, even if

lower for FACS than for other methods (Okaty et al., 2011a), is concerning and will

affect any downstream analysis that makes use of derived expression information,

such as differential expression analysis. However, whilst this is known as a necessary

evil of using these methods, a physical separation technique free of these risks is yet

to be devised.

Spatial Transcriptomics & Single Cell RNA-Seq

Physical approaches such as spatial transcriptomics, particularly those based on

single-cell RNA-Seq (scRNA), present an alternative means by which expression in-

formation can be physically separated in a tissue.

Spatial transcriptomics refers to a group of approaches by which expression can be

measured at regular physical intervals across a single tissues.There are broadly two

main approaches, those that make use of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)

and those based on scRNA (Burgess, 2019). In FISH-based methods, fluorescent mark-

ers are used to highlight transcript expression within the tissue. This method is lim-

ited both by the number of available fluorescent markers and the spatial overlapping

of fluorescent signal when a large number of transcripts are visualised. As a result

the transcriptomic resolution of FISH methods is more limited than RNA-Seq based

methods. Advances are being made to increase this resolution however and perhaps
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Figure 1.2: Laser Capture Microdissection Procedure. LCM carried out on a cell sample: (A)
Tissue is mounted on a polyethylene napthalate (PEN) or polyethylene tetraphthalate (PET)
membrane. A UV laser can be used to cut away cells of interest or to ablate unwanted tissue,
leaving cells of interest intact on the substratum. (B) Veritas UV cutting tools allow defined
circular cutting areas or freeform polygon areas to be microdissected. Figure and caption
reproduced from (Espina et al., 2006).

in the future, this approach could be applied to thin tissue slices for a wide study of

NCAE.

The use of scRNA approaches for spatial transcriptomics, in contrast, has no prob-

lem with transcriptomic resolution. For these approaches however, cells are dissoci-

ated from the tissue in order to be sequenced which hampers precise spatial recon-

struction as information as to their exact original location is lost. A recent approach

(Rodriques et al., 2019) solves this problem by taking tissue samples at an almost

cellular resolution and digesting these for sequencing. Whilst this tackles both issues

of spatial and transcriptomic resolution, that it takes ’tissue’ samples means that the

resulting RNA-Seq cannot be guaranteed to be from a specific cell-type, a precision

necessary for the study of NCAE between cell-types.

1.2.3.3 in silico Separation Techniques

Whilst there are in silico techniques that can be applied to study NCAE, they are

primarily specific to certain areas of research, such as metagenomics and xenograft

studies. Given that they have been designed to work with data specifically from these

areas, application outside of this to general purpose mixed cell-type data is limited.
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I will however provide a brief overview of the approach these methods use. Lastly I

will discuss the application of deconvolution based approaches to transcriptomics.

Separation Methods in Metagenomics

Metagenomics is a field that aims to identify species present in a multi-species

dataset and partition the sequence information within it between those species. This

taxonomic classification is known within the field as ’binning’. The application of

these methods is regularly to samples taken from microbiomes, particularly the gut

(Qin et al., 2012) and vaginal (Aagaard et al., 2012) microbiome in humans, in order to

identify the microbial species present. However its application is quite broad and as

such it has been used to identify species in aqueous (Xie et al., 2011) and soil (Fierer

et al., 2012) environments. As the data for this thesis will require the partitioning of

mixed-species data via genome mapping this field is a key area of comparison.

As metagenomics is a relatively young discipline within bioinformatics there is

as yet no consensus on the best method to use for species identification and data

separation, however two approaches are most prominently used: a method based on

the use of phylogenetic markers or one based upon shotgun sequencing. I will briefly

summarise these approaches before highlighting their recent applications and the

challenges they face.

The phylogenetic classification method focuses on the extraction and sequencing of

amplicons, the product of PCR-type experimental methods, that represent key phy-

logenetic markers depending on the kingdom of species targeted. These markers are

sufficiently well conserved such that they can be used for taxonomic classification. For

example if investigating fungal species amplicons representing genomic regions such

as the ’internal transcribed spacer region’ would be targeted (Santamaria et al., 2012),

else if we were looking at prokaryotes we would be instead best looking for well con-

served phylogenetic marker genes: rpoB or 16S rRNA for example (Clarridge, 2004).

These markers are particularly useful as phenotypic analysis can be confounded due

to inter-species gene sharing.

The shotgun sequencing method (Tyson et al., 2004) instead involves the extrac-

tion and sequencing of genomic fragments from the sample into reads. The resulting

dataset comprises of many short reads that can be further analysed, for example by

examining GC content and read depth, to uncover the properties of the genomes

present in the original sample. This data is then run through an assembler to assem-

ble the reads into scaffolds, informed and validated by any 16S rRNA genes - highly

conserved genes in microbiota - in the data. These scaffolds can then be analysed in

terms of length and conservation with known species in order to classify the data
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or identify new species. This method, as with the previous, is however very depen-

dent on the presence of 16S rRNA within shotgun samples in order to successfully

assemble and identify species present and as such will potentially run into difficulty

when this is not present in high enough quantities. Previously known information

relating to the microbial communities present in the metagenomic dataset is also a

significant contributor to its success regarding knowledge particularly of other phy-

logenetic markers.

Separation Methods in Xenograft Studies

Xenograft studies involve the transplantation, or ’grafting’, of the cells or tissue

from one species onto the cells or tissue of another. As a method it is particularly

useful for the study of disease response and for cancer research as diseased or tumor-

ous cells from human can be grafted into a healthy mouse model in order to analyse

response a disease progression. In addition to the transplantation of human cells into

animal models for study, xenografting of animal organs into human recipients is also

an area of study.

When investigating gene expression in these samples however, there is the issue

of cross species contamination of genetic data. Whilst physical separation techniques,

as described in Section 1.2.3.2 have been used to tackle this issue, recently in silico

approaches, such as ’Xenome’ (Conway et al., 2012) and ’Disambiguate’ (Ahdesmäki

et al., 2016), have emerged as an alternative.

The Xenome approach constructs reference sets of k-mers from each species’ ref-

erence genome, that of the host species and the graft species, and uses a set classi-

fication approach to determine whether individual RNA-Seq reads belong to either

species, both, neither or are ambiguous.

Disambiguate’s methodology on the other hand is to map reads to the genomes

of both species, using the TopHat or STAR read aligner, and then to assign each read

to either species using a pre-defined strategy, either: for STAR, the overall alignment

score as primary discriminator and edit distance to break any ties, or for TopHat,

the sum of the edit distance, reported alignments and quantity of gap opens is used

(Ahdesmäki et al., 2016).

Despite the tool’s difference in methodologies, their comparison in (Ahdesmäki

et al., 2016) shows quite similar performance for the tested data. Whilst these tools

could in theory be applied to more general mixed-species separation, their design

and subsequent applications focuses understandably on the context of their intended

use: two species host and graft scenarios.
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Use of Deconvolution

Deconvolution methodologies broadly attempt to attribute information in heteroge-

nous datasets to singular sources of origin. When applied to transcriptomics this

would mean attributing expression information from a dataset of mixed cellular ex-

pression to their cell-types of origin. Various mathematical methodologies have been

applied by deconvolution approaches, with the most common approaches utilising:

least squares, support vector regression, dimensionality reduction techniques or non-

negative matrix factorisation (Avila Cobos et al., 2018).

Deconvolution methods applied to transcriptomics frequently require prior knowl-

edge of the expression profiles, or marker genes, of the cells present in the data.

Whilst this means that they can be very effective at estimating cell-type specific abun-

dances, for example CIBERSORT’s deconvolution of leukocyte expression (Gentles

et al., 2015), their reliance on prior knowledge hinders detection of de novo NCAE,

particularly if such signals are not strongly expressed in the data. Similarly these

methods are vulnerable to presence of unanticipated cell-types which will present

a source of bias. Some of these methods also assume cellular expression profiles to

be uncorrelated and do not account for effects introduced by different experimental

stimuli, techonologies or platforms (Avila Cobos et al., 2018).

Thus whilst these methods can be useful for correlating expression with abundan-

cies and measuring changes in cellular abundancies between samples or conditions,

the fact that they do not produce a full resolution of cell-type specific expression is

not ideal for the study of NCAE.

1.2.4 Overview of Stem Cell Biology

Stem cells are a form of cell that can differentiate into other types of cell, in addition

they can produce more stem cells through a process of cell-division. Indeed to be

classified as a stem cell, certain criteria have been established: "The candidate cell

must be capable of asymmetrical cell division, producing an exact multipotent replica

cell and an additional progeny cell that can perform a more specialized function"

(Sylvester and Longaker, 2004). Due to their capability to differentiate, they play a

vital role in tissue development in every part of the body.

There are multiple different types of stem cell that can be distinguished either

by their source or their differing capacity to form specialised cell-types. There are

broadly three types: embryonic stem cells, adult stem cells and induced pluripotent

stem cells. Embryonic stem cells are commonly derived from the inner cell mass of

the blastocyst of a pre-implantation embryo (Thomson et al., 1998) and are pluripo-
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tent, meaning that they can differentiate to form nearly any cell-type in the body

(Schöler, 2016). Adult stem cells, unlike embryonic stem cells, are present in both

young and adult humans and mammals. Adult stem cells are multipotent rather

than pluripotent meaning that their capacity for differentiation is limited to several

distinct cell-types, thus adult stem cells are classified and referred to based on the

cells they can produce; neural stem cells for example are capable of differentiating

into neuronal and glial cell-types. Lastly induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) are

stem cells that can be derived from the reprogramming of mature differentiated cells,

these hold great therapeutic promise as they exhibit the morphology and growth

properties of embryonic stem cells (Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006).

Stem cells of any type can be directed to differentiate into specific cells under con-

trolled conditions, these conditions necessarily vary for inducing different cell-types.

Factors that have been demonstrated to play a role in directing stem cell differentia-

tion include soluble cues such as cytokines and growth factors, inter-cellular contact,

cell-extracellular matrix contacts and physical forces (Clause et al., 2010). Inducing

the right combination of these contextual factors within an appropriate time frame

can thus cause a stem cell to differentiate into a desired cell-type, however any error

in this process can induce a different and unwanted response, for example apoptosis

(Clause et al., 2010).

As research into stem cells has progressed there has been much interest in poten-

tial biomedical applications. These current areas of research range from the research

and treatment of neurodegenerative eye disease (Mead et al., 2015) to the growth of

entire organs or organoids for transplantation (Ader and Tanaka, 2014). Stem cells

are also of particular benefit to in vitro research on tissue function and can be used to

replicate diseased tissue through the use of iPSCs from patients, for example those

with Parkinson’s disease (Devine et al., 2011). Indeed the application of iPSCs to per-

sonalised medicine holds great potential (Chun et al., 2011). Practical therapeutic use

of stem cell research is still in its infancy in many areas however as there are risks,

such as of late tumor formation resulting from inadvertent mutagenesis of stem cells

or differentiated products of, that can be difficult to control for (Bubela et al., 2012).

Controlling differentiation to ensure all resultant cells are those intended is also an

obstacle in present in vitro research.

1.2.4.1 NCAE in Brain Development and Function

Signaling between cells is of great importance for both development and adult cellu-

lar function in multi-cellular organisms. Indeed such signaling can create the context

necessary for the differentiation of stem cells into appropriate cell-types. In complex

tissues such as the brain inter-cellular communication can be demonstrated through
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the role of astrocyte signaling in neuronal development (Allen et al., 2012; Clarke

and Barres, 2013), reciprocal signaling between neurons and microglia to regulate

neuroimmune response in health and disease (Schafer and Stevens, 2015; Hoarau

et al., 2011) also allowing recruitment of stem cells for tissue repair (Hoarau et al.,

2011) and the role of microglia in neural circuit development and learning related

plasticity (Salter and Stevens, 2017). Such NCAE can occur also between more than

two cells, for example a recent study has shown how microglial interaction with as-

trocytes can cause the latter to express a phenotype toxic to neurons (Liddelow et al.,

2017). This inter-cellular signaling can be carried out by a diverse group of factors

from cytokines and steroids to growth factors and ligands, the latter for example are

used in contact-dependent signaling (Denef, 2014).

As these NCAE are demonstrably important to the development and function of

the brain, investigation of the inter-cellular gene expression changes invoked is a

means by which we can achieve greater understanding of these processes.

1.3 computational methods background

In this section I will describe the key computational approaches relevant to the work

in this thesis. I will provide an overview of network biology and its common appli-

cations, with a focus on the relationship between the structure of biological networks

and biological function, before describing how data is integrated and represented

through these network methods. I will also summarise the current research on dif-

ferential network analysis. Subsequently I detail the function of, and approaches to,

biological enrichment analysis, where I will provide background on biological path-

ways and their enrichment before describing enrichment approaches in more detail.

Lastly I will overview the application of entropy, as defined in information theory, to

research questions in computational biology.

1.3.1 Network Biology

Networks, in addition to the methodological techniques that utilise them for analysis,

are an essential form of representation within molecular biology. When building a

biological network a single source of experimental data, for example a microarray or

protein interaction set, is usually used to construct an initial network assembly. This

network can either be assembled using only data in the source, if sufficiently rich, or

through integration with relevant knowledge from repositories. Common examples

of such networks include protein interaction networks, where the networks nodes

are distinct proteins with known interactions forming the edges, gene co-expression
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networks, where gene nodes are linked by edges weighted by the correlation of their

expression, or gene regulatory networks where genes are represented by nodes and

edges represent a known regulatory interaction.

Once constructed these networks can be analysed as they are or overlayed with

sets of annotation data in order to reveal novel information within the scope of the

source dataset through assessment of the network’s structure. Indeed it has been long

established that the structure of such biological networks can represent and be used

to uncover biological function (Pržulj et al., 2004). Annotation of these networks will

frequently be applied to label nodes or edges in the network, to adjust information

content of labelled nodes or to weight edges. This can be carried out very effectively

with a minimum of annotation integration for focuses such as prediction of function

(Chua et al., 2006) or disease involvement (Xu and Li, 2006). As a result software pack-

ages have been developed to conduct network analysis for a minimum of required

data sources (Beisser et al., 2010), for example topographic and over-representation

based analysis. In recent years there has been an upward trend in studies using

more complex data integration of a higher number of sources and data types (Park

et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2014; Gligorijević et al., 2014), an expected development given

ever increasing computer capability as well as size and quality of public biological

data repositories. In (Park et al., 2010) the authors predict specific biomolecular in-

teractions using genome-wide data: whole-genome networks for yeast, from 3,500

experimental conditions, that include 30 different interaction types. This information

was used to investigate pathways in carbon metabolism and cellular transport. In

(Sun et al., 2014) systems level biological data sets were integrated to create an a

disease network that was used to infer commonality or interaction between diseases.

As a last example, in (Gligorijević et al., 2014) the authors integrated information

from protein-protein interaction, gene interaction and gene co-expression networks

to recreate a significant portion of the Gene Ontology.

These studies have used more complex integration as an approach for asking ques-

tions that were previously infeasible to answer given the numbers of biological agents

involved or having to require systems level analysis to answer. Indeed a higher de-

gree of integration is becoming standard practice in molecular bioinformatics more

generally as the consolidation of greater quantities of evidence naturally allows for an

increase in accuracy for predictions and inference (O’Malley and Soyer, 2012). Highly

integrative network analysis is widely applicable and so has recently been used to

tackle a wide range of biological questions in many areas in bioinformatics from

analysis of the human interactome (Pastrello et al., 2014), to the study of macrophage

activation (Xue et al., 2014), to large scale connectivity analysis in the mouse brain
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(Liska et al., 2015) and finally to topics as diverse as the behaviour and ecology of

sharks (Wilson et al., 2015).

However we are also seeing an innovative expansion of how biological networks

can be integrated with one another to better understand and infer both topological

change within and between established systems and to understand how differences

in function can relate to such changes. Network alignment algorithms such as (Pache

et al., 2012) can be used to integrate two distinct, but usually related, biological net-

works together to identify common topology. Aligned areas of these networks can

be important for establishing areas of evolutionarily conservation between species,

for example the evolutionary relationships between herpes viruses (Kuchaiev and

Pržulj, 2011), as well as core areas between condition, temporal samples or species.

Cross-species network alignment has been used to infer information about human

ageing for example (Faisal et al., 2015). Graphlet methodologies, in which networks

topology and change are analysed using small connected sub-networks, also present

a vector for network integration (Hayes et al., 2013) and network alignment research

(Milenković et al., 2010). Graphlet based network alignment has been used to demon-

strate a high level of conservation between the protein-protein interaction networks

of human and yeast (Kuchaiev and Pržulj, 2011).

1.3.1.1 Differential Network Analysis

Biological network analysis is a reasonably young field and for most of its existence

the networks under scrutiny have been built from data of a single experimental con-

dition and have looked to discover dominant features (e.g. protein interactions, gene

expression) within the networks of such data. Differential Network Analysis (DNeA)

is a broad term for the network analysis methodologies that focus on uncovering the

dynamic aspects and changes that occur between different network states, be those

condition, sample or temporal in nature. As such this dynamic approach helps to

identify which biological agents are directly involved and affected by the changes in

experimental condition that we are investigating. As a result DNeA methods encom-

pass many different techniques tailored to the type of network and source data being

investigated.

There are broadly four different types of DNeA methodology differentiated through

the means and aspects they use to compare different networks. These methods were

constructed largely for two sample comparative microarray analysis and so will be

described using this context. The first method is an approach known as ’differential

wiring’ (DW) (Hudson et al., 2009). This approach involves first carrying out a dif-

ferential expression (DE) analysis on the source data; the difference in co-expression

is then calculated, via correlation coefficient, for each pair of genes, with the DW
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metric simply defined as the difference in co-expression correlation coefficient for

each gene pair between the two samples. A gene’s differential connectivity can then

be observed as a summary of these metrics between all its connected neighbours.

For differentially co-expressed genes the approach then assesses the change in the

quantity of significant network edges linked to that gene between the two states and

weighting is applied for genes with high ’phenotypic impact’, calculated from abun-

dance and DE, and for known regulatory genes. Thus this method uses group and

edge specific weighting to identify differential networks, sub-networks that are dif-

ferentially wired in the two conditions. The second DNeA approach aims instead

to identify and compare groups of genes in each network, for example by clustering

genes based upon their expression values (Watson, 2006) or using these values to iden-

tify minimum spanning trees (Rahmatallah et al., 2014). The gene groups identified

in this manner are then compared using a network’s summary metrics to elucidate

patterns of correlation between samples. The third type of approach focuses on local

topological changes (Zhang et al., 2009; Reverter et al., 2006): ’differential connection’

in relation to the DE of the genes. The analysis in this approach looks to identify and

investigate local network hubs or ’hot spots’ where there are both changes in gene

expression and in the local network topology between the samples. The last type

of DNeA approach has been developed more recently (Ha et al., 2015) and involves

splitting analysis into two levels: a local and global component. The local component

refers to the identification of differential features in each sample whereas the global

component refers to the elucidation of network features that are conserved between

samples. This dual-focus approach provides a more in depth analysis of the samples’

networks as analysis of the local differential component will not be affected by global

consistency between the networks and so observed changes may be revealed to be of

higher significance than is perceptible in the previous approaches.

Though the approaches described here were developed mostly for microarray anal-

ysis, DNeA is increasingly applied to a wide range of biological data and problems.

Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) (Langfelder and Hor-

vath, 2008) is a network analysis package, in the style of the second approach de-

scribed above, that incorporates clustering methodology to identify differentially co-

expressed gene groups and can be used to analyse RNA-Seq data. WGCNA clusters

genes based upon their co-expression in an attempt to identify functionally similar

differentially expressed ’modules’ and is widely used within network biology, having

been applied to a wide range of biological investigations from studies of cancer (Liu

et al., 2017b), to lipid metabolism (Osterhoff et al., 2014) and to identify gene markers

for brain ageing (Luo et al., 2018).
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It is worth mentioning that concern has been raised (Ideker and Krogan, 2012)

around the lack of work regarding statistical issues associated with DNeA: for exam-

ple cross condition analysis can mitigate the effect of biases that arise as a result of

consistent experimental artifacts, whereas independent errors can negatively affect

variance when computing network interaction (Ideker and Krogan, 2012). The lack of

attention to statistical issues is not necessarily surprising given the reasonably small

size of the DNeA field within bioinformatics at large, however the identification and

mitigation of such statistical issues within will likely be an important step for algo-

rithmic improvement in the near future.

1.3.2 Biological Enrichment Analysis

Enrichment analysis is a common bioinformatics approach to determine the over-

representation of biological features in a given sample (Huang et al., 2008). Typically

a set of genes of interest, perhaps differentially expressed, will be compared against

a knowledge base, the KEGG Pathway Database (Ogata et al., 1999, 1998) or the Gene

Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000) for example, where in such a case the genes will

be annotated to biological terms or pathways with each annotated term or pathway

then tested for significant enrichment, compared to a background universe of genes,

on an individual basis. Significance testing can be carried out with a variety of statis-

tical tests, however the use of Fisher’s Exact Test or testing against a hypergeometric

distribution are particularly common (Huang et al., 2008).

The product of these analyses is a table of enriched biological features with accom-

panying p-values, and as such these techniques present a simple powerful means to

extract meaning from a group of genes. Biological pathway enrichment for example

enriches against ’pathways’, groups of genes involved in the same biological process,

which is particularly useful for characterising function that may be present in such a

group.

Whilst these techniques can prove informative in understanding biological data,

interpreting their results if often difficult. The results lists produced are often long

and so connections between relevant enriched features can be obscured and hard

to notice. The application of multiple testing correction is vital here for ensuring

statistical rigour, with hundreds of enrichment tests typically carried out in a single

analysis. By ensuring only results that pass this testing are used, the resultant lists

are smaller and thus more easily interpreted.

There are several additional issues to be aware of however when conducting enrich-

ment analyses; confounding factors arising from the database used, the background

against which the tests are performed and gene pleiotropy. Biological databases are
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populated with information derived largely from research literature and in some

cases experimentation carried out by laboratories attached to the maintainers, as a

result their contents suffer from the positive reporting bias in academic literature

(Callaham et al., 1998). In addition, there is a study bias with respect to funding

that will also affect database contents; researchers, understandably, tend to prefer

using well annotated and well characterised data. As a result, this data gets better

characterised through research perpetuating an inequality in annotation through a

"rich-getting-richer" pattern (Haynes et al., 2018). Secondly, another key factor to con-

sider is the background set against which enrichment is tested; commonly genes will

be tested for over-representation against a background set of genes, this can be all

genes known in that species or all genes present in the experimental data. If the back-

ground is chosen inappropriately for the analyses, this can lead to the inflation of the

resultant test statistics. Finally we have the issue of gene pleiotropy, this refers to the

scenario where the expression of a single gene effects more than one resulting and un-

related phenotype. Such genes will necessarily enjoy a better database representation

and should be controlled for where possible.

This type of analysis has been used in computational biology for many years, with

many tools evolving to use more information to inform their enrichments; for exam-

ple topGO (Alexa and Rahnenfuhrer, 2010) derives information content from the dif-

ferent types of relationship between terms in the Gene Ontology (e.g. ’is-a’, ’part-of’)

that is used to inform its enrichments, as opposed to ignoring the meaning of these

different relationships and simply treating them as edges in a graph. Gene Set Enrich-

ment Analysis (GSEA) tools also provide an alternative approach to that described

above, intending to be used with a full list of genes from an experiment rather than

just those significantly differentially expressed. GSEA orders genes by expression and

calculates an enrichment score that represents the over-representation of genes in a

functional set at the top or the bottom of this list, thereby being particularly highly

or under-expressed (Subramanian et al., 2005).

1.3.3 Applications of Information Theoretic Entropy in Bioinformatics

Entropy, in a general sense, usually refers to a measure of disorder or uncertainty. En-

tropy in information theory was originally conceived by Shannon in (Shannon, 1948)

where he applied the concept to noise in communication. Entropy, as defined by Shan-

non, is the negative logarithm of the probability mass function of a feature or event,

this results in features with high probability carrying less entropy, or ’information’,

than those with low probability as the occurrence of a lower-probability feature is

less anticipated, and therefore more informative. Put simply, the more likely an event
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in a given system, the lower its entropy. As such we can understand this entropy to

be representative of uncertainty.

Entropy has demonstrated utility through a versatile range of applications in com-

putational biology, from the enhancement of consensus clustering on omics data (Liu

et al., 2017a), to the evaluation of substitution rate in viral RNA (Ghasemzadeh et al.,

2018) or even to the classification of MRI imaging data (Saritha et al., 2013). Recently

entropy has been applied to validation of information derived from gene interaction

networks (Wallace et al., 2018).

A notable application is that of the differential network analysis tool ’DiNA’ (Gam-

bardella et al., 2013). DiNA applies an entropy based method to tissue-specific gene

co-regulation networks in order to determine whether biological pathways are asso-

ciated with the networks. The entropy probability function here calculates the like-

lihood of pathway association with each network based upon how many pathway

members are co-regulated in that specific network. As a result the entropy will be

low when a pathway is well expressed in one network, representing a higher de-

gree of order due to less pathway information being spread across the networks, and

high when the pathway’s members are present in many networks, with a higher de-

gree of disorder in the pathway’s representation and therefore greater uncertainty.

DiNA therefore presents an alternative means for achieving pathway enrichment at

the network level rather than more commonly used gene set enrichment enrichment

analyses whose resolution is the level of a cluster of a simple list of genes. Therefore

unlike the latter approach, DiNA is deriving its enrichment from a higher level of

information, not simply strength of expression or co-expression, specifically: where

the pathway genes are in the clustered network in relation to one another.

1.4 experimental datasets used in the thesis

There are three experimental datasets used throughout this thesis in order to develop,

test and evaluate the novel methods developed. These datasets are described as fol-

lows.

1.4.1 Neuron-Astrocyte Oxidative Stress Dataset (OS)

The involvement of oxidative stress has been implicated in many acute and chronic

neurodegenerative diseases including stroke and Alzheimer’s Disease (Halliwell, 2006;

Melo et al., 2011; Hardingham and Do, 2016). In order to better understand the effect

of oxidative stress on neural cells in these conditions, it is important to investigate
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transcriptomic changes that occur when exposing these cells to radical oxygen species

(ROS), the active agents that induce cellular damage during oxidative stress.

Astrocytes and neurons were cultured from E17.5 CD1 mouse and E20.5 Sprague

Dawley rat embryos; cortices were dissected, enzymatically digested with papain and

mechanically dissociated using a 5 ml pipette. Mouse astrocytes were then obtained

by growing cells at low density in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum and

were passaged twice, using Trypsin. These astrocytes are >99% GFAP positive and

<0.1% NeuN positive. At astrocyte days-in-vitro 14, rat neuronal cultures were plated

with the anti-mitotic AraC added, which restricts astrocyte numbers to 0.1%. For

mixed-species co-cultures, the rat neurons were plated on top of a confluent layer of

DIV14 mouse astrocytes. Subsequently, astrocyte monocultures and astrocyte-neuron

co-cultures were kept for 8-10 days in Neurobasal-A medium containing B27, but

devoid of serum. Neuronal monocultures were kept for 8-10 days in Neurobasal-A

medium with AraC. At this juncture, cell cultures were exposed to sub-lethal levels

(25 µM) of the reactive oxygen species hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). H2O2 is routinely

used to induce oxidative stress and causes a robust induction of genes encoding for

antioxidants or stress-response genes. Samples were sequenced both 4 and 24 hours

post stimulation, in addition to pre-stimulation controls. Three replicates were taken

for each condition.

Henceforth in this thesis, the oxidative stress dataset will be referred to in the fol-

lowing format: OS when referring to the dataset as a whole, the format OSm-[Species

initial][Cell-type initial] (e.g. OSm-MN for mouse neuron monoculture) for the the

monoculture controls and OScc-[Species initial][Cell-type initial] when referring to

cell-type specific data. However only the monocultures from this dataset are used in

this thesis. A summary of the oxidative stress dataset can be seen in Table 1.1.

1.4.2 Neuron-Astrocyte Activity Dependence Dataset (AD)

This dataset is a two species co-culture of astrocytes and neurons that were exposed

to a receptor agonist to stimulate heightened levels of neuronal action potential firing.

The experimental procedures were carried out at the lab of my secondary supervisor,

Giles Hardingham, as detailed in (Hasel et al., 2017):

Mouse astrocytes were cultured from E17.5 CD1 mouse embryos and rat neurons

from E20.5 Sprague Dawley rat embryos; cortices were dissected, enzymatically di-

gested with papain and mechanically dissociated using a 5 ml pipette. Mouse cortical

and spinal cord astrocytes were obtained by growing cells at low density in DMEM

containing 10% fetal bovine serum and were passaged twice, using Trypsin (both Life

Technologies). The resulting astrocytes were >99% GFAP positive and <0.1% NeuN
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Organism Mus Musculus, Rattus Norvegicus
Cell Type Astrocyte, Neuron

Experimental Stimulus Oxidative Stress

Conditions Control, 4h, 24h

Replicates 3

Read Length 50bp

Read Type Paired-end

Sequencing Depth 50 million reads

Monocultures Mouse Neuron, Mouse Astrocyte

Table 1.1: Oxidative Stress Dataset Summary. The key variables and information for
the OS dataset. The dataset is comprised of co-cultured mouse astrocytes
and rat neurons, in addition to single species mouse monocultures for con-
trol, that were subjected to oxidative stress via H2O2.

positive; the rat neuronal cells do contain a small number of non-neuronal cells (prin-

cipally astrocytes), but since the focus of the study is the mouse astrocytic transcrip-

tome, this was deemed acceptable. At astrocyte days-in-vitro 14, rat neuronal cultures

were plated with the anti-mitotic AraC added, which restricts astrocyte numbers to

0.1%. For mixed-species co-cultures, the rat neurons were plated on top of a con-

fluent layer of DIV14 mouse astrocytes. Subsequently, astrocyte monocultures and

astrocyte-neuron co-cultures were kept for 8-10 days in Neurobasal-A medium con-

taining B27, but devoid of serum. Neuronal monocultures were kept for 8-10 days in

Neurobasal-A medium with AraC. All cultures were used 8 to 10 days after neuron

plate down.

The rat neurons were co-cultured with the mouse astrocytes in order to investigate

activity dependent gene expression. The co-cultures were transferred into a medium

containing tetrodoxin (TTX), a voltage-gated Na+ channel blocker that prevents ac-

tion potentials in neurons, for 22 hours to inhibit neuronal firing. Subsequently, TTX

was washed from the cells which were then exposed to either the receptor agonist

Bicuculline (BiC, 50 mM) to induce network bursting (where periods of rapid action

potential spiking are followed by a quiescent periods) or BiC in addition to glutamate

transporter inhibitor TBOA (DL-threo-b-Benzyloxyaspartic acid, 50 mM), to increase

the half-time of glutamate uptake and thus prolong synaptic activity, for 16 hours,

after which the RNA was collected for sequencing. Monoculture control samples for

mouse astrocytes, mouse neurons and rat neurons were sampled separately and not

for all experimental conditions.

I will thus be using three conditions for this investigation of this dataset: the control

where we have TTX dampening neuron activity, leaving only astrocyte activity, the
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BiC exposure condition, which triggers a burst of excitatory synaptic activity, and

lastly the BiC + TBOA condition, which inhibits glutamate uptake thus exacerbating

synaptic activity. There are four replicates for each of these conditions.

Henceforth in this thesis, the activity dependence dataset will be referred to in

the following format: AD when referring to the dataset as a whole, ADm-[Species

initial][Cell-type initial] when referring to monoculture controls and ADcc-[Species

initial][Cell-type initial] when referring to cell-type specific data. A summary of the

activity dependence dataset can be seen in Table 1.2.

Organism Mus Musculus, Rattus Norvegicus
Laboratory Strain CD1 (mouse), Sprague Dawley (rat)

Cell Type Astrocyte, Neuron

Conditions BiC, BiC + TBOA, TTX (Control)

Replicates 4

Read Length 50bp

Read Type Paired-end

Sequencing Depth 150 million reads

Table 1.2: Activity Dependence Dataset Summary. The key variables and informa-
tion for the activity dependence dataset. The original dataset is mixed
species with mouse astrocytes and rat neurons. BiC here refers to the re-
ceptor agonist bicuculine and TBOA to the glutamate transporter inhibitor
DL-threo-b-Benzyloxyaspartic acid.

1.4.3 Neuron-Astrocyte-Microglia Three Species Dataset (3Scc)

This dataset is a three species RNA-Seq experiment containing neuron, astrocyte and

microglial cell-types. The neurons are derived from mouse stem cells, the astrocytes

from human and the microglia from rat. The experimental procedures were, once

again, carried out at the lab of my secondary supervisor, Giles Hardingham, as de-

tailed in (Qiu et al., 2018):

Human primary astrocytes were cultured for 1-3 days until they reached 80-90%

confluency. Mouse neurons derived from embryos were then plated atop the astro-

cytes, these were then incubated for 3-4 days. Four wells per condition and per co-

culture type were used. Rat microglia were extracted from neonatal pups and cul-

tured separately for 12 days before being plated with the astrocyte-neuron co-culture

for the three species co-culture conditions. Immunostaining was carried out to con-

firm samples were free of contamination, but was not carried out for each replicate.

Three days after plating down the microglia, the co-cultures were challenged with the
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inflammatory simulus, 500ng Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which is an activator of mi-

croglia and triggers toll-like receptor 4 signaling. RNA was collected for sequencing

24 hours after the addition of LPS. This methodology allows for microglia-dependent

transcriptional changes to be tracked in both neuronal and astrocytic cell types simul-

taneously, both with and without the LPS-induced response of the microglia.

From this experiment I will thus be using four conditions to build the gene co-

expression network for this investigation: a control where we have an unchallenged

co-culture of neurons and astrocytes, a second control where we have an unchal-

lenged co-culture of neurons, astrocytes and microglia, an exposure of the neuron

and astrocyte co-culture to 500ng of LPS, and an exposure of the neuron, astrocyte

and microglia co-culture to 500ng LPS.

Henceforth in this thesis, the three species dataset will be referred to in the fol-

lowing format: 3Scc when referring to the dataset or 3Scc-[Species initial][Cell-type

initial] when referring to a cell-type specific portion of the dataset. A summary of the

three species dataset can be seen in Table 1.3.

Organism Mus Musculus, Rattus Norvegicus, Homo Sapiens
Cell Type Neuron, Microglia, Astrocyte

Conditions Control, 500ng LPS (Both conditions with & without
microglia)

Replicates 3

Read Length 75bp

Read Type Paired-end

Sequencing Depth Conditions without microglia: 100 million reads,
Conditions with microglia: 220 million reads

Table 1.3: Three Species Dataset Summary. The key variables and information for
the three species dataset. This dataset is mixed species with mouse neurons,
human astrocytes and rat microglia. ’LPS’ here refers to ’Lipopolysaccha-
ride’ which is introduced to the cultures to trigger an immune response
from the microglia.

1.5 contributions

The scientific contributions laid out in this thesis can be summarised in the following:

1. The development of a computational methodology, known as ‘Sargasso’, for the

in silico separation of mixed-species RNA-Seq datasets. This tool is intended for

use with datasets wherein distinct cell-types are cultured from distinct species

where a separation by species therefore represents a partitioning of the data
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by cell-type. Sargasso provides several strategies for optimising species sepa-

ration, is publicly available as a Python package and has been published by

peer-reviewed journals for its use in the investigation of non-cell-autonomous

effects (Hasel et al., 2017; Qiu et al., 2018).

2. The development of a computational pipeline, known as ‘Pathway Entropy’,

which improves upon previous work (Gambardella et al., 2013) to provide an

application of information theoretic entropy to gene co-expression networks for

the purpose of pathway enrichment. This method provides more accurate and

interpretable results when applied to clustered gene co-expression networks

than commonly used hypergeometric methods and that of (Gambardella et al.,

2013).

3. The evaluation of the performance and robustness of these novel methods when

applied to the investigation of non-cell-autonomous effects with both methods

having been subsequently applied to separate two and three species mixed-

species RNA-Seq datasets.

1.6 organisation of the thesis

In the second chapter I focus upon the design and development of the novel ’Sar-

gasso’ methodology, a tool to enable the in silico separation of mixed-species RNA-Seq

data. I describe the testing of this method on simulated and experimental RNA-Seq

datasets and assess its performance with regard to a number of key factors: accuracy,

data loss and impact on downstream analysis.

The third chapter describes the design and development of the novel ’Pathway

Entropy’ methodology, an approach that applies information theoretic entropy to

clustered gene co-expression networks in order to determine the involvement of bi-

ological pathways. This tool is an improvement upon a previous method, ’DiNA’,

against which it is evaluated in addition to other commonly used tools for pathway

enrichment. Its performance is evaluated with regard to the contribution of informa-

tion, namely edge weights and pathway connectivity, that its variant implementations

provide.

In the fourth chapter I detail the application of the novel methods from chapters

two and three to two mixed-species RNA-Seq datasets. Their performances are exam-

ined in terms of consistency and accuracy and the results are placed in context with

reference to previously published relevant biological results.

In the final chapter, I reflect upon the contributions of this body of work and draw

conclusions from the results presented in light of the study of non-cell-autonomous
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effects and network biology. I discuss the limitations of the work presented in the

thesis and how future work could be conducted to extend it.

Lastly, in the appendices I include tables of raw results used to generate the graphs

in the thesis for reference.

1.7 outline of individual contributions to projects in this thesis

This thesis describes the development of two principal software development projects:

Sargasso in Chapter 2 and Pathway Entropy in Chapter 3. In this section I will detail

the contributions of myself and others to these projects to make clear my role in their

development. The application of these methods in Chapter 4 was entirely my own

undertaking.

The development of Sargasso was a collaborative undertaking by myself and my su-

pervisor Owen Dando. Owen had performed the initial feasibility study for genome

separability and I began my PhD to develop the tool in earnest. For the length of

the tool’s development I was thus working on this project full-time along with Owen,

who was working on it alongside his other responsibilities. It is both difficult and im-

practical to disentangle individual contribution for most aspects of the development

process, as is common in collaborative software development, as each stage of the

process was conceived through a constant dialogue of discussion and collaborative

research. Subsequent implementation and editing were carried out by both of us in

order to best identify bugs, with revision and re-implementation of code portions a

frequent occurrence. Thus even for portions that may have begun as the work of one

of us, the finished code is necessarily the result of this collaborative process.

There are however, two areas where individual contribution is certain: the devel-

opment and implementation of Sargasso’s assignment algorithm was exclusively my

work and the compilation of the finished Sargasso code into its present format, a

python package, was the exclusive work of Owen Dando. After I started work on

the Pathway Entropy method, our colleague Xin He lent his efforts to aid continued

maintenance and development of the package, thus making the most recent code a

three-way collaboration. In Chapter 2, there are several figures included that were

plotted from our data by Owen for our future methods paper. As these figures were

not plotted by my own hand I have thus labelled them as belonging to the work

of our paper currently in production, using the label: ‘Heron, Dando and Simpson

(Forthcoming)’, in order to make this explicit.

The development of the Pathway entropy tool in Chapter 3 was not a collaborative

project, all coding and development were an exclusive undertaking by myself.
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2.1 motivation

The mechanisms which underlie biological systems, cell-autonomous and not, are im-

portant for our understanding of cells and cellular functions as well as of cancer and

neurological disease. Presently much knowledge here is restricted to cell-autonomous

settings as it is simpler to study the functioning of a single cell-type or monoculture.

Studies investigating non-cell-autonomous mechanisms commonly measure gene ex-

pression levels in different cell types, but in order to partition these populations the

separation procedures available are physically invasive, damaging the cell cultures

and bias the very gene expression levels extracted for study. Indeed it has been shown

that physical separation techniques for cultures of mixed cell-types trigger stress and

apoptosis related genes, introducing noise which obscures identification of genes of

interest and introducing bias (Okaty et al., 2011b,a; Hasel et al., 2017).

Whilst the negative effects of physical separation techniques have long been ac-

cepted as unavoidable in the field, they present serious problems for downstream

analysis. The addition of noise can mask the detection of genes whose differential ex-

pression is small between conditions and the bias toward cell stress and death genes

can result in misleading conclusions and hamper attempts to analyse the genetic data

at the level of systems or pathways.

This relative difficulty in the study of non-cell-autonomous effects has resulted in

the present situation where we are reasonably confident about the function and action

of many cellular types, on a cell-autonomous level, however have less of an idea

about how these individually characterised types interact, either in vitro or in vivo,

and how these interactions shape the function and action of the cells they interacts

with. Thus an increased ability to study these effects would substantially improve

our understanding and characterisation of even well understood cell types.

A key area that would benefit from such study is the in vitro culturing of stem cells,

particularly for neural cultures. Presently, due to a lack of knowledge surrounding

neural cell maturation, neural monocultures do not fully develop the morphology of

in vivo neurons and frequently include undeveloped stem cells (Woodbury et al., 2000;

Roy et al., 2006). These undeveloped cells pose a tumour risk if used in xenograft

implantation and bias research efforts in vitro. There is also the risk that stem cells

27
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may develop and mature but into cells other than those desired and in turn bias

results collected from the culture.

The quality of reference genomes and genome annotations for established labo-

ratory species continues to improve with research year on year. With such higher

quality now available, we posit that if a different species was used for each cell type

of study, we should now be able to attribute genomic data in silico through cross

mapping RNA reads to the relevant genomes. In such a scenario, issues of cell stress,

cell death and expression bias from separation procedures would no longer apply,

facilitating easier study of non-cell-autonomous processes and effects. The use of dif-

ferent species may of course introduce different biases however. With regard to this

point, the work of my collaborators has demonstrated that the use of different species,

mouse astrocytes with rat neurons and vice versa, induces comparable effects on as-

trocytic marker genes (Hasel et al., 2017). Species difference was also shown not to

affect activity dependent expression in a subset of genes that were analysed more

closely (Hasel et al., 2017).

In this chapter, we present a novel approach that alleviates the issues introduced

by physical separation in gene expression quantification using RNA-seq by conduct-

ing in silico sequence separation between different sources. Our method uses data

derived from a novel experimental paradigm, mixed species co-culturing (e.g. two

cell types each belonging to closely related species, or indeed different strains of

the same species), and maps the resultant RNA-Seq differentially between the two

genomes. The mappings for each read are then assessed by alignment quality factors

and assigned to one source genome or another according to user specified selection

criteria. Closely related species, such as mouse and rat, are used in order to minimise

any biological differences that may arise from evolutionary divergence and in order

to achieve as close as possible a representation of in vivo cellular behaviour.

Our method is assessed for both performance and recall in addition to species

choice. Any effect on downstream analysis, such as differential expression, is also

investigated. Our novel approach allows us to investigate differential transcriptomic

effects between cell types and our evaluation demonstrates this in the context of two

neural cell types: neurons and astrocytes. While astrocytes have commonly been un-

derstood to act as support cells or ’neural glue’, previous research (Johnson et al.,

2007) has challenged this view and demonstrated a positive effect of astrocytes when

co-cultured with neurons on cell development, morphology and synaptogenesis. Our

evaluative findings contribute to the better characterisation of this cellular relation-

ship.

This project was a collaborative undertaking by members of my group with the

principal contributors being myself, Owen Dando and Xin He under the guidance of
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my supervisors Ian Simpson and Giles Hardingham. The Sargasso tool continues to

be maintained and developed by the group.
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2.2 design & implementation

In this section I will describe the details of the Sargasso methodology we have devel-

oped and how it has been applied to experimental data. I will detail the tools that

form part of its pipeline as well as justification of approaches taken before elaborating

on the separation methodology itself.

2.2.1 Approach

2.2.1.1 Language

This project was coded primarily in the Python programming language due to famil-

iarity with the language and availability of established libraries for computational

biology. This was particularly important for the interfacing of file processing tools,

such as Sambamba (Tarasov et al., 2015). For some components, Linux shell scripting

was used to most efficiently make use of commands for executing tools manipulating

results files; this could have been coded through Python however we deemed such

wrapping unnecessary.

2.2.1.2 Platform

The Sargasso package has been designed on systems running Linux distributions

and it requires the shell environment, common to all Unix-like operating systems

with substitutes available on Windows systems, in order to be executed. The tools

and libraries that Sargasso requires are not platform specific and so do not strictly

limit its usage to a Linux platform.

2.2.1.3 Intended Use Cases

Sargasso is intended to be used to separate, by species, mixed species RNA-Seq

datasets in which the species present are known. These datasets can be the product of

laboratory testing or of simulated in silico origin. In order to achieve approximate bio-

logical compatibility between cells, it is recommended to use closely related species or

species in whom the biological function of interest is well conserved. Distant species’

cells may reject one another or behave differently, compromising the purpose of the

investigation.

To ensure accuracy of findings it is important to use species whose reference

genome and annotation do not contain large gaps of missing information as this

could jeopardise sequence read assignment accuracy. Whilst Sargasso was developed
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initially for separating datasets containing data from two species, the separation of

datasets with any number of species is now possible.

Whilst we have not tested all possible combinations of model organisms, we have

applied Sargasso to the separation of mammalian species including: mouse, rat, hu-

man, macaque, chimp and cow, in addition to chicken, zebrafish and frog. For species

of particularly closer genetic distance, such as human and chimp, we do see a reason-

able read loss due to genome similarity, however a separation is still possible. Further

detail on the separation two species can be seen in the supplementary material of

(Qiu et al., 2018). As such for the intended use case with regard to genetic distance

of species, our recommendation would be those with a distance of approximately 10

million years.

2.2.2 Separation Mechanism

In order to disambiguate the reads of different species in silico, we must carefully

identify a parameter or series of parameters capable of distinguishing the parent or-

ganism of each read. The raw RNA-Seq data itself does not contain such parameters

and so we must derive them from elsewhere. An obvious candidate for such param-

eters would be those produced through genome alignment.

2.2.2.1 Assessment of Key Variables

The read aligner STAR (Dobin et al., 2013) was used to map the RNA-Seq reads to

the genome of each species in the data. The resultant alignments are output in BAM

format and contain a number of variables describing the quality of each alignment.

We investigated those we deemed most discriminating and these are detailed further

below. As RNA-Seq reads are sequenced a different lengths, commonly denominators

of 50bp, variation in these parameters was investigated by proportionately weighting

the threshold for length for any increase above 50bp reads.

Alignment Score

Each alignment has an alignment score (AS) generated for it that represents how

similar the read is to the reference. AS increases with each matched base and de-

creases with the number of mismatches and for any gaps. The exact scoring depends

on the scoring matrix used to score the alignment of bases in a sequence alignment.

This variable seemed from the outset a logical discriminator given that it takes

other alignment metrics into account. However, upon testing we discovered that the

score is not comparable between mappings to different genomes. This is due to the
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manner in which introns are scored. As the AS incorporates the length of an in-

tron, whose length even in well conserved regions may differ between species, reads

mapped across splice junctions will thus have a AS derived from species specific

information.

As such if we wish to use AS as a discriminating variable we will have to discard

all reads mapped with over splice junctions as we cannot compare these alignments.

As this presents a flaw that could lead to incorrect assignment, we looked instead

into the possibility of using several of the variables included in the calculation of AS

which are not species specific.

Mismatches

The number of mismatches in an alignment is the number of bases for which there

is disagreement between the read and the reference. Single mismatches could repre-

sent sequencing errors or point mutations, however any increase beyond this point

casts doubt over an alignment’s plausibility, especially if a read is aligned multiple

times to a genome as this further increases uncertainty.

As the number of mismatches is a good indicator of alignment quality, we chose to

use it as a discriminator. On its own however it is not enough to reliably capture the

full context of the alignment quality so we use other discriminators in addition.

Multiple Mappings

The number of times a read maps to a genome can be used as a good indicator of

alignment quality. Reads that are mapped to multiple locations could have suffered

errors during sequencing or indicate simply partial conservation or similarity of a

read from one species upon the genome of another. For whatever reason they may

be present, they introduce uncertainty when it comes to assessing assignment. Thus

in conjunction with other discriminators, such as the number of mismatches, the

number of multiple mappings is a useful comparator for mapping quality.

Should we want to be stringent in our investigations, throwing out reads that map

multiple times to each species is a good way of minimising uncertainty in assignment

and thus reduce possible false positives.

Minimum Match

The ’minimum match’ variable informs us of how much of a read is aligned to

the genome. A read may seemingly align perfectly with no mismatches or multiple
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mappings, however half of it could be ’clipped’, or removed, from the alignment.

Clipping is taken into account by AS, however cannot be assessed from just from the

use of the mismatch and multiple mapping variables. As such we will also make use

of the minimum match as a discriminating variable.

Spliced Alignments

Finally, for spliced alignments, we recognise that read alignments that overhang

on one exon by a single base or two, but are otherwise identical for each species

they are mapped to, are potentially spurious as read quality is known to worse at

the end of reads (Fuller et al., 2009). Thus we require that the minimum length of

sequence aligned to any one exon must be at least five bases; in testing, we found

that alignments with exon overhangs shorter than this length were frequently the

source of incorrect species assignment.

2.2.2.2 Proposed Mechanism

As we have three proposed variables for use in determining a read’s species of origin,

we need a mechanism to determine under which circumstances we assign a read, or

not. In the case where alignment to one species is perfect but to the other is poor, this

is trivial; however if we have non-optimal alignments to both species then we need

to determine how these discriminating variables are prioritised.

In such a case, and with the presumption that the values for these variables fall

within acceptable parameters set by the user, then the alignments are directly com-

pared as follows:

1. If the minimum number of mismatches with respect to the reference genome

amongst all mappings in the alignment set is fewer for one species than for the

other, the read is assigned to the former species.

2. If the minimum number of mismatches is the same for each set of alignments,

the length of alignments is examined. If the mappings to one species’ genome

are of full read length, whereas the other set contains alignments that are

clipped, the read is assigned to the species with full length mappings.

3. If all the alignments to both species’ genomes are full length (or both sets of

mappings contain alignments which are clipped), then the number of multi-

mappings of the read to each species’ genome are compared; the species with

fewer multi-mappings is chosen at the likely species of origin.
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4. If the number of multi-mappings is the same for each alignment set, the read is

declared ambiguous and unassigned.

For cases where we are allowing multimaps, the first two steps compare the map-

ping with the minimum number of mismatches and the maximum alignment length

respectively.

2.2.3 The Sargasso Pipeline

2.2.3.1 Overview

The Sargasso methodology is structured as a pipeline. This pipeline includes both

pre-existing tools and novel code and is displayed in full in Figure 2.1.

Given an input set of FASTQ files for a number of samples, containing mixed-

species RNA-seq read data, the Sargasso pipeline partitions reads according to their

likely species of origin, and outputs per-sample BAM files containing the mapping of

these reads to the respective genomes. This separation of species data is performed

in a number of stages, of which the most important steps are:

• Mapping: Raw mixed-species RNA-seq data is mapped to each species’ genome

using an efficient splice-aware read aligner: we use STAR for this purpose.

• Sorting: Mapped RNA-seq reads are sorted in name order so that, subsequently,

the mappings for each read (or each read pair, in the case of paired-end reads)

to each genome can be assessed together, in direct comparison. For this we use

Sambamba.

• Assignment: On the basis of its genome mappings, each RNA-seq read or read

pair is assigned to its correct species of origin or discarded as ambiguous if its

species of origin cannot be determined.

The mapping and assignment steps are examined in detail below, the sorting being

a trivial process. Also detailed are the downstream steps of read counting (e.g. using

featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014), all command line tools henceforth are displayed

in fixed-width font) and differential analysis (e.g. using DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014))

described in Figure 2.1. However, we first note that while the Sargasso pipeline al-

lows the user fine control at each stage, in normal usage the pipeline up until read

summarisation can be executed automatically with a single command.
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2.2.3.2 In Detail

Read Alignment with STAR

While we chose to use the STAR read aligner both for its speed and the accuracy

of alignments produced (Engström et al., 2013), it has since continued to prove a

robust and reliable approach for RNA-Seq alignment (Ballouz et al., 2018; Baruzzo

et al., 2017) and continues to be chosen for its performance in recent literature (Raplee

et al., 2019; Lachmann et al., 2018). However should users wish, it would be possible

to substitute another mapping tool as subsequent analysis steps require only BAM

formatted files containing the aligned reads.

Reads are mapped allowing alignments to multiple locations (-outFilterMultimapNmax

10000); however only those mappings with an AS equal to the maximum are re-

tained (-outFilterMultimapScoreRange 0). As AS here is not used for comparison,

but rather to ensure quality with respect to genome mapping, species inconsistency

in intron sizes are not an issue. These parameters, or equivalent, would need to be

applied to ensure consistency of Sargasso’s performance should users decide to use

an alternative read aligner.

Subsequent to alignment, the BAM files produced by mapping reads to each species’

genome are sorted into name order using the Sambamba alignment processing tool.

Species Assignment

Once reads have been sorted into name order, the mappings to both genomes for

each read or read pair can be examined in turn to determine the species of origin for

each read. Firstly, if a read has alignments to one species’ genome, but none to the

other, it is provisionally assigned to that species. While it would be tempting to make

this assignment definitive, it must be taken into account that the reference genomes

to which reads are mapped may be of different qualities. This may be true both in

the extent and accuracy of their raw sequence and in the standard of their annotation.

Thus the lack of alignments to a species’ genome does not necessarily preclude a read

belonging to that species.

To mitigate this issue, for a provisionally assigned read, mappings are required to

satisfy a number of user-defined thresholds:

• Number of multi-maps: A given read must have at most a certain number of

alignments to the putative species of origin’s genome. Multiple mappings of

low quality to one species’ genome may be indicative that a species may not be
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the origin of a read, but may also indicate that its locus is missing or incorrectly

sequenced in the reference genome.

• Maximum number of mismatches: Read alignments must not exceed a certain

number of bases, with respect to their length, being mismatched with respect

to the reference genome. This is implemented as n/50bp so as not to penalise

shorter reads, where n is the supplied maximum number of mismatches.

• Minimum length of alignment: All read alignments must exceed a certain pro-

portion of read length, including both correct matches and mismatches with

respect to the reference genome. That is, a minimum proportion of clipping of

the read is tolerated. This parameter is also scaled for read length in the same

manner as mismatches: m/50bp where m is the supplied length

• Spliced alignments: For spliced alignments, the minimum length of sequence

aligned to any one exon (by default) must be at least five bases. Alignments

over splice junctions for a mere base or two are unreliable where this is the only

portion differentially mapped due to read mapping becoming less reliable at

the end of a read (Fuller et al., 2009). As such a minimum threshold will reduce

the risk of false positives.

For a given read, if its alignment to a genome satisfies these criteria and if it is only

mapped to one genome, it is assigned to that species. The exact thresholds used can

be chosen to balance between the precision of assignment of reads to their correct

species of origin and the recall of the maximum number of reads. These choices of

filtering strategy are discussed later in this section.

If a read maps to more than one species involved, we compare the criteria listed

above for each species. Each set of alignments is tested against the thresholds detailed

above. If the criteria are violated then its mapping to that species is disqualified; if

this is the case for all species then the read is rejected and left unassigned.

In the final case, that the mappings to more than one species’ genomes satisfy

all thresholds, then these sets of mappings are directly compared by the algorithm

previously described in Section 2.2.2.2.

Filtering Strategies

Through the choice of the particular thresholds that RNA-seq reads must satisfy

in order to be assigned to their true genomes of origin, different filtering strategies

may be adopted. Such strategies provide a particular balance between precision and

recall (or sensitivity and specificity). For example, demanding a high specificity, that
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the number of reads mis-assigned to the wrong species is minimised, may result in a

reduction in the total number of reads correctly assigned. Similarly, the requirement

for high sensitivity, that the total number of reads assigned is maximised, may result

in a concomitant increase in the percentage of reads incorrectly attributed.

The particular strategy desired by the user can be finely adjusted through param-

eters which control the thresholds governing the number of multi-maps, number of

mismatches, and length of alignments that reads are required to satisfy. Below, we

demonstrate that Sargasso shows good performance across a wide range of param-

eter values, with high proportions of the total read set correctly assigned and low

numbers of reads incorrectly attributed. However, we also show that a particular

choice of parameter values provides excellent behaviour in a wide variety of situ-

ations, with both high precision and recall, whichever the species of origin of the

mixed-species RNA-seq data. For ease of use, the combination of parameter values

that make up this filtering strategy can be set through a single command-line option.

However, for cases where it is of particular importance that the filtering strategy

is as conservative as possible, that minimising the number of reads mis-assigned

takes foremost priority, we demonstrate below that such a conservative approach still

achieves high sensitivity. Again, for convenience, the parameter values settings for

this filtering strategy can be set through a single command-line option.

Read Summary Tool

A tool for read summarisation, whilst not a core step in the Sargasso pipeline, is

necessary for feature-wise downstream analysis. As such I will briefly discuss my

choice of tool in the development of Sargasso and the subsequent analysis of species

separated data.

When prototyping the Sargasso pipeline, I initially used the tool HTSeq (Anders

et al., 2015) as it is an established standard for read summary that interfaces directly

with the commonly used DESeq2 differential expression tool. It is known to be slow

as it is coded in Python and not optimised for speed. As speed of processing is

important for downstream analysis given the higher quantity of data that is output

by Sargasso, an alternative tool was sought.

featureCounts is a more recently developed command line tool that is optimised

for speed. Through comparative analysis it has been demonstrated (Liao et al., 2014)

that whilst the overwhelming majority of reads were assigned to the same genes by

both tools, HTSeq assigned 67 reads (less than 0.001% of total read count) to genes that

featureCounts did not, whereas featureCounts assigned 27102 reads to genes that
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HTSeq did not. Given that there is a small performance gap in favour of it in addition

to a faster run time, featureCounts was used for purposes of downstream analysis.

featureCounts was executed using default parameters.

Downstream Analysis - Differential Expression

For the purposes of testing and evaluating changes to the core Sargasso pipeline,

the R package DESeq2 was used to measure the differential expression of genes in

the species separated RNA-Seq datasets. DESeq2 was chosen as it is well established

and we were more familiar with its use than for the similarly well established tool

edgeR, though the sensitivity for both tools is reportedly similar (Love et al., 2014).

This tool was executed using default parameters.
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2.3 results

2.3.1 Application to Simulated Data

To test the utility and function of Sargasso, we first chose to do so using simulated

data as we had not yet the experimental data to work with. We simulated RNA-Seq

reads from two species that have a small genetic distance between them in order to

analyse Sargasso’s capability to correctly attribute RNA-Seq reads to their species of

origin. Rat (Rattus Norvegicus) and Mouse (Mus Musculus) were chosen as they are

of close genetic similarity and are both also primary models of scientific study, thus

ensuring higher quality reference genomes. The ability to separate them also demon-

strates a use to those conducting both behavioural and transgenic research as these

species represent the primary animal models for these modes of study respectively.

Rat reads were simulated error free using Flux Simulator (Griebel et al., 2012), an

in silico read simulator for RNA-Seq data, at both short (50bp) and long (150bp) read

lengths. Sequencing error typical of Illumina sequencing, taken from supplementary

Table S2 in (Jia et al., 2013), was then imposed manually on these sets using quality

profiles derived from experimental rat RNA-Seq datasets of such lengths. These were

taken from GEO (Edgar et al., 2002): GSM1708531 (50bp) and GSM1630458 (150bp).

Error was incorporated through weighted random substitution, weighted by instance

in the profile for the position of each base, using the proportions from (Jia et al., 2013).

Error was not simulated using Flux Simulator directly as it contains error profiles for

35bp and 70bp read lengths only. Reads for the mouse were not simulated as by

using data from a single species we could accurately determine the efficacy of the

read assignment.

The simulated datasets were supplied to Sargasso which mapped them to the

genomes of both rat and mouse. The read mappings were then assigned to the species

using conservative values for the key assignment variables; no mismatches, no mul-

tiple mappings and only full length mappings. This was done both to promote preci-

sion over recall and to establish a baseline performance for separation with Sargasso.

The results for both read lengths, with and without simulated sequencing error, can

be seen in Table 2.1. Whilst a higher number of overall reads for these datasets would

have better approximated the RNA-Seq datasets we work with, difficulty with Flux

Simulator prohibited sets larger than these.



Rat Mouse
Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Precision Recall

50bp 131508 124191 (94.4%) 5740 (4.4%) 1577 (1.2%) 60603 6 (0.0%) 59020 (97.4%) 1577 (2.6%) 0.9999517 0.9443608

50bp (Error) 131266 105380 (80.3%) 24549 (18.7%) 1337 (1.0%) 59493 7 (0.0%) 58149 (97.7%) 1337 (2.3%) 0.9999336 0.8040224

150bp 43885 42065 (95.9%) 1553 (3.5%) 267 (0.6%) 18830 0 (0.0%) 18563 (98.6%) 267 (1.4%) 1.0000000 0.958528

150bp (Error) 43709 26713 (61.1%) 16826 (38.5%) 170 (0.4%) 18051 0 (0.0%) 17881 (99.1%) 170 (0.9%) 1.0000000 0.6111556

Table 2.1: Read Assignment for Simulated Rat Reads. This table contains the quantity of reads assigned to, rejected from and unassigned
to either species for simulated rat reads of 50bp and 150bp length both with and without sequence error. Where ’Assigned’ refers
to reads that have been assigned to a species having determined it to be the species of origin, ’Rejected’ being the number of
reads that were mapped to the species but not assigned as a result of either mapping better to another species or exceeding the
threshold of one or more quality variables. Lastly ’Ambiguous’ refers to the number of reads that were not assigned as a result
of mapping equally well, or poorly, to all species. ’Total Reads’ is the sum of the assigned, rejected and ambiguous reads for each
species, these figures are only counted for reads that aligned to the genome of a species and so the total reads for each species
will be different.
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Sargasso’s read assignment for the simulated reads can be seen here to be remark-

ably effective in terms of precision, the proportion of reads assigned to the correct

species, as we can see that the number of reads incorrectly assigned to mouse is low

for all samples and thus that of all reads assigned to a species, the great majority have

been correctly assigned to the rat. We see Sargasso’s performance expectedly lower

for recall, the proportion of rat reads assigned to rat, where due to the stringent

thresholds of the conservative filtering approach we see many rat reads be fail to be

assigned to rat, mainly through rejection rather than ambiguity, and thus contribute

to a lower proportion of all reads being correctly assigned.

2.3.2 Assignment Accuracy

In order to improve the recall we varied the key assignment variables both indepen-

dently, where one variable was altered with the remaining two consistently at conser-

vative threshold, and in conjunction with one another to explore the degree to which

they affect read assignment and also that to which they demonstrate independence.

This was carried out using the same simulated rat reads and separating against rat

and mouse genomes. The results of the independent criteria variation can be seen in

Figure 2.2 A,B and C, whilst the results of the variation of the criteria in conjunction

can be seen in Figure 2.3. Change in precision and recall here is represented using the

F1 score which is calculated as the harmonic mean of the two. As we have previously

demonstrated a high precision any marked increase in F1 will likely be due to an

increase in recall.
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Figure 2.3: Change in F1 Score for Co-variation of Assignment Variables. Varying the three
key assignment variables in conjunction; mismatches (X-axis), multi-maps (Y-axis) and min-
imum match (variation per plot), demonstrates that the highest F1 score is achieved when
assignment minimum match and mismatch thresholds are relaxed in the absence of thresh-
olding for multiple mappings. The F1 score is calculated as the harmonic mean of precision
and recall (F1 Score) using simulated rat RNA-Seq of 50bp read length.
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Figure 2.2 shows that relaxing the thresholds for the key variables allows for a

significant increase in F1. Yet most of this increase is accounted for in the first or initial

few steps of threshold decrease, with subsequent relaxations yielding progressively

fewer returns and necessarily increasing potential for incorrect mapping.

Surprisingly, the removal of the multi-mapping variable results in a marginal in-

crease in F1. Comparatively the removal of the mismatch criteria, whilst an improve-

ment from its conservative values, is of significant detriment to the F1 from its more

relaxed thresholds. The removal of the minimum match criteria produces an F1 only

marginally lower than the F1 of the most relaxed threshold tested on this graph. As

a result of this, for the purpose of optimisation we will consider only the minimum

match and mismatch criteria.

The key points of interest here are that the greatest gains to F1, and thus to the

separability, are derived from allowing up to 2 multi-mappings, 2 mismatches and

3 imperfectly aligned bases. Whilst the combination of these scores does not result

in the highest F1, Figure 2.3 shows that this combination of variables achieves an F1

of 0.971 where the highest achieved by any combination of variables is 0.98 which

requires the same threshold for mismatch and imperfectly aligned bases, but without

using the multi-map threshold. The performance of the separation for the 150bp

was in keeping with these findings, as can be seen in the subsequent analysis in

Figure 2.4, detailed further in the next paragraph. For the longer reads too the same

relaxation of thresholds can be seen to achieve almost the highest F1 of any threshold

combination, the biggest difference in F1 results between the read lengths can be

seen to be the effect of a conservative mismatch threshold of 0 which can be seen to

penalise the 150bp set more harshly simply as a result of its longer length and thus

greater likelihood to contain an error.

Having assessed the effect of thresholding the key variables on Sargasso’s species

assignment, we moved forward to assess the effects of error presence and read length

on assignment efficacy, in conjunction with mismatch and minimum match criteria.

As the variable thresholds are less comparable for different lengths of reads, we have

scaled each adjustment to the longer read set proportionately, with a threshold of

one mismatch for 50bp now being up to 3 for 150bp. The results for this investigation

can be seen in Figure 2.4 for the simulated rat reads aligned to the genomes of rat

and mouse. For the simulated reads without error, the performance of the pipeline

varies little with relaxation of the assignment criteria as the F1 scores are already

very high. For the 50bp set we thus see that with a 2 step relaxation in the minimum

match criteria we achieve the highest F1 score, notably only marginally (0.008) higher

than the most conservative settings for the variables. For the 150bp set, we can lessen

this to a 1 step relaxation and the difference between the maximum F1 is actually
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less (0.005). Mismatch relaxation for both read lengths only has a marginal negative

impact on F1, though when it is absent and only minimum match is used we see a

larger negative impact.

For the sets with sequence error however, there is a more obvious performance dis-

tinction between the 50bp and 150bp read length sets. Whilst relaxation of both key

variables by one point accounts for the bulk of observed change in F1, the shorter read

set is more sensitive with consistent change in F1 observable for a higher proportion

of criteria variation. The longer read set performs notably worse for conservative vari-

able values perhaps given that they are comparably more stringent for longer reads,

subsequent threshold variations have been scaled proportionate to length. Longer

reads will be more likely to contain instances of sequence inconsistency, compared to

the reference genome, by simple virtue of their length providing more opportunity

for such errors. Conversely it is their length that gives rise to a better performance

with regard to F1 for more relaxed criteria, albeit marginal, and also for the lower

quantity of reads classed as ambiguous as longer reads have less potential locations

in both species for equal mapping. This decrease in ambiguity is to be expected as the

longer a sequence’s length, the less likely it is that there will be an identical stretch

in another species’ genome, even one genetically close. It is worth noting that the

assignment made using only the mismatch criteria is almost equal in performance to

assignment with decreasing the minimum match threshold by 5, thus showing that

mismatch is perhaps the more important discriminator for this data.

These results demonstrate that Sargasso is particularly effective at distinguishing

simulated RNA-Seq reads between two closely related species.
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(a) 50bp Reads

(b) 150bp Reads

Figure 2.4: Read Assignment for Simulated Rat Data for Variation in Filtering Criteria. Mi-
nor relaxation in assignment thresholds is beneficial to both shorter and longer read lengths,
though with a larger impact on the F1 for the 150bp reads (C), indeed relaxing the mismatch
criteria by one step leads to a higher F1 for 150bp compared to the 50bp (A). Assignment
thresholds for both read lengths in the absence of error (B,D) have little impact on assign-
ment. The number of mismatches and minimum match bases is scaled proportionately for
the 150bp data.
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Species Error No Error
Stringent Lenient Stringent Lenient

50bp 150bp 50bp 150bp 50bp 150bp 50bp 150bp

Mouse 0.903 0.762 0.983 0.986 0.983 0.987 0.988 0.991

Human 0.902 0.767 0.982 0.983 0.981 0.986 0.987 0.99

Zebrafish 0.889 0.757 0.977 0.971 0.97 0.976 0.984 0.99

σ 0.008 0.005 0.003 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.002 0.001

Table 2.2: Performance of Sargasso Over Different Genetic Distances. Sargasso can
be seen to perform well on species of varying genetic distance, suffering
only a minor decrease in F1 for particularly distant species. Simulated reads
from the three species listed here was separated against the rat genome at
both stringent filtering thresholds (no mismatches, full read alignment, no
multimapping) and at more lenient thresholds (1 mismatch, up to 2 clipped
bases, multimapping allowed) to highlight the largest point of variation
in F1. Simulated data both with and without error was used. Standard
deviation was calculated between the F1 scores of each species for variation
in threshold and/or source data.

2.3.3 Testing Simulated Data for Species of Varying Genetic Distance

To check the Sargasso’s consistency and capacity for generalisation we simulated

three more sets of RNA-Seq data from different species that were then mapped to the

genomes of both their own species (mouse, human and zebrafish) and to the genome

of rat. Mouse was chosen as the pipeline’s performance should be very similar to that

of the Rat simulated set, human as it is a high quality mammal genome of further

genetic distance and finally zebrafish as it is of great genetic distance. The results for

variation in filter variable, read length and read error for these datasets so closely

reflected the distribution of F1 for the rat separation in the previous section that I

have summarised the F1 results at two key points of variation in Table 2.2.

Across all three species separations we can see a core consistency for F1 against

both variation in filtering thresholds and in source data. This is demonstrated by a

consistently low standard deviation across all points of variation tested. Whilst we

can see that variation between the mammalian species is particularly low, there is a

very minor decrease in performance for the zebrafish. However this could also be

explained by comparative genome quality as this is lowest for the zebrafish of the

three tested.

For the filtering thresholds we can see that the stringent thresholds produces a no-

tably lower F1, particularly for the longer 150bp reads as simply by virtue of being

longer they are more likely to include a sequencing error that prevents perfect align-
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ment. For the lenient thresholds we can see a comparative performance to the reads

without error.

Crucially what we observe here is that the effective operation of Sargasso is indeed

consistent and generalisable across species of varying genetic distance, demonstrating

comparable differentiating potential.

2.3.4 Filtering Strategies

Based on the results in the previous section, we made four particular choices of

sets of filtering parameters available to users through a single command-line option:

’conservative’, ’best’, ’recall’ and ’permissive’. In our ’conservative’ strategy, precision

is favoured over recall. Here, for a read or read pair to be assigned to a particular

genome, there must be no mismatches with respect to the reference sequence, and the

full length of the read must be mapped, with no clipping. Moreover, reads must map

to a single locus in the reference genome. This strategy corresponds to the stringent

thresholds in Section 2.3.3.

For our ’best’ strategy, on the other hand, which provides a good balance between

sensitivity and specificity, we note that the greatest gains in F1-score seen above

(compared to the "conservative" strategy) are made when allowing at most 1 mis-

match with respect to the reference genome for a 50bp paired-end read (or the same

proportion of total read length for longer reads), and at most 2 base clipped for each

single 50bp read in the pair (or the same proportion of each read’s length for longer

reads). This strategy corresponds to the lenient thresholds used in Section 2.3.3.

The ’recall’ strategy has also been added in for users who wish to use strategy that

prioritises recall over precision. This strategy thus prioritises the highest F1 scores,

however will run the highest risk of false positives as a result of less stringent thresh-

olds.

Lastly, the ’permissive’ strategy maximises assignments to the species of origin at

the expense of a high level of mis-assignments to the other species. This strategy

has been added in to compare with the assignments of xenograft separation tools. A

summary of the filtering strategies for easy comparison can be seen in Table 2.3.

2.3.5 Computational Performance

Figure 2.5 shows the time taken by Sargasso to process an RNA-seq data set com-

prising around 47.6 million 50bp paired-end reads. This time is inclusive of all of

Sargasso’s core stages of the pipeline: read mapping to each genome with STAR, sort-

ing of mapped read files and assignment of reads to each genome. With a single
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Max No. Mismatches Max. No Clipped Bases Max No. Multi-maps Overhang Threshold (bp)

Conservative 0 0 1 5

Best 1 2 999999 5

Recall 2 10 999999 5

Permissive 25 25 999999 0

Table 2.3: Filtering Strategy Summary. This table details the specific thresholds for
each key assignment variable for each of Sargasso’s four predefined filter-
ing strategies.

processing core, reads are filtered by the pipeline at a rate of approximately 11.1 mil-

lion reads per hour, with a total execution time of approximately 4.5 hours, this rises

to around 86.6 million reads per hour processed with 24 cores, with a total execution

time of approximately 35 minutes. The greatest speed improvements are made by

increasing the number of cores to approximately 8, bringing the execution time to

under an hour, with only marginal gains from further parallelisation made beyond

this point. Beyond 20 cores, the difference is so marginal as to be of no significance.

2.3.6 Simulation of Contamination Effects on Expression

As the physical separation methods, to which we present Sargasso as an alternative,

are known to contaminate separated data through the inclusion of non-desired cell-

types, we simulated the result this would have downstream.

A cell-type contamination was achieved through addition of mRNA from a neu-

ron monoculture sample into an astrocyte monoculture sample at a ratio of 95 : 5

prior to sequencing in order to achieve a 5% contamination rate. The abundance of

gene expression, as FPKM, was then carried out on the sequenced RNA-Seq sample

and compared with the result of an uncontaminated astrocyte monoculture sample

cultured under the same conditions, this can be seen in Figure 2.6.

As we can see, the contamination of a monoculture dataset by as little as 5% of cells

from another type has a significant effect on downstream analysis. In Figure 2.6 we

can see total of 863 genes are expressed more than two-fold higher, for which 216 of

these genes are expressed more than ten-fold higher, as a result of this contamination.

2.3.7 Impact of Sargasso on Downstream Analysis

In this section I will discuss the results of our investigations into the impact of Sar-

gasso’s usage on the results of downstream analysis. These investigations will cover

read loss, incorrect assignment, changes to differential gene expression and the de-

tection of key experimental genes.
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Figure 2.5: Speed of Sargasso Execution. Sargasso’s total execution time increases greatly
with parallelisation up until 8 threads are used, after which point execution takes less than
an hour and gains are marginal. For this analysis an RNA-seq data set comprising 47.6
million 50bp paired-end reads was passed through the species separation pipeline using 1, 2,
4, 8, 12, 16, 20 or 24 threads, and the wall clock time used was recorded. The mean time taken
over 10 repetitions is shown. Figure taken from Heron, Dando & Simpson, forthcoming.

2.3.7.1 Read Loss

It is important to note that the loss of reads due to ambiguity of their species of origin

will not be equally distributed across the genome and this could affect downstream

analysis. For example, genes which are highly conserved between two species may

be subject to greater loss of reads than those which are not conserved, and this might

impact discovery of differential expression in such genes.

To investigate these potential effects further, we first generated all possible theoret-

ical paired-end reads of length 50 base pairs, using an insert size of 150 base pairs,

from mouse and rat genes marked as protein coding in Ensembl version 84. We then

passed these reads through Sargasso using both the ’conservative’ and ’best’ filtering

strategies described in the previous section.

Figure 2.7(a) shows the per-gene fractions of all theoretical reads from the protein

coding mouse transcriptome lost due to species separation, when aligned to both

mouse and rat by Sargasso. As can be seen, for the great majority of genes, the
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Figure 2.6: Change in FPKM of Astroycte Genes as a Result of 5% Neuronal Contamination.
A cell-type contamination of just 5% results in the expression of 863 genes to be increased
by more than two-fold. This figure shows the change in abundance of gene expression as a
result of cell-type contamination, in this case an astrocyte sample contaminated at a ratio of
95 : 5 with neuronal RNA. The FPKM of this contaminated sample can be seen here plotted
against the FPKM of an uncontaminated astrocyte sample. Figure reproduced from (Hasel
et al., 2017): Supplementary Figure 3A.

majority of reads can be unambiguously assigned to mouse: for the "conservative"

strategy 85.7% of genes lose fewer than 20% of reads, with 91.6% of all theoretical

reads unambiguously assigned to the mouse genome; for the "best" strategy 98.9% of

genes lose fewer than 20% of reads, with 96.3% of total reads assigned to the mouse.

Similarly, 2.7(b) shows the per-gene fractions of all theoretical reads from the protein

coding rat transcriptome lost due to species separation, when aligned to both rat and

mouse. Here, for the "conservative" strategy, 79.4% of genes lose fewer than 20% of

reads, with 86.5% of all theoretical reads unambiguously assigned to the rat, and

for the "best" strategy this rises to 98.4% (with 95% of total reads unambiguously

assigned). The gap in performance here is likely not due to Sargasso’s methodology

but to the comparative quality of the two species’ reference genomes, with the mouse
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genome being higher as a result of it being a more frequent subject of study. For the

rat genome there are more sequence gaps and less annotation meaning that when

the mouse reads are aligned to both genomes, there will be more instances where

there is not a comparable location yet annotated in the rat genome thus allowing for

unambiguous assignment and, overall, better results for the mouse than the rat reads.

When analysing differential gene expression reads are assigned to gene features

and counted (at this point it is standard practice to discard reads that multi-map to

the genome). Hence we used the read summary tool featureCounts in order to count

the number of theoretical reads assigned to genes after Sargasso has separated the

data by species, for both the ’conservative’ and ’best’ strategies. We then compared

the per-gene counts with those obtained after performing a standard read mapping

to a single genome with STAR.

Figure 2.8(a) shows the per-gene fractions of feature-assigned theoretical reads

from the protein coding mouse transcriptome that are lost due to species separation

with Sargasso, when mapped to mouse and rat, when compared to counts of reads

assigned after a standard STAR mapping. In this case, for the ’conservative’ strategy,

only 5.2% of genes lose more than 20% of reads when compared to standard STAR

mapping, and for the ’best’ strategy, this drops to 0.4%. Similar behaviour for the rat,

when mapped to rat and mouse, can be seen in Figure 2.8(b). Here 5.4% of genes lose

more than 20% of reads in the ’conservative’ strategy, and 1.4% for the ’best’ strategy.

Thus we can see that only a small amount of data is lost for the great majority of

genes as a result of Sargasso’s application.

We were interested in investigating whether the genes which lose a larger fraction

of their reads as a result of Sargasso’s application share any particular features. We

thus used the R package topGO to perform a gene ontology analysis in order to look

for enriched biological processes in those genes which lose more than 20% of their

feature-assigned reads when compared to standard STAR mapping. The topGO anal-

ysis used the ’elim’ methodology and for a background set it used all protein-coding

genes in Ensembl version 84, all genes which lost more than 20% of their feature-

assigned reads as a result of Sargasso were tested against this. Multiple testing was

not carried out on the resultant p-values in accordance with the authors’ justification:

p-value calculation for each term is conditioned on neighbouring terms and as a re-

sult are not independent, thus multiple testing theory does not directly apply (Alexa

and Rahnenführer, 2018).

For the mouse transcriptome with the ’conservative’ filtering strategy, for which

1153 genes lose more than 20% of reads, the significantly enriched (p<0.05) GO

term of greatest interest, with joint lowest p-value and the second highest number of

significant genes, was "G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway" (GO:0007186,
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290/93.76 genes (significant/expected), p<1e-30). Of these 201 (66%) are marked in

Ensembl version 84 as having more than one rat ortholog (the true number likely

being higher, due to incomplete annotation of the rat genome) - indeed 53.9% (622

out of 1153) of mouse genes which lose more than 20% of reads are marked as having

more than one rat ortholog. With our ’conservative’ strategy genes whose reads have

only a single mapping to the mouse genome, but who have multiple mappings to the

rat genome, are those most likely to lose a large proportion of their reads.

However, this is not the case for the ’best’ filtering strategy where only 88 genes

lose more than 20% of their feature-assigned reads; of these only 4 are marked as hav-

ing more than one rat ortholog. Here, instead, 73.9% of mouse genes (65 out of 88) are

marked as having single rat ortholog. The GO term with the greatest number of sig-

nificant genes (p <0.05) is "regulation of transcription, DNA-templated" (GO:0006355,

26/10.75 genes (significant/expected), p=0.00966). The genes that lose a large propor-

tions of reads when using this strategy tend to be those with a high level of sequence

conservation between species.

The topGO enrichment results for both filtering strategies can be found in Ap-

pendix B in Tables B.1 & B.2.
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2.3.7.2 Incorrect Assignment

In addition to reads which the species separation pipeline discards due to ambiguity

of their species of origin, it is also important to consider reads that might be incor-

rectly assigned to the wrong species, as these will bias downstream analysis. Figure

2.9(a) shows the per-gene fractions of all theoretical reads from the protein coding

mouse transcriptome incorrectly assigned to the rat genome by Sargasso when map-

ping against mouse and rat. With our ’conservative’ strategy, which prioritises min-

imising the number of reads mis-assigned to the wrong species, only 10 genes (0.05%)

have more than 1% of theoretical paired-end reads incorrectly assigned, with 0.002%

of all theoretical mouse reads wrongly allocated to the rat genome. With our ’best’

strategy, which balances precision and recall, this rises to 195 genes (0.9%) with more

than 1% of reads incorrectly assigned, with 0.03% of total reads mis-allocated.

In the case of the protein coding rat transcriptome in Figure 2.9(b), when mapping

against rat and mouse, only 1 gene has more than 1% of its reads mis-assigned for the

’conservative’ strategy, with 0.001% of all theoretical rat reads wrongly allocated to the

mouse genome. However, with the ’best’ strategy this rises to 585 genes (2.6%), with

38 genes (0.2%) having more than 20% of their reads incorrectly assigned and 0.1%

of total rat reads mis-assigned. Of those 585 genes with more than 1% of reads mis-

assigned, 291 (49.7%) are marked in Ensembl version 84 as being orthologs of single

mouse genes which themselves have more than one rat ortholog. Whether in such

cases the multiple rat genes represent true paralogs, or perhaps mis-assemblies in

the rat genome, any reads from these genes which map equally well to both genomes

will be incorrectly assigned to the mouse due to having fewer multi-mapping loci.
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2.3.7.3 Impact on Differentially Expressed Genes

Finally, we went on to consider the effect of Sargasso’s filtering on downstream differ-

ential gene expression analysis itself. For this investigation we used a single species

(mouse) RNA-Seq dataset, ADm-MN, sequenced from an in vitro neuron monocul-

ture before and after treatment with bicuculline+4-aminopyridine (n=3 in each con-

dition) to induce synaptic activity and concomitant gene expression changes (Hasel

et al., 2017). This data was passed through Sargasso, mapping to mouse and rat using

both ’conservative’ and ’best’ filtering strategies, and mapped reads were assigned to

genes and counted using featureCounts. We then performed differential gene expres-

sion using DESeq2, and compared results after using our two filtering strategies with

those obtained from differential expression analysis after a normal mapping with

STAR.

Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b) show the overlaps of genes called as up- and down-

regulated (FDR<0.1) in the three cases. For the up-regulated genes, of the 3714 called

as differentially expressed after using normal STAR mapping, 114 genes (3.1%) are no

longer called differentially expressed when using our ’best’ filtering strategy, while

50 genes are newly called as differentially expressed. For the ’conservative’ filtering

strategy this rises to 241 genes (6.5%) no longer called differentially expressed, with,

again, 50 genes newly called as up-regulated. For the down-regulated genes, of the

3376 called as differentially expressed after normal STAR mapping, 110 genes (3.3%)

are no longer differentially expressed for ’best’, whilst 34 new genes being called

as differentially down-regulated. For the ’conservative’ filtering strategy this rises to

306 genes (9.1%) no longer differentially expressed with 27 genes newly called as

differentially down-regulated.

The changes here are reassuringly small for the ’best’ filtering strategy, however

with almost 10% of differentially expressed down-regulated genes missing for the

’conservative’ strategy, this loss of sensitivity will have to be factored in when making

parameter choices.

Figures 2.11(a) and 2.11(b) plot the gene fold changes due to induction of synaptic

activity, calculated from RNA-seq data subject to our ’best’ and ’conservative’ filter-

ing strategies, when mapped to both mouse and rat genomes, as compared to those

derived by DESeq2 after normal STAR mapping, focussing on those 12304 genes with

>1 mean FPKM after normal STAR mapping. As can be seen, passing data through our

species separation pipeline has little effect on the fold changes calculated, with corre-

lations of 0.999 and 0.998 respectively when comparing the ’best’ and ’conservative’

strategy fold changes with those after normal STAR mapping.
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Thus whilst we do observe some loss in the number of genes being called as differ-

entially expressed, we can be confident that detection of key transcriptomic changes,

instigated experimentally, are barely affected by the use of Sargasso.
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2.3.8 Impact of Sargasso on Protein Coding Reads

As protein coding genes are well conserved between species, we decided to test the

performance of Sargasso specifically on reads from only protein coding genes to see

whether assignment would be different for this subset of reads. For this analysis, we

mapped reads from a full monoculture dataset of mouse astrocytes, OSm-MA, to the

genomes of both rat and mouse with Sargasso using both ’conservative’ and ’best’

filtering strategies. This dataset is detailed further in Section 1.4.1. The assignment

results can be seen in Table 2.4.

The reads from the initial STAR mapping and the filtered reads output by Sargasso

were then quantified with featureCounts and the counts for protein coding reads

were totalled. These totals were then contrasted to derive the number of protein

coding reads mapped to the genome of each species that did not make it through

Sargasso’s filtering process. The results can be seen in Table 2.5.

We can see that the proportion of coding reads lost for both strategies is in fact

lower than that for all reads in Table 2.4 and is consist across all conditions and

replicates. However the use of only uniquely mapping reads here could be a factor to

the lower proportion of loss. These results demonstrate that Sargasso’s performance

is consistent when restricted to only reads from protein coding genes.



OSm-MA ’conservative’ Mouse Rat
Condition Replicate Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous

Control 1 60977266 41098911 (67.4%) 19170143 (31.4%) 708212 (1.2%) 27895023 33478 (0.1%) 27153333 (97.3%) 708212 (2.5%)

Control 2 52500890 35345444 (67.3%) 16524745 (31.5%) 630701 (1.2%) 24419535 32173 (0.1%) 23756661 (97.3%) 630701 (2.6%)

Control 3 65881534 44588385 (67.7%) 20500236 (31.1%) 792913 (1.2%) 30242026 45635 (0.2%) 29403478 (97.2%) 792913 (2.6%)

4h Post Stimulus 1 48800341 32519505 (66.6%) 15708015 (32.2%) 572821 (1.2%) 23226394 30415 (0.1%) 22623158 (97.4%) 572821 (2.5%)

4h Post Stimulus 2 44788426 30376221 (67.8%) 13850168 (31.0%) 562037 (1.3%) 20975373 28376 (0.1%) 20384960 (97.2%) 562037 (2.7%)

4h Post Stimulus 3 46278125 31397930 (67.9%) 14310078 (30.9%) 570117 (1.2%) 21765856 30460 (0.1%) 21165279 (97.2%) 570117 (2.6%)

24h Post Stimulus 1 65354376 44328564 (67.8%) 20238516 (31.0%) 787296 (1.2%) 30225776 46631 (0.2%) 29391849 (97.2%) 787296 (2.6%)

24h Post Stimulus 2 62820193 42341896 (67.4%) 19705370 (31.4%) 772927 (1.2%) 29310771 47406 (0.2%) 28490438 (97.2%) 772927 (2.6%)

24h Post Stimulus 3 58195816 39165436 (67.3%) 18339389 (31.5%) 690991 (1.2%) 27033933 41199 (0.2%) 26301743 (97.3%) 690991 (2.6%)

OSm-MA ’best’ Mouse Rat
Condition Replicate Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous

Control 1 60977266 56724544 (93.0%) 3337814 (5.5%) 914908 (1.5%) 27895023 522968 (1.9%) 26457147 (94.9%) 914908 (3.3%)

Control 2 52500890 48769320 (92.9%) 2913852 (5.6%) 817718 (1.6%) 24419535 572476 (2.3%) 23029341 (94.3%) 817718 (3.4%)

Control 3 65881534 61267081 (93.0%) 3593124 (5.5%) 1021329 (1.6%) 30242026 678226 (2.2%) 28542471 (94.4%) 1021329 (3.4%)

4h Post Stimulus 1 48800341 45252094 (92.7%) 2790855 (5.7%) 757392 (1.6%) 23226394 623459 (2.7%) 21845543 (94.1%) 757392 (3.3%)

4h Post Stimulus 2 44788426 41503670 (92.7%) 2561294 (5.7%) 723462 (1.6%) 20975373 473321 (2.3%) 19778590 (94.3%) 723462 (3.5%)

4h Post Stimulus 3 46278125 42884026 (92.7%) 2658784 (5.8%) 735315 (1.6%) 21765856 527832 (2.4%) 20502709 (94.2%) 735315 (3.4%)

24h Post Stimulus 1 65354376 60607768 (92.7%) 3727930 (5.7%) 1018678 (1.6%) 30225776 824109 (2.7%) 28382989 (93.9%) 1018678 (3.4%)

24h Post Stimulus 2 62820193 58162628 (92.6%) 3655241 (5.8%) 1002324 (1.6%) 29310771 768438 (2.6%) 27540009 (94.0%) 1002324 (3.4%)

24h Post Stimulus 3 58195816 53869783 (92.6%) 3426952 (5.9%) 899081 (1.6%) 27033933 701319 (2.6%) 25433533 (94.1%) 899081 (3.3%)

Table 2.4: Sargasso Read Assignment for OSm-MA. In this table, Sargasso can be seen to effectively assign reads to their species of origin
from the monoculture OSm-MA dataset, for both ’conservative’ and ’best’ filtering approaches. The filtering strategies perform
as intended with the ’conservative’ assigning less reads but with only a severe minority, an average of less than 0.2%, of incorrect
assignments to the rat and the ’best’ correctly assigning almost the entirity of the dataset to the mouse but with a higher level
of incorrect assignment, an average of 2.4%. OSm-MA is comprised of 3 conditions with 3 replicates. The results from this
assignment were used to assess protein coding reads lost as a result of Sargasso’s application.



OSm-MA Mapped to Genome Sargasso ’conservative’ Percentage Lost Sargasso ’best’ Percentage Lost
Condition Replicate Mouse Rat Mouse Rat Mouse Rat Mouse Rat Mouse Rat

Control 1 51440812 21024900 37054179 13145 28.0 99.9 48064701 53489 6.6 99.8

Control 2 44103765 18259986 31836880 11903 27.8 99.9 41213639 48586 6.6 99.7

Control 3 55092354 22514024 40011086 19149 27.4 99.9 51522450 64047 6.5 99.7

4h Post Stimulus 1 41197444 17368133 29323464 9856 28.8 99.9 38478235 41667 6.6 99.8

4h Post Stimulus 2 37643912 15868717 27221491 8694 27.7 99.9 35094001 38087 6.8 99.8

4h Post Stimulus 3 39005747 16546012 28206330 8754 27.7 99.9 36367562 36874 6.8 99.8

24h Post Stimulus 1 54499174 22528266 39528605 16387 27.5 99.9 50897172 59446 6.6 99.7

24h Post Stimulus 2 52472959 21890357 37835080 17021 27.9 99.9 48920559 61462 6.8 99.7

24h Post Stimulus 3 48714215 20323612 35029119 13050 28.1 99.9 45389948 49089 6.8 99.8

Table 2.5: Sargasso Assignment of Protein Coding Reads for OSm-MA. Sargasso’s impact on protein coding reads can be seen to reflect
the overall proportion of reads lost through Sargasso’s application as previously demonstrated both in this section and more
widely in this chapter. This was assessed through the application of Sargasso to a full dataset of monoculture astrocyte samples:
OSm-MA, comprising of 3 conditions with 3 replicates. Both Sargasso’s ’conservative’ and ’best’ filtering strategies were applied.
The figures here describe uniquely mapping reads only, with reads lost here including both rejected and ambiguous reads.
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2.3.9 Evaluation with Cultured Stem Cell Data

Having demonstrated the performance of Sargasso on simulated RNA-Seq data, we

compared this performance to that for samples from the AD dataset. The first set is a

50bp control of solely rat neuron cells (ADm-RN) and the second is from a co-culture

where each cell-type is grown from stem cells of a different species: rat (ADcc-RN)

and mouse (ADcc-MA). As the simulated datasets generated by Flux Simulator, used

in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3, are small compared to the experimental datasets, I have

provided a subsample of the ADm-RN sample which I have used as a more direct

comparison with the simulated data in this section.

This data thus presents an opportunity to evaluate Sargasso’s performance on real

in vitro experimental data, with the monoculture serving as a control both in the con-

text of the experimentation and for Sargasso’s assignment. The results of Sargasso’s

species assignment can be seen summarised in Table 2.6 for both ADm-RN, full-size

and sub-sampled, and ADcc for mapping against mouse and rat genomes. The F1

scores for variance of the key separation variables can be seen for the sub-sampled

ADm-RN in contrast to the simulated rat reads in Figure 2.12. The simulated reads

are the same dataset used previously and so the results for this data are the same as

in Figure 2.4 and are presented again here for ease of comparison.

Figure 2.12: Read Assignment for Simulated RNA-Seq Compared to Experimental Dataset,
RatOnly. Sargasso’s performance is comparable for both simulated and real RNA-Seq reads.
This figure shows the change in F1 Score for variation in the key separation variables, mis-
matches and minimum match, for experimental RNA-Seq data from ADm-RN (Sub-Sample)
in contrast to simulated RNA-Seq data for 50bp rat reads. Both datasets were mapped by
Sargasso to both the mouse and rat genomes.



Rat Mouse
Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Precision Recall

ADm-RN (Sub-
Sample)

460550 356574
(77.4%)

95167
(20.7%)

8809 (1.9%) 212859 342 (0.2%) 203708
(95.7%)

8809 (4.1%) 0.9990418 0.7893328

ADm-RN 45986002 35620014
(77.5%)

9473877
(20.6%)

892111
(1.9%)

21231530 33929
(0.16%)

20305490
(95.6%)

892111
(4.2%)

0.9990484 0.7899078

ADcc 141633485 106691105
(75.3%)

32189451
(22.7%)

2752929
(1.9%)

105999393 47333406
(44.7%)

55913058
(52.7%)

2752929
(2.6%)

N/A N/A

Table 2.6: Read Assignment for Mono and Co-culture Experimental Data Using Sargasso. Read assignment on experimental monoculture
data closely replicates the level of separation observed for simulated data. Separation of a co-culture sample shows an effective,
though uneven, partioning of the data that likely reflects relative cell-type population in culture. This table details the quantity of
reads assigned to, rejected from and unassigned to the mouse or rat genome for ADm-RN and replicate 1 of the control condition
of ADcc. ADm-RN (Sub-Sample) is a sampled down version of the subsequently listed ADm-RN, to approximately 1% of the
size of the latter, this is displayed here to show comparative performance. The ADm-RN dataset consists of reads of 50bp length
sequenced from monocultured rat neurons. The ADcc dataset consists of reads of 50bp length sequenced from a mixed-species
co-culture of rat neurons and mouse astrocytes. The table lists N/A for the precision and recall of the co-culture as we cannot be
certain, due to the mixed-species nature of the culture, of the exact total of reads belonging to each species.
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The results in Table 2.6 indeed confirm that Sargasso performs an almost propor-

tionally identical separation on the sub-sampled rat reads compared to the full-size

sample. Once again, but now with experimental data, we can see that Sargasso mis-

assigns very few reads (0.16%). Indeed its performance is worse than for the simu-

lated data in 2.1, with a lower number of reads assigned to the species of origin and

a marginally higher amount mis-assigned, however this is to be expected with real as

opposed to simulated biological noise.

Figure 2.12 shows that the results for the experimental RNA-Seq closely mirror

those of our 50bp simulated dataset for the rat. The variation of the key assignment

variables for the experimental data cause changes to the F1 score of a similar magni-

tude and proportion to those observed for the simulated datasets. That the F1 scores

are only marginally lower demonstrates that Sargasso proves almost equally effective

on real RNA-Seq data as on simulated data.

The results from the mixed-species ADcc dataset (replicate 1 of the BiC condition),

Table 2.6, show a small portion of reads were rejected due to species ambiguity: 1.9%

for the rat and 2.6% for the mouse. Whilst the number of ambiguous reads is the same

amount for both species, the number of total reads that map to the mouse genome is

lower as a result of there being fewer astrocytes than neurons in the co-culture. That

the number of ambiguous reads is this low however is reassuring for the application

of Sargasso to other closely related species. That the majority of reads that mapped to

rat were assigned to rat (75.3%), yet the majority of reads that mapped to mouse were

rejected (52.7%) is a disparity arising from the differing number of each cell-type in

the co-culture.

2.3.9.1 Separation of the Full ADcc Dataset

Having demonstrated the separation of two samples from the AD dataset, I then used

Sargasso to disambiguate the data from all 12 mixed-species samples, mapping to the

genomes of both mouse and rat.

For the AD dataset, I used Sargasso to disambiguate reads from mouse astrocytes

and rat neurons. The dataset consisted of 3 conditions each with 4 replicates, with

rat neurons and mouse astrocytes present in each condition and replicate. The assign-

ment figures for the separation can be seen by replicate in Table 2.7, with figures for

the separation of protein coding reads in Table 2.8.

We can see that there is a higher number of reads from the rat neurons in the

dataset, across conditions and replicates, with roughly 2 to 5 times more reads being

assigned to the rat than to the mouse equating 75.2% to 82.5% of mapped reads. Con-

versely we see between 27.5% to 44.8% of reads mapped to mouse assigned to mouse.

This disparity of assignment is likely reflective of the cell-type populations in the ex-
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perimental co-cultures, with the higher number of reads mapping to mouse a result

of rat reads mapping to the mouse genome, which can be seen in the higher pro-

portion of rejected reads for the mouse than the rat. Unfortunately only limited cell

purity testing was carried out and so cannot provide additional validation for these

findings. We see a consistent level of ambiguity across the conditions with a mean of

2.74% or reads mapped to mouse and 1.91% of reads mapped to rat unassigned as a

result of species similarity.

The protein coding reads in Table 2.8 were generated as in Section 2.3.8. We can see

that Sargasso’s performance on only reads from protein coding genes is not hindered

by a higher degree of conservation, with a percentage loss approximately equal to

that for all reads. This is in agreement with the results for the protein coding read

separation for the OSm-MA dataset in Table 2.5.



ADcc ’conservative’ Mouse Rat
Condition Replicate Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous

Control (w/ TTX) 1 107566855 37092624 (34.5%) 68094229 (63.3%) 2380002 (2.2%) 143570935 84756928 (59.0%) 56434005 (39.3%) 2380002 (1.6%)

Control (w/ TTX) 2 69523733 14781855 (21.3%) 53029618 (76.3%) 1712260 (2.5%) 114499510 73425086 (64.1%) 39362164 (34.4%) 1712260 (1.5%)

Control (w/ TTX) 3 111421040 34346441 (30.8%) 74465109 (66.8%) 2609490 (2.3%) 159347528 97939574 (61.5%) 58798464 (36.9%) 2609490 (1.6%)

Control (w/ TTX) 4 74915044 22668031 (30.3%) 50464013 (67.4%) 1783000 (2.4%) 108565183 67910106 (62.6%) 38872077 (35.8%) 1783000 (1.6%)

Bicuculine 1 105999393 37598790 (35.5%) 66042894 (62.3%) 2357709 (2.2%) 141633484 84118511 (59.4%) 55157264 (38.9%) 2357709 (1.7%)

Bicuculine 2 85170094 19231262 (22.6%) 63785221 (74.9%) 2153611 (2.5%) 140810255 91630443 (65.1%) 47026201 (33.4%) 2153611 (1.5%)

Bicuculine 3 92157237 29231585 (31.7%) 60812923 (66.0%) 2112729 (2.3%) 131516688 80245006 (61.0%) 49158953 (37.4%) 2112729 (1.6%)

Bicuculine 4 73376721 24594146 (33.5%) 47099911 (64.2%) 1682664 (2.3%) 102069648 62079961 (60.8%) 38307023 (37.5%) 1682664 (1.7%)

Bicuculine+TBOA 1 84228968 30137052 (35.8%) 52207822 (62.0%) 1884094 (2.2%) 111951585 66655607 (59.5%) 43411884 (38.8%) 1884094 (1.7%)

Bicuculine+TBOA 2 81256071 21362312 (26.3%) 57826128 (71.2%) 2067631 (2.6%) 125313125 80407441 (64.2%) 42838053 (34.2%) 2067631 (1.7%)

Bicuculine+TBOA 3 100130376 31793624 (31.8%) 66086064 (66.0%) 2250688 (2.3%) 142757122 87322344 (61.2%) 53184090 (37.3%) 2250688 (1.6%)

Bicuculine+TBOA 4 82202146 26842312 (32.7%) 53232012 (64.8%) 2127822 (2.6%) 115704331 72507330 (62.7%) 41069179 (35.5%) 2127822 (1.8%)

Table 2.7: Sargasso Species Assignment Summary for the AD Dataset.
Sargasso is capable of separating multi-species experimental datasets, demonstrated here with the ADcc dataset. The total number
of reads mapped to the genome of each species, mouse and rat, is displayed and then broken down into the number assigned,
rejected and unassigned due to ambiguity which are listed for each species by condition and replicate. Sargasso was run with
the ’conservative’ filtering strategy.
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ADcc ’conservative’ Reads Mapped to Genome Reads Assigned % Lost
Condition Replicate Mouse Rat Mouse Rat Mouse Rat

Control (w/ TTX) 1 88491963 96359140 32714327 60972234 63.0 36.7

Control (w/ TTX) 2 57702998 77313875 13127544 53543751 77.3 30.8

Control (w/ TTX) 3 92173370 106730734 30260222 70291692 67.2 34.1

Control (w/ TTX) 4 62619129 72784041 19927685 48502927 68.2 33.4

Bicuculine 1 88228447 94405796 32696593 59119118 62.9 37.4

Bicuculine 2 71183555 93119358 16775314 64827702 76.4 30.4

Bicuculine 3 76836105 87717739 25698141 56713317 66.6 35.4

Bicuculine 4 61356985 68376186 21717647 44050284 64.6 35.6

Bicuculine+TBOA 1 70379569 75548422 26300009 47343564 62.6 37.3

Bicuculine+TBOA 2 68099296 85122902 18893400 58510118 72.3 31.3

Bicuculine+TBOA 3 83428538 96181744 27923468 62600060 66.5 34.9

Bicuculine+TBOA 4 68760481 78590612 23712747 52460911 65.5 33.3

Table 2.8: Sargasso Assignment of Protein Coding Reads for the ADcc Dataset.
Sargasso’s ’conservative’ strategy assigns protein coding reads for the ADcc
with slightly less proportionate loss that seen for all reads in Table 2.7. The
figures here describe uniquely mapping reads only, with reads lost here
including both rejected and ambiguous reads.

When we analyse the gene expression for the ADcc-MA dataset downstream how-

ever we can see, in Figure 2.13A and B, that the astrocytic expression profile is better

than expected for an in vitro culture, where cells regularly do not achieve the extent of

behaviour and function of the same cell-types in vivo, and actually approximates the

profile we would expect from astrocytes in vivo. From this we can conclude that the

presence of neurons in in vitro co-culture allows for greater development and matura-

tion of astrocytes. The analysis of the astrocyte expression profile thus demonstrates

the utility for Sargasso in the study of NCAE.

This downstream analysis of the Sargasso separation also enabled the discovery of

a wide programme of neuron-induced gene expression in astrocytes, as can be seen in

Figure 2.14 and in our paper (Hasel et al., 2017), with hundreds of genes shown to be

regulated by synaptic activity. These include genes relating to glutamate metabolism,

in keeping with the experimental stimulus of the AD dataset used. Known astrocytic

specific marker genes S100b, Aldh1l1 and Gfap were not affected as one might ex-

pect, given their cellular specificity, however interestingly Aqp4 which also belonged

to this group was. In addition to observing the magnitude of NCAE on astrocyte

gene expression, as seen in Figure 2.14, we also confirmed Notch signaling to be a

key mediator of this transcriptional change, where it facilitates glutamate uptake in

astrocytes in addition to driving and maintaining maturity in these cells (Hasel et al.,

2017). cAMP/PKA-dependent CREB activation was shown to be a mechanism by

which astrocyte gene expression was regulated by synaptic activity, including com-

ponents of the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle through which pyruvate is converted
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to lactate in astrocytes and exported to neurons to be used as a substrate. Overall

NCAE from neural activity seem to underpin metabolic cooperation between neu-

rons and astrocytes (Hasel et al., 2017).
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Figure 2.14: Change in FPKM of Astroycte Genes as a Result Co-culture with Neurons. The
abundance of astrocytic gene expression, in FPKM, can be seen to change greatly as a result of
NCAE from co-culture with neurons. The FPKM from the co-cultured astrocytes can be seen
here plotted against the FPKM of the astrocyte monoculture. Labelled genes are known as-
trocyte marker genes (S100b, Aldh1l1, Gfap, Aqp4), genes involved in glutamate metabolism
(Slc1a2, Slc1a3, Glud1, Glul) or genes previously identified as regulated by synaptic activity
(Slc1a2, Slc1a3). Summary statistics are listed with regard to differential expression. Figure
reproduced from (Hasel et al., 2017).
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2.3.10 Comparison to Existing Methods

Whilst Sargasso is the only in silico tool that has been designed for the general pur-

pose separation of mixed-species RNA-Seq by species, there are two other methods

developed for the separation of mixed-species RNA-Seq reads from xenograft sam-

ples. These tools, ‘Xenome’ and ‘Disambiguate’, are designed to separate ‘graft’ reads

from those belonging to the ‘host’ species, usually human for the former and mouse

or rat for the latter. In these instances the majority of the reads will usually belong

to the host. As they are designed to separate graft from host, these tools can only

separate data containing two species.

Disambiguate maps reads to both species genomes using the TopHat or STAR read

aligners, for the latter it then assigns them by comparing their ‘alignment score’

(AS) and using their edit distance to break ties when AS is equal for both species

(Ahdesmäki et al., 2016). We have used Disambiguate with STAR both as this is most

comparable and TopHat is now deprecated.

Despite the specific use-case of these two tools, their methodology allows a user to

apply them in a more generalisable manner if they wished. As a result, and consider-

ing them to be the closest tools for direct comparison, we applied both tools and Sar-

gasso to the same single species RNA-Seq datasets in order to evaluate performance

for general purpose disambiguation of mixed-species RNA-Seq. The datasets used

were the 1N1 OSm-MN sample (mapped to mouse and rat), the RatOnly ADm-RN

sample (mapped to mouse and rat) and the publicly available datasets SRR1930152

(only mouse reads; mapped to mouse and human) and SRR387400 (only human

reads; mapped to human and mouse). The former two were chosen as they contain

data from our own datasets of the two evolutionary close species Sargasso has been

tested with thus far and the latter two as they were the data used in Disambiguate’s

publication (Ahdesmäki et al., 2016).

When attempting to apply Xenome to this data, we were unable to compile its

k-mer reference for the rat genome. As such we presume that its authors did not

intend for its use outside of human-mouse xenograft studies and as such we were

not able to perform a comparison. Given this limitation we did not further apply the

tool as this precludes Xenome’s use as a general purpose method for the separation

of mixed-species RNA-Seq.

The thresholds for the assignment variables used by Sargasso can be seen in Table

2.9. The results of Sargasso, for each of its filtering strategies, and Disambiguate can

be seen in Table 2.10. As Disambiguate has a single fixed strategy for assignment,

we could not perform repetitions to better compare with each of Sargasso’s filtering

strategies.
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Tool Disambiguate Sargasso "con-
servative"

Sargasso
"best"

Sargasso
"recall"

Sargasso
"permissive"

Mismatch threshold N/A 0 1 2 25

Minmatch threshold N/A 0 2 10 25

Multimap threshold N/A 1 999999 999999 999999

Overhang threshold N/A 5 5 5 0

Reject multimaps N/A TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Table 2.9: Summary of Variable Thresholds for Each Assignment Strategy in the
Existing Methods Comparison. This table summarises the variable thresh-
olds for the Sargasso filtering strategies used in the comparison to Disam-
biguate in this section. Disambiguate has no functionality for users to alter
its assignment strategy, which does not use these variables, and so no value
can be placed for them here.

From the assignment results we can see that the performance of the methods does

not change substantially with the sample used. Disambiguate clearly implements a

‘permissive’ assignment strategy that prioritises obtaining the maximum number of

reads assigned to the correct species over minimising mis-assignment. Disambiguate

can be seen to clearly assign more reads to their species of origin than Sargasso

for every filtering strategy except the ‘permissive’ strategy, however we can also see

that Disambiguate also incorrectly assigns more reads than Sargasso for every filter-

ing strategy except the ‘permissive’ strategy, indeed mis-assigning 4.75% of mapped

reads for the ADm-RN sample. Overall we see a mean of 3.2% of mapped reads mis-

assigned by Disambiguate compared to a mean of 0.11% for Sargasso’s ‘conservative’

strategy.

The stringent thresholds of Sargasso’s ‘conservative’ strategy can be seen to signif-

icantly impact the proportion of reads assigned to the species of origin compared to

both Disambiguate and any of Sargasso’s other strategies, with a mean of 51.2% of

mapped reads assigned to the species of origin for Sargasso compared to a mean of

98.5% for disambiguate, as a result however we do see very few reads mis-assigned.



Sample: SRR1930152 Origin Species: Mouse Other Species: Human
Method Total Reads Reads Mapped % Assigned % Total Assigned % Mapped Reads Mapped % Assigned % Total Assigned % Mapped

Disambiguate 24056144 96.47 96.139 99.653 12.494 0.330 2.644

Sargasso "conservative" 24056144 96.712 29.256 30.250 12.494 0.008 0.065

Sargasso "best" 24056144 96.712 80.540 83.279 12.498 0.209 1.669

Sargasso "recall" 24056144 96.712 88.727 91.743 12.498 0.240 1.921

Sargasso "permissive" 24056144 96.712 95.126 98.360 12.498 0.296 2.368

Sample: SRR387400 Origin Species: Human Other Species: Mouse

Disambiguate 59653070 83.395 83.290 99.873 10.068 0.157 1.555

Sargasso "conservative" 59653070 83.418 32.625 39.110 10.083 0.002 0.024

Sargasso "best" 59653070 83.418 57.576 69.021 10.083 0.021 0.205

Sargasso "recall" 59653070 83.418 66.148 79.297 10.083 0.034 0.332

Sargasso "permissive" 59653070 83.418 79.247 95.000 10.083 0.150 1.486

Sample: 1N1 (OSm-MN) Origin Species: Mouse Other Species: Rat
Method Total Reads Reads Mapped % Assigned % Total Assigned % Mapped Reads Mapped % Assigned % Total Assigned % Mapped

Disambiguate 51996498 94.835 91.905 96.911 44.292 1.651 3.728

Sargasso "conservative" 51996498 95.115 61.845 65.021 44.615 0.086 0.192

Sargasso "best" 51996498 95.115 83.790 88.093 44.615 1.388 3.111

Sargasso "recall" 51996498 95.115 88.734 93.291 44.615 1.715 3.843

Sargasso "permissive" 51996498 95.115 92.263 97.001 44.615 1.844 4.133

Sample: ADm-Rn Origin Species: Rat Other Species: Mouse

Disambiguate 48108495 95.416 92.936 97.401 44.060 2.092 4.749

Sargasso "conservative" 48108495 95.590 67.271 70.374 44.135 0.061 0.137

Sargasso "best" 48108495 95.590 85.886 89.848 44.135 0.541 1.226

Sargasso "recall" 48108495 95.590 89.656 93.792 44.135 0.782 1.772

Sargasso "permissive" 48108495 95.590 92.918 97.205 44.135 1.011 2.291

Table 2.10: Read Assignment for Sargasso and Disambiguate Over 4 Samples. Disambiguate can be seen to assign reads with comparable
accuracy to Sargasso’s permissive strategy. That these approaches both result in a high level of false positives will have a
negative impact on downstream analysis, something that can be seen to be minimised through Sargasso’s more stringent
filtering strategies. This table details the quantity of reads assigned to the species of origin and to the other species mapped for
Disambiguate and Sargasso for each of its four filtering strategies. The number of reads mapped to each species is reported in
addition to the number assigned to each species both as a percentage of reads mapped and of total reads. Two samples from
our experimental data were used in conjunction with the two used in (Ahdesmäki et al., 2016).
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2.4 discussion

Accuracy of Separability & Data Loss

With this project, we set out to investigate whether it was possible to separate

mixed-species RNA-Seq reads in silico. In Section 2.3.1 we demonstrated, from a sim-

ulated dataset of all theoretically possible reads for the rat, that, by using several key

variables taken from read alignment to a genome, we could correctly attribute reads

to their species of origin in a single species scenario. This was shown to be possible

with a high level of accuracy, with only a minority of genes losing more than a few

percent of their reads, even when using the most conservative thresholds for the key

variables. Whilst assignment precision was high, the recall achieved was lower, with

many reads being rejected either due to species similarity between rat and mouse or

due to the incomplete nature of the rat genome. A surprisingly small percentage of

reads, only 0.88%, were declared ambiguous due to equal mapping to both genomes.

This accuracy of assignment was seen for both short (50bp) and long (150bp) reads

with and without simulated sequencing error. That we could achieve such high pre-

cision and F1 scores for simulated data was both promising and unexpected; given

the small genetic distance between rat and mouse we expected a higher degree of

uncertainty.

When we look at the data that was rejected, only a small portion of it is due to

sequence ambiguity between species. As such the rest must be lost either as a result

of sequencing error, or simply due to poor mapping, either as a result of an imperfect

portion of the reference genome, or due to exceeding the thresholds for the key as-

signment variables; in Section 2.3.7.1 we demonstrated that this was indeed the case.

When conservative variable thresholds were relaxed we saw a decrease in unmapped

reads from 8.4% to 3.7% for mouse and 13.5% to 5% for rat. The number of genes

losing a substantial (> 20%) portion of their reads due to Sargasso also fell by 13.2%

to 1.1% for mouse and by 19% to 1.6% for the rat. Thus we can see that stringent

thresholds, whilst ensuring greater certainty in practice, do result in a significant loss

of data. We can also indeed see the impact of genome quality, with the mouse re-

sults being stronger than the rat. When we take into account approximately 1% of

reads lost to sequence ambiguity, we can thus see that our false negative rate, the

amount of reads incorrectly rejected, falls to less than 5% for both species when us-

ing the relaxed thresholds in our ’best’ filtering strategy. We can see these reads lost

are also dispersed amongst genes, with only 1.1% of mouse and 1.6% of rat genes los-

ing > 20% of reads. These percentages are reduced further by assigning these reads

to features, as would be done in a standard downstream analysis, giving us 0.4%
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and 1.4% for mouse and rat respectively for our ’best’ strategy, with our stringent

’conservative’ strategy achieving 5.2% and 5.4% respectively.

Through further investigation we revealed that, for our ’conservative’ strategy, the

genes whose reads have only a single mapping to their species of origin but who

have multiple mappings to the other genome are those most likely to lose a large

proportion of their reads. We also showed that the genes that experience this read

loss are those that are more likely to be conserved or similar between the species we

are considering, something which Sargasso cannot mitigate.

Whilst it is a much smaller occurrence than incorrect rejection, Sargasso does incor-

rectly assign a small minority of reads. In Section 2.3.7.2 we demonstrated that this

proportion of reads is negligible for conservative thresholds, at 0.002% and 0.001%

genes with > 1% incorrect reads for mouse and rat, however when relaxed under the

’best’ strategy we do see this rise to 0.9% for the mouse and more concerningly 2.6%

for the rat, though only 0.2% of genes observe > 20% incorrect assignment. Again

this disparity between species may be a result of genome quality.

These results therefore demonstrate that whilst Sargasso may lose a small amount

of data when using stringent thresholds, we should not expect the use of Sargasso

to introduce significant bias in downstream analysis. Indeed much of the data that is

lost is due to species similarity. That we do see a rise in incorrect assignment when

relaxing these thresholds is an issue that could have a small impact on downstream

analysis, however these are minor in comparison to the bias and noise introduced

by physical separation techniques. This is well illustrated in Section 2.3.6, and in

our paper (Hasel et al., 2017), where we demonstrated the significant impact of an

imperfect physical separation on gene expression where there is 5% contamination

with incorrect cells.

When the data used was restricted to reads from protein coding gene only, in Sec-

tion 2.3.8 and for the AD co-culture in Section 2.3.9.1, we can see that Sargasso’s

performance is no worse than when applied to all reads. Indeed the proportion of

protein codes reads lost as a result of rejection and ambiguity can be observed to

be marginally less for many samples. As a result we can see that, whilst genes of

very high cross-species conservation present a difficulty for Sargasso’s methodology,

we do not see a higher proportion of rejection when only reads from protein coding

genes are considered. Thus it is likely that only a smaller portion of protein cod-

ing genes are of sufficiently high sequence conservation to present an obstacle for

Sargasso, which is supported by our findings on theoretical reads in Section 2.3.7.1.

Separability Across Greater Genetic Distance and of Multi-species RNA-Seq Data
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When we expanded our investigation to trial separations using different species, in

Section 2.3.3, the results for the simulated mouse reads were even marginally better.

Given that the mouse genome is more complete and better annotated than the rat,

this is the likely cause of the minor disparity. Read assignment for more genetically

distant species, such as human and zebrafish, also achieved a similar level of assign-

ment accuracy with human being the most separable, when separated against the rat.

That zebrafish was less accurately separable that human was a slight surprise given

the greater genetic distance and thus greater genomic dissimilarity, however, again,

its genome is less complete and well annotated than certainly that of the mouse and

human.

Having seen such promising separability for the simulated data and across genetic

distance, the next step was to apply Sargasso to real experimental data, as described

in Section 2.3.9. The similarity in Sargasso’s performance for the experimental rat ver-

sus the simulated rat dataset when both were separated against the mouse, in Figure

2.12, in terms of F1 score was very close with only marginally lower (between roughly

0.01 and 0.02) F1 for the experimental data. This is encouraging for the interpretation

of the other simulated results. For the mixed-species mouse and rat experimental

dataset we saw a different level of mapping that is reflective of the different cell pop-

ulations, with a heightened level of ambiguity compared to the single species data.

Whilst the explicit accuracy cannot be confirmed in a mixed-species case, that the

expression profile for the mouse astrocyte reinforced the findings of previous studies

(Hasel et al., 2017) indicates that the separability is indeed of high quality.

We have thus demonstrated that it is possible to accurately separate mixed-species

RNA-Seq reads, simulated or experimental, in silico with only a minor sacrifice in

terms of recall. With this separability, our method presents a novel step forward in

enabling the study of non-cell-autonomous effects in in vitro cell cultures.

Effect on Downstream Analysis

Given that the use of Sargasso does impact the source data both through read loss,

and with the mis-assignment of a minority of reads, the final area of performance

evaluation for us to investigate was how our tool affected the downstream analysis

of the data it was separating. As such we used a standard differential expression

analysis, using DESeq2, as described in Section 2.3.7.3.

Having investigated the effect of Sargasso, using both ’conservative’ and ’best’ fil-

tering strategies, against a standard genome mapping with STAR for single species

data we could see that the impact on both up-regulated and down-regulated dif-
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ferentially expressed genes was small. For the up-regulated genes there was only

104/3714 genes (2.8%) that were not discovered by either Sargasso strategy, for the

down regulated there was 102/3376 genes (3%). When we look at Sargasso’s perfor-

mance by filtering strategy we can see that these figures rise marginally for ’best’

to 114/3714 genes (3.1%) and 110/3376 genes (3.3%) and significantly for ’conserva-

tive’ to 241/3714 genes (6.5%) and 306/3376 genes (9.1%). As a result, the choice of

thresholds has a notable impact on the downstream analysis, with the ’conservative’

filtering strategy resulting in a substantial reduction in the detection of differentially

expressed genes.

Whilst the main effect of Sargasso application on the data is this loss of previously

differentially expressed genes, we do see a small number of newly differentially ex-

pressed genes. For up-regulated genes for both Sargasso filtering strategies we see

50/3714 genes (1.3%) newly differentially expressed and for down regulated we see

27/3376 genes (0.8%) for ’conservative’ and 34/3376 genes (1%) for ’best’. While

these totals are much lower than the number of previously differentially expressed

genes lost by Sargasso, it is necessarily something that must be borne in mind when

assessing results downstream.

With the application of Sargasso to experimental data, in Section 2.3.9, we anal-

ysed the astrocyte expression profile in order to investigate neuronally stimulated

transcriptomic change. In doing so we were able to confirm the result of previous

findings regarding the astrocytic expression profile and therefore demonstrate that

Sargasso’s separation enabled the investigation and confirmation of a NCAE. Indeed

that we could confirm similarity between in vitro and in vivo astrocyte expression at

all was a key finding of our paper: (Hasel et al., 2017).

So whilst Sargasso does have an impact on the data it separates, we have shown in

Section 2.3.7.1 that this is limited to a minority of genes with high level of sequence

conservation between the genomes of the two species being separated, indeed our

results showed this affect could also be mitigated through the use of s less stringent

filtering strategy. Again, the biggest issue appears to be more about mitigating data

loss than preventing bias. Whilst we have again compared our performance against a

standard genome mapping and differential expression, it is important to emphasise

that this methodology is not possible for multi-species datasets or the study of non-

cell autonomous effects. Indeed when we simulated the effects of contamination from

a physical separation, as we did in Section 2.3.6 and in our paper (Hasel et al., 2017),

we see a much worse performance with the FPKM of 863 genes changed greater than

two-fold, for 216 of which we see a change greater than ten-fold. Thus whilst our

method does affect the data, the magnitude of this effect is thus smaller than those

risked by physical separation.
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Applicability

Having demonstrated that Sargasso performs well for both genetically close and

distant species and that this performance is transferable from simulated to real data

it is important to discuss the applicability of the tool.

When considering species for Sargasso’s use there are several key considerations to

be made. Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, is the quality of a species’ reference

genome and annotation as any gaps or poorly annotated regions may lead to mis-

assignments or rejections and thus impact downstream analysis. Secondly is whether

the species selected genetically close enough for the derived cell-types to approximate

the behaviour of cells from the same species when co-cultured in vitro, at the very

least with regard to the functions being investigated. With improving genomes for

laboratory mouse strains, if Sargasso proves these separable, this may be the best

avenue in future for assuring cellular compatibility.

Sargasso presents a novel way forward for the study of non-cell-autonomous phe-

nomena which we have demonstrated through our group’s own research. We used

Sargasso to identifying neuron dependent gene-expression in astrocytes (Hasel et al.,

2017), where we discovered the breadth of the neuron-regulated genes in the astro-

cytic transcriptome, in particular those regulated by synaptic activity via mechanisms

involving cAMP/PKA-dependent CREB activation, and the importance of Notch sig-

nalling in the neuron mediated maturation of astrocytes, in addition to providing

further evidence of astrocyte-neuron metabolic cooperation via the astrocyte-neuron

lactate shuttle. We have also have a protocols paper in press demonstrating how to

co-culture mixed-species cells and apply the Sargasso method for the purpose of

studying non-cell-autonomous phenomena (Qiu et al., 2018).

We have also used Sargasso to confirm species specific functional differences. Sar-

gasso was applied to study evolutionary divergence in the activity dependent gene

expression of developing neurons (Qiu et al., 2016). Our paper compared the tran-

scriptional response in mouse and human neurons before using Sargasso to confirm

species specific gene responses from the Tc1 transchromosomic mouse strain contain-

ing human chromosome 21. This allowed us to study the response of orthologous

genes in the same cellular environment and thus confirm that observed behavioural

difference must result from difference in genetic sequence.

Whilst the latter example has somewhat limited scope, requiring the use of very

specific mouse strains, the former methodology can be extended to include additional

species specific cell-types or easily generalised to investigate the interactions of dif-

ferent cell types. Indeed, it is possible that even two different types of tissue could

be studied in this manner. As such there is an incredibly wide area for potential ap-
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plication of our tool for studies of this manner. It is therefore our hope that other

laboratories will build upon our work and use our methodology and Sargasso to

further characterise cell behaviour through the study of non-cell-autonomous effects.

Comparison to Existing Methods

In Section 2.3.10 we compared the performance of Sargasso to the closest applica-

ble tool, Disambiguate. Over the four samples to which they were applied, two from

our datasets and two from the Disambiguate paper (Ahdesmäki et al., 2016), we saw

each method perform with reasonable consistency. Disambiguate, as a result of being

developed for xenograft studies that primarily use the more distant species human

and mouse, implements a fixed ‘permissive’ strategy that prioritises maximal read

assignment to the species of origin over minimising mis-assignments. As a conse-

quence whilst we see almost all reads mapped to the species of origin assigned to it,

we see a high level of mis-assignment in the Disambiguate results, with a mean of

3.2% mis-assigned over the four samples tested. As we have shown in Section 2.3.6,

this will have a significant negative impact on downstream analysis.

Whilst Disambiguate clearly outperforms Sargasso’s ‘conservative’ filtering strat-

egy, with regard to proportion of reads assigned to species of origin, this difference

in performance is smaller to the ‘best’ and ‘recall’ strategies and only marginally dif-

ferent from the ‘permissive strategy’. As a result the flexibility of Sargasso can be user

adjusted to be both replicate the performance of Disambiguate and also to be best ap-

propriate for the experimental data being separated, in terms of species distance and

data quality. It is also of worthy note that Disambiguate’s assignment strategy makes

use of the ‘alignment score’ (AS) criteria produced by the STAR read aligner, whose

inappropriateness we have previously highlighted in Section 2.2.2.1.

If we are to consider the general purpose case for mixed-species in silico read as-

signment, for which Sargasso was designed, the arguable priority is the minimising

of false positive assignments. As if sufficiently deep sequencing is used to produce

the data then we do not need to map all of the reads to get a full picture of gene

expression as there will be sufficient redundancy, so long as there is no bias in as-

signment. As we have shown in this chapter, the effect of Sargasso downstream is

minimal. Disambiguate, due to its permissive strategy, has a very high number of

false positive assignments. For its designed use-case in separating reads in graft stud-

ies, the priority is to map as many reads from the graft to the species of origin as

there will necessarily be fewer reads than for the host species and these are the reads

of primary interest; thus a higher false positive rate is tolerable. For a mixed species

dataset with a less extreme distribution of reads for each species, we do not have
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to sacrifice precision for recall in such a manner as there will be enough reads from

each species, if sequenced to sufficient depth, to achieve a full picture of gene expres-

sion. We are also likely to be equally interested in reads belonging to both species.

Thus as Sargasso’s performance can be tuned to reflect the experimental conditions,

with the ability to prioritise minimising false positives or to maximise read assign-

ment or indeed any degree in between, it is more applicable to the general case than

Disambiguate. Whilst Disambiguate performs marginally better for its intended use-

case than the permissive Sargasso, the fact that it uses AS to assign reads reduces

confidence in its assignment as this metric is not comparable across species, due to

difference in intron lengths between species which forms part of the score, and thus

inappropriate for the purpose in which it is employed.

As a result we can conclude that Sargasso’s performance can be comparable if

required, due its flexibility, however is more widely applicable, more user friendly

and can be used to disambiguate reads from mixed-species datasets containing more

than two species.
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2.5 future work

Whilst Sargasso is a published and publicly available tool, there is still much work

that can be done to improve its function. In this section I will describe several such

improvements that the tool would potentially benefit from.

2.5.1 Pre-processing to Identify and Remove Conserved Regions Between Species

Sargasso takes as input the reference genome and annotation for all species in a

multi-species dataset. Depending on the genetic distance between these species and

the lengths of the reads, there will be highly conserved regions whose sequence is

identical between the genomes and thus whose reads cannot be correctly attributed

by Sargasso. Whilst this is a situation that cannot be avoided, though whose effect

may be mitigated to some extent by using long reads, these regions could be excluded

from, or simply flagged within, the analysed genome in order to reduce processing

time.

The identification of this ’core transcriptome’ conserved between species would

only have to be updated with each genome release, rather than through each appli-

cation of Sargasso, thus potentially saving processing time in subsequent executions

through reduction of comparable genome length. This would best be calculated in

a pair-wise manner between species. The size of the ’core transcriptome’ will vary

necessarily based both on genetic distance of the species used and the length of reads

used, and as a result it will be most beneficial for shorter read lengths and closely

related species as there will be more inseparable locations and more so for shorter

stretches.

A study on the exact size of the inseparable transcriptome between species for

different read lengths will thus be the first step in determining whether the time saved

by precluding its use is worthwhile, as only a minority of two species’ trancriptome

will be conserved without variation. For example a previous study found only 481

regions of perfect sequence shared between human mouse and rat that were 200bp

or longer (Bejerano et al., 2004).

2.5.2 Additional Genome Library Selection

Whilst Sargasso takes as input the reference genome and annotation for each species,

this genome is not a complete set of sequence information for any species. There are

several separate small libraries of specific sequence information that can be added in,
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such as ribosomal rRNA for example, that can improve the accuracy of Sargasso’s as-

signment. Whilst these sequences could presently be manually combined by a knowl-

edgeable user, the inclusion of execution flags to enable the specific and intentional

incorporation of these additional sequence libraries would improve Sargasso’s usabil-

ity.

2.5.3 Separation Trial for Laboratory Strains of a Single Species

As we have demonstrated, the mixed-species RNA-Seq of closely related species, such

as mouse and rat, can be separated by Sargasso. However even with such closely

related species, we cannot always expect generalised conservation of cell behaviour

between all cell-types and for all experimental conditions, therefore ideally we would

like to be able to use different laboratory strains of the same species in order to

maximise certainty with regard to cell behaviour.

A separation conducted on Human and Chimp in (Qiu et al., 2018) added addi-

tional evidence that, whilst there was reasonable and expected data loss resulting

from genome similarity, separation of species at a very close genetic distance and

with sufficiently complete genomes is possible.

Whilst a trial by Owen Dando demonstrated that there may be enough difference

between the genomes of different mouse strains for Sargasso to correctly assign reads,

the reference genomes for these laboratory strains are not sufficiently complete or

well annotated at present to enable an adequate trial of Sargasso at this time. The

Mouse Genomes Project (Adams et al., 2015) at the Sanger Institute is presently

working on and improving these genomes, so it is hoped that a Sargasso trial for

strain-wise separation could take place in the near future.

If separation of mouse strains proves possible, subsequent analysis would need to

be carried out to determine whether there would be sufficient genomic difference

for experimental phenomena to be distinctly visible in downstream analysis of the

transcriptome.

2.5.4 Trial of Deep Learning Methodology for Species Assignment

As detailed in Section 2.2.2.2, Sargasso uses an intuitive combination of variables

derived from genome alignment in order to assign reads to a species of origin. This

mechanism is reasonably simple and whilst its precision is very high its recall could

likely be improved upon through the application of machine learning techniques.

Deep learning techniques are presently being applied with success to various prob-

lems in computational biology, from variant calling (Poplin et al., 2018) to classifi-
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cation of metagenomic data (Fiannaca et al., 2018; Fioravanti et al., 2018). The latter

is of particular interest as the problem is similar to our own: the assignment of se-

quence reads to species of origin. For our purposes classifiers could be trained on the

genomes of the species in our data, as in this study (Fiannaca et al., 2018) classifiers

are trained on taxon specific sequence data. Once trained these could be used either

to provide supplementary assistance to or indeed a replacement for, depending on

performance, our current assignment algorithm. Whilst ribosomal rRNA is likely not

the best feature for our classification problem, different features could be investigated

for use. A trial of deep learning methodology could thus prove a useful avenue for

future investigation.
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2.6 availability

Sargasso is publicly available on GitHub, at https://github.com/statbio/Sargasso,

under open source license as a command line executable Python package. Instruc-

tions for installation and execution in addition to information on dependencies can

be found in our online documentation at https://statbio.github.io/Sargasso/.



3
PAT H WAY E N T R O P Y

3.1 motivation

The association of the information within biological knowledge repositories with ex-

perimental data is an ongoing challenge within computational biology. Our knowl-

edge is incomplete and ever expanding and the data itself is inherently noisy. A

common procedure for the linking of knowledge and data has long been to apply

tools using frequentist statistics to determine whether a biological feature of interest

is significantly over-represented in a set of co-expressed genes compared to what

we would expect by chance, a process frequently termed ’enrichment’ that has been

discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.2.

Network modelling is an increasingly popular methodology in computational bi-

ology for the analysis of NGS data. For the analysis of gene expression data for

example, use of network methods has shown a significant advantage over non-graph

based approaches in uncovering features of interest (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008).

Importantly the structure and topology of networks constructed from biological data

have been used to uncover underlying functional properties (Pržulj et al., 2004). For

further discussion of network biology and approaches see Section 1.3.1.

Biological pathways are collections of interacting genes, proteins and other biolog-

ical molecules whose functional relationships have been experimentally verified or

inferred from experimental data. They are manually curated repositories of biologi-

cal knowledge relating to specific phenomena ranging from metabolic processes to

disease. If the topology of networks constructed from gene expression data represent

functional associations then it can be theorised that biological pathways, whose gene

members functionally interact with one another, should represent strong sub-units

within these networks. Tools such as "Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analy-

sis" (WGCNA) (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008) cluster gene co-expression networks

on the basis that genes which are similarly co-expressed are likely to be functionally

related. As such we might expect gene members from a biological pathway to be

clustered together; however, given the size and range of gene function within these

networks it is unlikely that this clustering would neatly partition pathway members

from the wider noisy dataset. Therefore we need a means to confirm the association

of pathways with clusters.
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Despite the increased uptake of network methods for computational biology in the

last decade, the methods for associating biological knowledge with these networks

has neither significantly advanced nor adapted to the new sources of information

present in these networks. Only one method that I have found attempts to use the

structure of the network to inform pathway association: "Differential Network Analy-

sis" (DiNA) (Gambardella et al., 2013). This method applies Shannon Entropy (Shan-

non, 1948) to a series of networks or sub-networks to derive a metric of pathway

representation throughout the data. The fewer sub-networks that contain pathway

members, the less disordered that pathway’s representation is within the data and

thus the smaller the entropy metric. Representation of a pathway’s members over

multiple sub-networks within a gene co-expression network demonstrates that path-

way members are not co-expressed together and are thus in a state of disorder, re-

sulting in a higher metric. Whilst this method proposes an interesting formula for

analysing pathway involvement in gene co-expression networks, it does not make

full use of the structural information available; increasing information content in this

manner would seem an easy avenue for improving overall accuracy and performance.

This method, though not widely used, therefore provides a good starting point and

in this project I will be improving its methodology to better utilise structural infor-

mation from the data and thus allowing for more informed enrichment of biological

pathways for network based gene expression data.

In addition to the improvement of network based enrichment methodology, the re-

sulting tool from this project, if sensitive enough, can also be applied in an evaluative

capacity. Construction of gene co-expression networks requires making choices of sev-

eral key network construction variables: pre-processing method, correlation method,

edge weight thresholding method and clustering method as well as the parameters

of that cluster method. Whilst there are many options for these choices, finding the

most suitable for a given task is a non-trivial operation. Critical assessment of net-

work construction methodology is a difficult task and there is not a purpose-built

tool that exists for doing so, that I am aware of. I propose that the use of a network

based pathway entropy tool, such as that I have outlined here, if suitably sensitive,

could serve as means for measuring and evaluating change over a range of network

construction variables. This can be done either by assessing the parameter choices

that give the most biologically meaningful pathway enrichment or by most faithfully

reproducing a strong artificial signal in the data. Such an application would thus al-

low for an informed variable choice when constructing gene co-expression networks.
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3.2 implementation & experimental design

In this section I will describe the entropy methodology I have developed and how it

has been applied to experimental data. I will justify the approaches taken, detail the

tools and component methods I have used as well as any tested alternatives.

3.2.1 Approach

3.2.1.1 Language

I chose to develop this method in the R statistical programming language because

of the libraries and tools the platform contains for computational biological analysis,

both in its core repositories and in the Bioconductor (Gentleman et al., 2004) dedi-

cated repository. Python was considered as it too has many tools for computational

biology; however the availability of the WGCNA network construction tool in R was

a key consideration.

That the method has been built entirely in R and does not require external tools or

packages, beyond the R packages it makes use of, enables it to be easily packaged in

the future for public distribution.

3.2.1.2 Intended Use Cases

This method is intended to be used for the analysis of NGS gene expression data.

Whilst it has been developed for use with RNA-Seq data, data produced by older

technologies, such as microarrays, should also be compatible. However as the net-

work construction takes as input summarised read data, produced by a tool such as

featureCounts, any biological data that can be processed into this form can be used.

There is no specific use case with regard to the biological system under investigation.

3.2.1.3 Choice of Biological Pathway Database

There are several databases of biological pathways that are publicly or semi-publicly

available. The two that were considered for this project were the KEGG Pathway

Database and Reactome (Croft et al., 2010).

The KEGG Pathway Database is a semi-publicly available, manually curated re-

source that has a long history of use for pathway enrichment. Pathway data is ex-

tractable through the KEGGREST R package in the databases’ ’KGML’ format from

which the gene interaction data, that constitutes a pathway’s functional topology, can

be derived.
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Reactome is a newer pathway database and has a very different structure. Whereas

KEGG contains a series of individual pathways, Reactome pathways are described in

a hierarchical and modular fashion allowing for differentiation of more general and

more specific components. It has an API through which data can be extracted and

interaction data is easily obtainable given the database’s modular structure.

Whilst many of KEGG’s pathways also contain nested representations of other

pathways, the structure of KEGG pathways is not implicitly modular or hierarchical

as in Reactome. An example of this nesting is as follows; if a disease pathway impacts

a certain metabolic pathway then the impacted portion of the latter pathway will be

included (or ’nested’) in the disease pathway.

Whilst Reactome has a higher level of detail available, I chose to use KEGG as its

simpler structure makes it a more practical choice. Whilst Reactome may be desirable

for the extra structural information it provides, its hierarchical structure would make

it more difficult to work with in addition to the fact that as a more recent database

than KEGG, its contents will have been subject to less evaluation.

3.2.2 Description of Entropy Methodologies

Entropy, as originally defined by Shannon (Shannon, 1948) in the field of information

theory, has previously been applied to problems in the field of computational biology

as discussed in Section 1.3.3. However its application to gene co-expression networks

has been limited. In this section I will describe a key previous implementation be-

fore advancing to the alterations I have made to its methodology and describing the

function of the resultant method through an example.

3.2.2.1 A Definition of Entropy as Previously Applied in Network Biology

The DiNA (Gambardella et al., 2013) implementation of entropy for the attribution

of pathway involvement in a biological network is an application of information the-

oretic entropy to a problem of computational biology: determining the association,

or enrichment, of biological terms to experimental data through examination of rep-

resentation in a given set of genes. For a set of independent gene co-expression net-

works or sub-networks from a single network, this method calculates a single entropy

metric for each pathway in a biological pathway database - KEGG for example. As

my focus of application is on single clustered gene co-expression networks, I will

henceforth describe the function of this tool within the context of evaluating the sub-

network clusters from a single network. This entropy metric describes the level of

disorder with regard to a pathway’s representation in the data; a pathway whose

members are represented in a single sub-network has an ordered representation, and
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thus a low entropy, whereas a pathway whose members are dispersed across sub-

networks has a disordered representation resulting in a high entropy.

The entropy, H(V), for a pathway, V , is defined as:

H(V) =

N�

i=1

P(V = i) log
� 1

P(V = i)

�
(3.1)

where P(V = i) is defined as follows:

P(V = i) =
ni�N
j=1 nj

(3.2)

H(V ) : The entropy value for pathway V. The larger the entropy value the smaller the

likelihood that the pathway is involved with 0 indicating maximal involvement

of the pathway in the data.

P(V = i) : The probability that the genes in pathway V are co-regulated only in the

ith sub-network.

N : The number of sub-networks we are investigating pathway co-regulation for.

ni : The number of edges connecting nodes within the ith sub-network whose genes

are represented in pathway V.

3.2.2.2 Modified Pathway Entropy Definition

The following equations define our modified Pathway Entropy function. The modi-

fications normalise for both the representation of the biological pathway, specifically

the proportion of a pathway’s gene members present in a sub-network, and the co-

expression sub-network’s connectivity, with regard to the proportion of sub-network

connectivity belonging to genes that are co-expressed members of a pathway.

We normalise for pathway representation to control for situations in which strongly

co-expressed partial representations of large pathways can lead to false positive en-

richments. We thus place emphasis on whole pathway representation in the data.

The proportion of connectivity in the sub-network between pathway members is

normalised for as, due to the noisy nature of biological data, pathway members will

rarely be clustered in isolation from other genes and as a result it is important to take

into account how well they are clustered. A sub-network where a majority of connec-

tivity represents co-expression between pathway members demonstrates a stronger

representation of a pathway than a large sub-network containing a majority of non-

pathway connectivity where a pathway is incidentally well represented.
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This variation utilises edge weights in place of a simple edge count to better pre-

serve topologically relevant information and strength of gene associations.

The entropy for a pathway, V , is now defined as:

H(V) =

N�

i=1

P(V = i) log
� 1

P(V = i)

��(q− gi)(fi −ni)

qfi

�
(3.3)

where P(V = i) is now defined as follows:

P(V = i) =
wi�N
j=1wj

(3.4)

H(V ) : The entropy value for pathway V. The larger the entropy value the smaller

the likelihood that the pathway is involved with 0 indicating clear involvement.

P(V = i) : The probability that the genes in pathway V are co-regulated only in the

ith sub-network.

N : The number of sub-networks we are investigating pathway co-regulation for.

ni : The number of edges connecting nodes within the ith sub-network whose genes

are represented in pathway V.

gi : The number of nodes within the ith sub-network whose genes are represented

in pathway V.

wi : The sum of the edge weights for edges that connect nodes whose genes are

represented in pathway V, within the ith sub-network.

fi : The number of edges connecting all nodes within the ith sub-network.

q : The number of genes in pathway V.

I have implemented two different variations of the above equation: ’topology’ (PE-

T) which places emphasis on the representation of genes with functional annotation

within a KEGG pathway and ’all’ (PE-A) which emphasises all co-expression between

all pathway gene members, including those whose role in pathway interactions is

not explicitly annotated. Both of these methods are implemented as ’weighted’ (PE-

Tw/PE-Aw) and ’unweighted’ (PE-Tu/PE-Au) in order to demonstrate the effect of

using the edge weights as additional information; the unweighted implementation

uses a simple edge count in place of the correlation values. Both methods are de-

scribed in further detail below.
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The Pathway Entropy ’topology’ Implementation

In calculating the entropy, the Pathway Entropy ’topology’ (PE-T) implementation

takes only edges for wi that exist between pathway members represented explicitly in

a pathway’s interaction schema, or topology; where functional interaction has been

confirmed. This sub-group of genes is defined as that whose pairwise interactions

can be extracted from the KEGG ’KGML’ for each pathway by directly querying the

KEGG database. These members represent the subset of the total members of the

pathway for which interaction information is known and thus those annotated onto

the KEGG pathway visualisations, an example of which can be seen in Figure 3.1. In

order to best capture patterns of co-expressed activity, and likely pathway involve-

ment, the PE-T approach considers all edges between genes within this subset. In do-

ing so, all entropy thus calculated is explicitly based on the known subset of pathway

genes for whom functional interaction has been confirmed and is explicitly defined

in a given pathway. This adds an additional layer of information to the calculation

which should result in a more robust entropy and an intrinsically representative en-

richment.

As a result of limiting edges to this subset, we are taking a conservative approach

to pathway enrichment that necessarily restricts the pathway information used to

only that that is best characterised in the pathway database. Therefore for users who

wish to identify new genes that may be involved in a pathway, this approach would

be poor.

For the purposes of comparison, considering this is some departure from the orig-

inal DiNA methodology, I have implemented a DiNA ’topology’ adaptation which

limits DiNA to only using pathway gene members within the same subset used by

PE-T.
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Figure 3.1: KEGG Pathway Diagram 00010 - ’Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis’. This figure
illustrates the structure of a KEGG pathway. The small circles represent biological molecules
or compounds, with arrows representing direction of interaction, square numbered boxes
represent pathway stages to which genes are annotated; it is these genes that form the subset
used by PE-T. Rounded boxes represent where a pathway joins or interacts with a separate
pathways in the database.
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The Pathway Entropy ’all’ Implementation

As not all interactions between genes in a given pathway are known or functional

roles well characterised for the majority of biological pathways, the PE-T method is

at the mercy of both established biological knowledge and pathway database main-

tenance. If a pathway is poorly understood or indeed poorly maintained then the

number of gene interaction edges listed in its schema, and thus the pool of genes

used, will be small and unrepresentative.

As a result I have implemented a second variation of the Pathway Entropy method:

’all’ (PE-A) which takes for wi all weighted edges between pathway all listed gene

members, regardless of whether they are annotated with interaction information. This

method may thus more reliably detect pathways whose genes are highly co-expressed

outside of a pathway’s established topology of interactions, particularly with regard

to pathways whose functional links are less well known or understood. However as a

result of not discriminating in its use of network edges it may increase the likelihood

of false positives arising from co-expressed gene populations whose interactions are

not known that are shared incidentally across multiple pathways.

The difference between PE-A and PE-T will thus vary from pathway to pathway

dependent on pathway annotation. If a pathway is well understood and all genes

within it are annotated to its topology of interactions then there will be no difference

between the methods. The importance of the distinction arises in less well understood

pathways which can contain tens of genes that are known to be associated with the

pathway, but whose function within it is poorly understood. For these pathways PE-T

therefore assesses pathway involvement conservatively using the sub-population of

genes whose role in the pathway is known, whereas PE-A will additionally include

all genes whose role is not well known.

3.2.2.3 Demonstration of Entropy Calculation Using Experimental Data

In this section I will demonstrate the results achieved for one of the gene co-expression

networks I have generated. The network was generated using the OSm-MA dataset

described in Section 1.4.1; this particular network was used in the sensitivity inves-

tigation in Section 3.3.3 and the methodology for its creation can be seen there. I

have chosen this network as exemplar for the entropy calculation as it contains an

artificially strengthened representation of the KEGG ’Long-term potentiation’ (LTP)

pathway and thus makes a good demonstration for the low-entropy scenario result-

ing from strong pathway representation.

The network, described in Table 3.1, is comprised of 16 clustered sub-networks,

with a total of 17420 gene nodes. The number of genes and edges belonging to the
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KEGG LTP pathway are listed for each cluster, additionally the sum of the Pearson’s

correlation coeffecients that weight the gene edges is included for all edges between

between pathway members within a cluster. This correlation was calculated in a pair-

wise manner by WGCNA during network construction. The KEGG LTP pathway

contained 68 gene members at the time of this analysis. Table 3.2 shows the cluster-

wise probability, P(V = i), of the pathway’s association; the normalisations I have

introduced, for pathway size and cluster size, are also demonstrated at this level both

individually and combined. Lastly we can see the final pathway entropy for LTP in

this network listed in the final row. The entropy methodology used for these calcula-

tions here is my PE-T method using the edge weights.

We can see that pathway size normalisation has the biggest effect on the entropy.

The comparatively minor effect of the cluster size normalisation is the result of the

connectivity for the largest co-expressed group of LTP genes representing but a small

proportion of the overall number of edges in cluster 9 (see Table 3.1). That the final

entropy scores are close to zero demonstrates that there is a strong well-ordered

representation of the LTP pathway in this clustered network, which we can of course

confirm as we have artificially strengthened its members’ co-expression. Thus the

Pathway Entropy method can be seen to function as intended in this scenario.
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Cluster Size(Genes) Size(Edges) Pathway
Genes

Pathway
Gene Edges

Pathway
Correlation

1 758 49228 0 0 1

2 3024 615189 8 10 5.97

3 586 16473 4 2 0.43

4 712 23774 1 0 1

5 383 12033 1 0 1

6 3197 563241 7 7 2.15

7 5433 2470839 8 8 2.30

8 1102 66844 2 0 1

9 459 38670 34 1089 1089

10 596 15883 1 0 1

11 486 33837 1 0 1

12 138 1103 0 0 1

13 44 120 0 0 1

14 240 2942 1 0 1

15 62 247 0 0 1

16 165 1463 0 0 1

Table 3.1: Example Cluster Summary.
This table details the key descriptive features of each cluster. ’Pathway
Genes’ is the number of LTP genes in the pathway whereas ’Pathway Gene
Edges’ is the number of edges between these genes in the network; these
do not necessarily represent extant functional relationships in the pathway.
’Pathway Correlation’ describes the sum of the Pearson correlation values
weighting edges that connect pathway genes, this was calculated in a pair-
wise manner for all genes in the network by WGCNA during network con-
struction.
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Cluster P(V = i) Pathway
Normalised

Cluster Nor-
malised

Pathway & Cluster
Normalised

1 0 0 0 0

2 0.0281 0.0248 0.0281 0.0248

3 0.0031 0.0029 0.0031 0.0029

4 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0

6 0.0121 0.0108 0.0121 0.0108

7 0.0128 0.0113 0.0128 0.0113

8 0 0 0 0

9 0.0195 0.0097 0.0189 0.0095

10 0 0 0 0

11 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0

13 0 0 0 0

14 0 0 0 0

15 0 0 0 0

16 0 0 0 0

Entropy: 0.0756 0.0595 0.0750 0.0593

Table 3.2: Cluster-wise Entropy Summary.
This table summarises calculation of the entropy metric from the cluster-
wise P(V = i) and details the effects of the normalisation operations. The
pathway entropy for each normalisation is listed in the final row. An ex-
act ’0’ indicates that no result is possible as a consequence of the cluster
containing no pathway edges.

3.2.2.4 Calculation of Significance for Pathway Entropy

In order to derive a significance value for the enrichment of a given pathway, the

entropy value in question is tested against a null distribution of entropy values gen-

erated through permutation testing. For the DiNA method the authors simply took

an agglomeration of all entropy values for all pathways to form this test distribu-

tion, however for the Pathway Entropy method I have deemed it more appropriate

to test a pathway’s entropy against a test distribution of values from that pathway.

This is because pathways vary greatly in both size and connectivity which will nec-

essarily impact and constrain the possible entropy values; if a pathway contains only

a handful of genes, the limited number of connections between these members will

constrain the results from the probability function in Equation 3.4. In turn this will

limit the possible range of entropy values rendering it inappropriate to test for signif-
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icance using an agglomerated distribution containing entropy values impossible to

calculate for such a pathway.

Permutation testing to generate these test distributions is carried out by randomly

shuffling gene labels in order to preserve the underlying topology of the network we

are working with. This random shuffling is repeated over a sufficient number of iter-

ations in order to produce a null distribution for testing. As a result test distributions

are better fitted to the feature space of the data we are analysing.

An initial investigation into the shape of the test distributions, discussed further in

results Section 3.3.2, demonstrated that they are not uniformly normal and as such

non-parametric testing is required. A standard permutation test was employed, the

detail of and justification for this is laid out in the context of this initial investigation

in Section 3.3.2.

3.2.3 The Pathway Entropy Pipeline

In this section I will overview the methods and procedures that together form the

computational pipeline that carries out the pathway entropy analysis. This will in-

clude detail and discussion of key parameters for relevant methods.

3.2.3.1 Overview

The pipeline consists of a sequential series of methods arranged and executed, with

the exception of some preprocessing, entirely within the confines of the R program-

ming language. Key methods such as network construction have been carried out

utilising existing bioinformatics tools in R libraries and are appropriately detailed

and credited in the following sections. The pipeline as a whole and the new pathway

entropy calculation represent my novel contributions.

3.2.3.2 Initial RNA-Seq Analysis & Pre-processing

The first requisite step is to pre-process the RNA-Seq data to be analysed. The net-

work construction requires the data to be in the format of count data, such as that

produced by the featureCounts tool. The pipeline takes the count data and pre-

processes it in accordance to guidance from the authors of the network construction

tool WGCNA; genes which have counts less than or equal to 10 for 90% of the samples

are removed due to insufficient representation and a variance stabilising transforma-

tion from the DESeq2 package is then applied to the data in order to normalise for

the presence of batch effects. After this the data is supplied to WGCNA for network

construction.
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3.2.3.3 WGCNA

Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) is a well established tool

and R package for the construction of weighted gene co-expression networks that has

been widely used by bioinformaticians, as discussed in Section 1.3.1.1. It takes a set

of experimental microarray or RNA-Seq data and applies a correlation method to the

counts data in a pairwise method between genes, resulting in an adjacency matrix

for the network. WGCNA utilises a ’soft thresholding’ approach to network creation

where it does not remove edges between genes that are below a certain threshold,

instead it raises the absolute value of the correlation metrics by a ’soft thresholding

power’ to emphasise high correlation over low correlation. How this is chosen is

described briefly in the following section.

WGCNA then clusters the adjacency matrix using hierarchical clustering to cre-

ate a series of clusters or ’modules’: sub-networks of the overall gene co-expression

network that share a similar level of co-expression across the samples in the exper-

imental data. These modules represent the final product of WGCNA and can then

be used for downstream analysis. There are several key parameters in the network

construction process that will be described further in Section 3.2.3.4.

Soft Thresholding

WGCNA’s ’soft thresholding power’ is a means by which it ensures scale indepen-

dence in the gene co-expression networks it constructs. Scale independence (some-

times referred to as ’scale-free’) is a feature of many networks (Barabási, 2009) that

describes the fact that the overall connectivity of a network’s nodes p(k) follows

a power law distribution, e.g. p(k)~k−γ (Zhao et al., 2010). Scale independent net-

works are extremely heterogeneous, their topology being dominated by a few highly

connected nodes or hubs, and display a surprising degree of tolerance against er-

rors (Zhang and Horvath, 2005). Scale independence has long been shown to be a

characteristic of biological networks (Barabási and Albert, 1999), including gene co-

expression networks (Barabási, 2009; Van Noort et al., 2004; Aggarwal et al., 2006),

and therefore its presence in gene co-expression networks is important in order to be

representative of the underlying biology.

The ’soft thresholding power’ is not determined automatically by the WGCNA

package. A function pickSoftThreshold() is run by the user, taking the counts data

as input. This function returns a list of metrics (the scale free fit R2, the slope of the

power law function slope and mean connectivity k) relating the the scale indepen-

dence of the data for a series of power values. The user must then choose the value

that best fits the criteria either of their choosing or as advised by WGCNA: R2 > 0.8,
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a value of slope approximating -1 and a high mean connectivity or k. These advised

criteria are based on the criterion to approximate a scale independent topology and

roughly present a trade off between scale-free topology and mean connectivity.

For all datasets to which I have applied the Pathway Entropy pipeline, I have picked

the most appropriate power as defined by these guidelines.

3.2.3.4 Network Construction Key Variables

This section contains the description and details of the key parameters for the con-

struction and clustering of gene co-expression networks in R using the WGCNA

package. The parameter choices for this project are also detailed and explained.

Correlation Method

Several correlation methods are available for use in measuring the co-expression

of genes. Whilst Pearson’s correlation coefficient is the default in the WGCNA pack-

age, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and biweight mid-correlation are also

included as alternatives.

For the purposes of this project I have opted to use Pearson’s correlation as it is

the default and is frequently used when WGCNA has been applied in the literature

(Luo et al., 2018; Bailey et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017b).

Minimum Cluster Size

For the clustering of the network, WGCNA takes a parameter representing the

minimum size a cluster can take, this is represented as the number of network nodes,

thus genes, and does not measure edge connectivity. The default is 30 genes as the

authors emphasise that bigger modules are more informative.

As this parameter will have a large effect on the calculation of pathway entropy,

as Equation 3.4 is run for each cluster, I have run an investigation into the effect of

decreasing the minimum cluster size parameter to its minimum value, 10, on the

basis that this may produce more specific and functionally distinct clusters. This

figure was reached through empirical trial as the number that, below which, too

many clusters are generated using OSm-MA and WGCNA error quits. The results of

this investigation can be seen in Section 3.3.5.1.

’deepSplit’
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The parameter ’deepSplit’ is a poorly documented sensitivity parameter involved

in network construction in WGCNA. It can take an integer value in the range of

0 � n � 4, with a default of 2, and is function is described in the WGCNA manual

(Langfelder and Horvath, 2018) as follows: "Provides a simplified control over how

sensitive module detection should be to module splitting, with 0 least and 4 most

sensitive.".

It is described in more detail in another document by some of the same authors

(Langfelder et al., 2007) where it is detailed to affect minimum gap and the max-

imum core scatter when applying the packages’ dynamic tree cut function to the

dendrogram produced by hierarchical clustering of the network, thereby affecting

the sensitivity of the hierarchical clustering implementation when clustering the net-

work.

As this parameter is a WGCNA key variable for creating the modules produced

through its clustering method, I tested the increase of deepSplit to 4 to see, similarly

to minimum cluster size, if more functionally distinct clusters may result. The results

of this testing can be seen in Section 3.3.5.2.

Output Edge Weight Threshold

Whilst the WGCNA network creation method uses soft-thresholding to remove the

need to exclude any potential connections between genes, no matter how small their

correlated co-expression, it is impractical to save these networks for future analysis

due to the high computational storage requirements of storing even a compressed

all gene vs all gene edgelists for a network with a 17,000 x 17,000 adjacency list. This

poses a particular problem for the generation of the null distributions for permutation

testing for example, which requires the generation and storage of several thousand

networks.

This is also an issue tacitly acknowledged by WGCNA whose network export func-

tions include a default hard threshold requiring a minimum correlation of 0.5 for

an edge to be written to the edge list. In order to preserve as much co-expression

information as possible I have used a lower threshold of 0.2. This figure was chosen

through empirical testing which demonstrated lower thresholds to increase file sizes

by orders of magnitude. This threshold produces a compressed edge list of approxi-

mately 75MB in size using the OSm-MA data set detailed in Section 1.4.1.

3.2.3.5 Entropy Method & Key Variables

In this section I will briefly outline the key variables and methodology choices that

can be made for the pathway entropy portion of the pipeline.
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Use of Edge Weights

The use of edge weights, which are the correlation of co-expression between two

given genes, to inform pathway enrichment is optional in the Pathway Entropy method-

ology. Whilst it is one of the key features I have introduced, on the basis that includ-

ing this information can only make resultant enrichments more representative of the

source data, I have added in the option not to use it as a test case for comparison. The

use or not of edge weights will be labelled in the results section through reference to

whether a Pathway Entropy method is ’weighted’ or ’unweighted’.

Normalisation Procedures

The user can specify whether they would like to normalise for pathway size, size

of clusters containing pathway members or both.

The pathway size normalisation is carried out on the basis of gene member repre-

sentation; a cluster which contains a larger number of pathway gene members will

see a reduction in entropy as there is less disorder in the pathway’s representation,

whereas a cluster with few pathway members will receive a less favourable reduction.

The cluster size normalisation is carried out in similar fashion; however it is done

on the basis of edges rather than gene nodes. A cluster or module whose connec-

tivity is entirely between pathway gene members will receive a privileged decrease

in entropy in recognition that the co-expression of the pathway genes is strong and

unique enough to be clustered separately from the rest of the network. Conversely

if a pathway’s connectivity is represented in a large cluster of unrelated genes and

connectivity, the normalisation will be marginal.

Limit to Established Functional Knowledge

As previously described in Section 3.2.2.2, there are two variants to my implemen-

tation of the Pathway Entropy methodology: PE-T and PE-A. The former places em-

phasis on established functional knowledge, using only the subset of gene members

present in a pathway’s functional topology, whilst the latter places no such limits,

using all available co-expressed relationships between all pathway gene members re-

gardless of their presence in a pathway’s functional topology. The choice of either

variant is thus a key one in the pipeline and one analogous to prioritising precision

or recall; PE-T, drawing input only from genes that have edges which represent estab-

lished biological knowledge, will be less likely to produce false positives, PE-A on the

other hand will be more likely to avoid false negatives through taking all available
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information between all pathway gene members into account. The PE-A method as

mentioned previously will be inherently more resilient to poor pathway maintenance

or limited functional knowledge as representation in a pathway’s functional topology

is not required for gene members to be used.

3.2.3.6 Permutation Testing & Significance Calculation

The final portion of the Pathway Entropy pipeline is to attribute significance to path-

ways based upon their entropy value. This is carried out through testing each path-

way’s entropy value against a pathway specific null distribution generated from the

same dataset as described in Section 3.2.2.4.

The null distributions are generated by constructing the gene co-expression net-

work for the dataset and then shuffling the gene labels at random and saving the

randomised network to file. This is carried out for as many iterations as the user

wishes after which the entropy values for each pathway are extracted to form the

pathway specific null distributions for significance testing. The null distributions are

saved to file once extracted and so precluding the need for regeneration for any repeat

or subsequent analysis of the same dataset.

The advantage of permutation testing is that it is fast, after initial data generation,

and preserves the topology of the network thus meaning the resultant null distribu-

tions are based on permutations of possible entropy values for a network of such a

structure. This is also known as the principal of ’exchangeability’, where any config-

uration of data points is just as likely as the original.

3.2.3.7 Source Information for Network Construction

The KEGG pathway database is primarily composed of pathways of protein cod-

ing genes, with a small minority of pathways including information from short non-

coding RNA genes (e.g KEGG pathway 05206 - ’MicroRNAs in cancer’) or pseudo-

genes. Whilst the presence of non-coding genes will only directly affect the analysis of

the PE methods in a negative manner through cluster size normalisation, as they oth-

erwise use only information relating to the genes of the pathway they are analysing,

they will have a greater impact on the analysis of comparative non-entropy based

methods. For hypergeometric methods the presence of non-coding genes, whose pres-

ence will not contribute to the enrichment for the majority of pathways, will inflate

the test statistic and can result in lower p-values for enriched pathways.

Whilst the protein coding networks are arguably the most relevant to the path-

way enrichment, the removal of gene expression information for non-coding genes

will necessarily change the the structure of the networks and reduce their overall

information content. The inclusion of non-coding information in these network may
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also be important in the future as the incorporation of non-coding genes into path-

way databases will likely increase with our knowledge of their roles in biological

processes.

In order to address both points I will, in the comparative results sections of this

chapter, present analysis from networks constructed using both all available informa-

tion and also networks restricted to only information from protein coding genes.
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3.3 results

3.3.1 Entropy Pathway Distributions

In this section, I will demonstrate the distributions of entropy generated both on the

level of individual pathways in situations where there is poor as well as rich repre-

sentation in the data, but also generalised over all pathways. This will demonstrate

the range of values generated by the Pathway Entropy pipeline so that appropriate

methods for significance testing can be determined.

On the level of individual biological pathways, there are two key factors that will

affect the calculated entropy value: pathway size and the proportion of pathway mem-

bers represented within the source data.

Larger biological pathways will necessarily incorporate a wider range of biological

processes and functions which increases the chance that the genes involved in spe-

cific sections may be clustered together separately from the rest of the genes in the

pathway despite sharing a greater overall function. Indeed some KEGG pathways

like KEGG 5010 ("Alzheimer’s Disease") include significant representation of other

pathways which are in fact constituent components within them, such as KEGG 190

("Oxidative Phosphorylation"). In cases such as these, depending on coexpression lev-

els within the network, we may expect genes in this pathway to split across multiple

clusters if there is a greater coexpression between genes shared with the Oxidative

Phosphorylation pathway. Where pathway members are split across multiple clusters

we will observe a notable change in entropy value, as the overall value will now be

derived from the sum of constituent values provided by each cluster containing path-

way genes. If coexpression, and thus correlation, is high between pathway members

then the overall entropy results may still be low as pathway involvement is more

certain. Similarly in situations where we have only marginal representations of stray

members in other clusters, the small values contributed by these should not signifi-

cantly affect the overall entropy.

Representation of a biological pathway within the source data, that is the expres-

sion of the pathway’s gene members, is a key factor in entropy calculation for two key

reasons: normalisation and permutation testing. As we normalise for the proportion

of pathway membership present in the clustered data, poor pathway membership

will result in normalisation to a higher entropy value to reflect the diminished likeli-

hood of the pathway’s involvement. If a pathway’s members are not well represented

in the source data, however, the null distribution derived from the permutation boot-

straps will be sparser and as a result, the ability to achieve high significance when

testing against it thus impaired. Indeed if the null distribution is too sparse for a
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pathway, significance will not be calculated. However I will explain this further in

the following section.

The effect of poor pathway representation where members are split over multiple

clusters can be seen clearly in Figure 3.2A & B. This figure describes the combined

null distribution over all represented pathways tested from a base of 321 individual

KEGG pathways. The tri-modal nature of this distribution can be explained quite

neatly by the number of clusters the pathway members are partitioned into; the first

peak of lowest entropy represents permutation bootstrap iterations where pathway

members are gathered into a single cluster, similarly the second peak represents per-

mutation bootstrap iterations where members are partitioned between two clusters

and lastly the final peak representing iterations where members are split between

three or greater clusters. This tri-modal distribution is seen across all pathways that

are poorly represented in the data, or whose membership is small, whose entropy

values will be most affected by the partitioning of gene membership. The peaks are

in part also a result of the discrete number of possible entropy values which is visible

particularly in situations of less data such as poorly represented pathways. With a

sufficiently large dataset and pathway it may be possible to discern additional peaks,

as this would allow more for more connectivity and therefore a wider range of pos-

sible values, however using this dataset with the KEGG pathway database there is

not a wide enough range for pathways represented in three clusters to be distinct

from those represented in more than three. Whilst a tri-modal distribution is not as

ideal for statistical testing as a normal distribution, that it is so clearly a result of

membership representation in the clustering is unavoidable.

For individual pathways, of moderate size, that are well represented in the data and

that do not contain nested pathways we tend to see an approximation of a normal

distribution of entropy values. This can be seen in Figure 3.2C & D for the KEGG

’Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis’ (KEGG accession 10) pathway where 52 out of 66

pathway gene members, or 78.8%, are represented. Indeed for approximately a third

of the 321 KEGG pathways tested, a normal distribution was observed. The lack of

tri-modal distribution in these cases is due to the larger number of pathway genes

meaning that even in the case of partitioning, there is such a volume of data as to

provide a wider possible range of entropy values. For visual comparison a poorly

represented individual pathway can be seen in Figure 3.2E & F where only 36 out of

1100 pathway gene members, or 3.3%, are represented in the network data.
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Figure 3.2: Entropy Permutation Distributions. (A) & (B) Show the combined entropy dis-
tributions of all represented pathways for the Weighted and Unweighted Topology entropy
methods respectively, the former utilises the edge weights between nodes of the network
(the correlation values themselves) whilst the latter utilises a simple count of edges between
pathway member. (C) & (D) Show the entropy distribution for the well represented KEGG
’Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis’ (10) pathway, which tends toward a normal distribution, as
generated again by the Weighted and Unweighted Topology entropy methods respectively,
whilst (E) & (F) show the same for the poorly represented KEGG ’Olfactory transduction’
Pathway (4740). The methods used to generate all these graphs have been normalised for
pathway size and connectivity. ‘n’, on the x-axis label of figures C-F, refers to the number of
permutation bootstrap iterations that produced an entropy value for that pathway.
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3.3.2 Significance Calculation

As described in Section 3.2.2.4, the Pathway Entropy method developed here uses

iterative permutations of gene labels, in a bootstrapping fashion, to create null dis-

tributions for the permutation testing of entropy significance. Each permutation is

generated from the same source data that is to be analysed by shuffling the gene

labels and calculating the entropy for each pathway represented in the data. These

entropy values are collated into the pathway specific null distributions that can be

seen in Figure 3.2C-F. I have used 2,000 permutations to generate these distributions

as this was enough for the generated p-values to be stable.

As the pathway distributions vary considerably based on membership representa-

tion in the source data, and indeed to account for variation in membership between

pathways, it was considered most appropriate to perform any significance tests for

a pathway’s entropy values against that pathway’s own null distribution. This max-

imises the use of available information in order to create more reliable significance

values, a marked difference between this method and the DiNA method developed

in (Gambardella et al., 2013), which simply uses an overall null distribution from all

the pathways they are testing.

Given that only the most well-represented pathways in the data will approximate

a normal distribution, parametric statistical tests could not be used. Non-parametric

statistical tests were investigated and considered, however many commonly used

tests (e.g. Wilcoxon signed-rank) simply test the distance of the value from the pop-

ulation average and thus are not appropriate for testing single values (e.g a pathway

entropy) against distributions with a wide range of values. Thus I chose a standard

permutation test in order to determine significance as it allows direct comparison

with DiNA and also is appropriate for non-parametric data.

To test an entropy value e against a null distribution N with members i and of

length l, we use the following equation to calculate an empirical p-value:

p =
Ni < e

l
(3.5)

This method has two key disadvantages: firstly, the accuracy is determined by the

number of permutations carried out, the disadvantage here is that the computational

cost increases with each permutation both in terms of calculation and in terms of

data storage, thus a balance must be struck between precision and computational

practicality. Secondly, that the significance value achieved has a smaller feature space

than is usual for statistical tests of significance. Regarding the first point; 2000 per-
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mutations were used to generate the null distributions as this was observed to be

sufficient precision for both generated p-values to rarely hit the lower value limit

and to not present a data storage issue. The second point means that it is harder to

directly compare significance between the Pathway Entropy method and existing al-

ternatives for pathway analysis. However given that this tool is to be used primarily

as an indicator of pathway involvement, a smaller significance feature space can be

seen as an advantage.

It is possible that the number of permutations could constrain the use of the

method as an evaluator of network construction methodology as the significance cap

could prevent comparative evaluation if hit by multiple pathways when comparing

methods. However, as this has not been the case when testing the Pathway Entropy

method on real experimental data I do not anticipate this problem hindering our in-

vestigation. If it were, increasing the number of permutations should be sufficient to

relieve this issue.

I will now compare this methodology to the most similar existing method. In (Gam-

bardella et al., 2013) the authors test for significance in a similar manner; they test an

entropy value also using permutation testing, against a null distribution generated

by the same gene shuffling permutation procedure of 10,000 repetitions, combining

values for all pathways. There is one key differences here: the use of a combined

null distribution. The use of a non-pathway specific null distribution for significance

testing would be an inappropriate choice for my methodology as it would not take

advantage of pathway specific information, also potentially violating the idea of ex-

changeability in permutation testing as not all entropy values could be generated for

all pathways, and would mean the use of a tri-modal null distribution for all path-

ways thus improperly testing pathways whose distribution differs. It is important to

note here that as (Gambardella et al., 2013) threshold the pathways used, requiring

80% gene representation, their distribution may look markedly different and whilst it

can certainly be argued that such pruning of pathways in advance of analysis may be

expedient, for a laboratory biologist assessing the results of pathway analysis, it can

be useful to have less well represented pathways included to allow full investigation

and interpretation of the data.

3.3.3 Sensitivity

We next investigated the sensitivity of the Pathway Entropy method to expression

changes in the source data. This section will describe the methodology used to artifi-

cially simulate expression change in silico, via the addition of noise to the OSm-MA

dataset (described in Section 1.4.1), the results achieved and will examine whether
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the method is sensitive enough to expression change to be suitably applied as both

an enrichment and evaluative tool.

A common base methodology was used for these investigations. Firstly, gene counts

for the gene members of a chosen pathway were set to be equal. Secondly, for a three

condition RNA-Seq experiment with three replicates in each condition, the counts

for pathway gene members were fixed at 1,000 for conditions one and three and then

increased by a chosen fold change for condition two. This was applied uniformly

across replicates. Thirdly, any pathway members not present in the source data were

added in. Default or recommended values were used for network construction, the

networks were constructed using only information from protein coding genes.

3.3.3.1 Noise Methodology

It is important that the noise modelled be biologically realistic. Thus it seemed ap-

propriate to artificially perturb a pathway within an actual RNA-Seq dataset so that

all but the deliberately manipulated gene counts are biologically realistic by the fact

of them being unaltered. Taking this as a base consideration for a noise methodology

two different approaches were considered.

The first approach was to apply random noise in a series of increasing noise ranges,

e.g. 0 - 500, 500 - 1,000. A random value between the upper and lower bound would

be randomly added to or subtracted from the count for a particular gene member for

an individual sample replicate, with the process repeating for every sample replicate.

Whilst this method produced more realistic noise, the choice of noise bands became

a non-trivial issue. If the bands were too large then the effect would be so different

between replicates as to be incomparable; however if they were small then this sub-

stantially increased the number of tests to run. With respect to the latter, this proved a

costly effort both in processing time and computational power. As such an alternative

approach was investigated.

The second approach was to take the uniform count perturbations and instead

of applying the noise directly to the counts, introduce it through shuffling gene la-

bels. After the adjacency matrix of the network had been constructed, but before the

clustering stage, a specified percentage of the pathway gene membership would be

randomly shuffled with other gene labels. A control was added to prevent the edge

scenario in which pathway members swapped labels with one another and thus in-

troduce no noise. For this approach we had the advantage of being able to reliably

and comparably distort the representation of the pathway in the data. Six levels of

noise were chosen in order to observe the distortion at reasonably spaced intervals

in addition to a non-distorted control: 0%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 95%. The largest
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noise percentage was chosen to be close to but not exactly 100% as at this level there

would be no longer a pathway signal to detect.

3.3.3.2 Results of Noise Application

The noise methodology described above was applied to two different KEGG path-

ways that are well represented in the data: ’Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis’ (10) with

78.8% membership representation and ’Long-term potentiation’ (4720) with 91.1%

membership representation.

This section will detail the results of these two pathway perturbations separately

before making some comparative comments.

Pathway Perturbation of KEGG pathway ’Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis’

I will present first the results of the Pathway Entropy methods before comparing

these as far as possible with the DiNA methodology. I have implemented the original

DiNA as detailed in (Gambardella et al., 2013), however I have also implemented a

second version that restricts edges counted to only those explicitly listed in the KEGG

pathway database (edges thus representing biological function) in order to allow for

comparison with my PE-T method. Significance, as q-values (Benjamini-Hochberg

multiple testing correction) were calculated from the raw p-values for each noise level

(0%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95%) and subsequently repeated for 5 different fold

change magnitudes: 0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10. This procedure was then repeated to obtain 3

values for each noise level in order to calculate the standard error of each data point.

The results for KEGG pathway ’Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis’ (10), hence referred

to as ’Glycolysis’, can be seen in Figure 3.3. Each method has its own colour and data

points are round for the unweighted, edge counting methods and triangular for the

weighted, edge weight summation methods. From this graph, we can see a similar

performance across all entropy based methods, particularly between the PE-T and

PE-A approaches, with a decrease in enriched q-value with an increase in noise. For

the DiNA method we can see that this decrease happens more abruptly, at either 25%

or 50% noise dependent on fold change, with the pathway entropy approaches’ q-

values decreasing much more gradually with noise. However performance between

the entropy methods is so close as to only be significantly different (p < 0.05, Wilxox

signed-rank test) between pathway entropy approaches and DiNA approaches at a

noise level of 0 for each fold change (p = 0.04), and also for 5% noise on fold change

0.5 (p = 0.04).

Although the DiNA approaches significantly outperform the pathway entropy meth-

ods at an instance of perfect correlation, such a signal with zero noise is not biolog-
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ically realistic. It is thus important to note that the degree of enrichment achieved

by the pathway entropy methods is not significantly different to that of the original

methodology. Whilst the q-values produced by the pathway entropy methods are

themselves not significantly different from the DiNA approaches at any fold change

beyond 5% noise, it is worthy of note they have produced a significant enrichment

robust to a higher level of noise for each fold change.

That both PE-T and PE-A methods perform so similarly here to be expected as

the information content they are working with - perfect correlation based on exact

co-expression - is very high even at relatively large levels of noise. However that

even with such strong co-expression the perturbed pathway signal is lost at low fold

change magnitudes as can be seen at the 95% noise level on the 0.5 fold change graph

in Figure 3.3.
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Pathway Perturbation of KEGG pathway ’Long-term potentiation’

The pathway perturbation investigation was repeated with another well repre-

sented KEGG pathway: ’Long-term potentiation’ (LTP), KEGG accession 4720. The

results can be seen in Figure 3.4.

For the LTP pathway we see a comparable performance to that for the Glycolysis.

Indeed once again the only significant (p < 0.05, Wilxox signed-rank test) difference

in q-value produced is for the better performance of the DiNA approaches for zero

noise, however this degree of performance difference is consistent at p = 0.04. For a

fold change of 0.5, there is no longer significant difference at the 5% noise level. Again,

whilst the sensitivity of the entropy based methods is not significantly different in

the presence of noise, the pathway entropy methods have produced a significant

enrichment robust at a higher level of noise for each fold change.
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3.3.4 Comparative Performance Against Existing Entropy Methods

Having described the base functionality and sensitivity of the Pathway Entropy method-

ology in the previous sections, I will now endeavour to compare it with existing meth-

ods. In section 3.3.4.1 I will compare the performance of the PE-T and PE-A methods

with an implementation of the DiNA method created by (Gambardella et al., 2013)

and a DiNA variant using the ’topology’ methodology. In section 3.3.6 I will compare

the Pathway Entropy methods against existing and long-standing gold standard hy-

pergeometric methods for pathway enrichment using the KEGG pathway database:

KEGGprofile and clusterProfiler.

These two sections will detail the same comparative investigations for both types of

method. Whilst an investigation into sensitivity has already been conducted between

entropy methods in the previous section, a comparative investigation will be carried

out additionally for the hypergeometric evaluation.

3.3.4.1 Between Entropy Methods

In this section I will compare the new Pathway Entropy methods, PE-A & PE-T, both

weighted and unweighted, with the DiNA method and the DiNA method adapted

to the ’topology’ methodology. This investigation will be carried out by applying

these methods to a set of RNA-Seq data, looking at differences in entropy, pathway

enrichment, enriched pathways ranked highly by one method but lowly by another

and will also look at whether the size of a given pathway has any effect on the

enrichment results derived. The dataset described in Section 1.4.1 was used for this

investigation, networks were constructed using both all available and protein coding

only expression information and are labelled as appropriate.

Entropy Variation Between Methods

The first comparison of the entropy methods is that of the entropy values they

generate, before significance is calculated. An overview of the entropy values gener-

ated by the methods, whilst not necessarily indicative of their resultant significance,

is useful for interpreting these downstream results. Figure 3.5 displays the entropy

value generated by each entropy method: PE-A, PE-T, DiNA & the DiNA ’topology’

adaptation with the weighted and unweighted variants of the former two displayed

separately. The KEGG pathway identifiers for each pathway are listed along the x-

axis. Pathways that are not represented in the data, and thus who have no entropy,

are not shown. This data can also be seen as a violin plot in Figure 3.10A.
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First note that the results are asymmetrical. The PE-A method and the DiNA

method, which share a similar approach, return a full set of entropy values, whereas

the methods of the ’topology’ approach show results for only a subset. This is a re-

sult of functional topology not being universally annotated, or perhaps known, for all

pathways in the KEGG database; as the ’topology’ methods rely on counting only the

subset of genes represented in these functional links, they cannot derive an entropy

score for pathways that lack this information.

The log scaled entropy scores themselves vary over a large range from 0 to past

1.5. Looking through the heatmap there is a stronger representation of low -log10

entropy values for the DiNA and PE-A methods compared to PE-T, though less of

a distinction between the weighted and unweighted Pathway Entropy methods. The

former is almost certainly a result of the more stringent criteria in the PE-T method-

ology, whereas the latter is interesting. Whilst differences between weighted and un-

weighted can be observed, for pathway 5033 ’Nicotine Addiction’ for example, they

are not common indicating that the additional information does not impart as much

difference as we had expected. Whilst the differences between the weighted and un-

weighted variants are marginal in most cases, it is reassuring to see that using this

additional information does indeed have an impact, even if minor, as expected.

PE-T, whilst returning less results than the PE-A method, appears to derive higher

-log10 entropy values for many pathways, thus potentially highlighting situations

where high representation of a pathway’s core functions in the data is being obscured

by the lack of overall membership representation or of high correlation between all

members. This situation is not unexpected for pathways with larger gene member-

ship as these will have a high number of potential links between gene members but

a comparatively small functional topology. Differentially scored situations such as

these will be investigated further in section 3.3.4.1.
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Pathway Enrichment

After applying the six different methods to the real dataset described in section

1.4.1, the pathway enrichment results were collated and plotted against one another

by method as a heatmap to display the comparative significance of the KEGG path-

ways. Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction (MTC) was applied to the p-

values generated by the pathway enrichment.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show a comparative overview of pathway enrichment for both

a network using all expression information (henceforth referred to as the ’all expres-

sion network’ or ’AEN’) and the network built from only protein coding gene co-

expression (the ’protein coding network’ or ’PCN’). For both we can clearly see that

the majority of pathways have a poor q-value, which is not unexpected for a database

of over 300 pathways. Where low q-values are observed in Pathway Entropy methods

we see a similar performance between weighted and unweighted variants and often

between PE-A and PE-T methodologies. For several pathways in the AEN, such as

’Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease’, which contains the oxidative phosphorylation path-

way as mentioned previously, and ’Circadian rhythm’, which is an integral biological

pathway, there is demonstrable cross-method consensus. In the PCN however there

is less consensus, with only ’Hippo signaling pathway - multiple species’, which cov-

ers cell survival and apoptosis, and ’Antifolate resistance’, demonstrating a similarly

lower q-value across all methods.

Once we limit this enrichment by the standard threshold for q-value significance

(q < 0.1), as shown in Figure 3.8 for the AEN, we see a very different picture. In

the AEN, the PE-T and the DiNA ’topology’ adaptation produce no q-significant

results, PE-A produces 8 and 12 q-significant pathways for weighted and unweighted

respectively and DiNA produces 3 of which 2 of these are shared with PE-A. For the

PCN it is only DiNA that produces q-significant enrichments: 2 out of the 3 enriched

in the AEN.

Given the relative performance of the DiNA methods in the sensitivity investiga-

tion (Section 3.3.3) it is interesting to see that even though the DiNA method has

the potential to be more robust after MTC due to the lower potential p-value, as dis-

cussed in Section 3.3.3.2, it performs comparatively poorly against the PE-A method

in the AEN network in terms of q-significant pathway enrichment. That 2 of 3 of

q-significant enrichments reported by DiNA survive the loss of information in the

PCN yet none of PE-A’s do highlights a sensitivity of the PE methods to informa-

tion content in the network. Given that DiNA is less affected this would indicate that

this sensitivity is a result of the additional normalisations in the PE methodology, of
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which the cluster size normalisation may now be harsher with the reduction in the

number of clusters.

In the AEN results, if we look at what pathways these methods are ascribing q-

significance to, all three methods list 4392 (’Hippo signaling pathway - multiple

species’) and 4710 (’Circadian rhythm’) as q-significant. The Hippo signaling path-

way deals with, amongst other responses, a response to cellular stress stimuli and

apoptosis related functions. The largest co-expressed group of pathway members

represent exactly this portion of the pathway and thus so fits our experimental data

perfectly as an appropriate pathway enrichment. The circadian rhythm pathway rep-

resents core biological function which we would expect to be represented in the data

though not necessarily so strongly co-expressed. The only pathway that DiNA finds

uniquely significant is the ’Antifolate resistance’ pathway. Whilst the fact that an-

tifolates deal with inflammation is broadly relevant to the inflammatory effects of

oxidative stress and the pathway entry includes a related portion of the nF-kB sig-

naling pathway whose role in cell-survival is relevant, there were no antifolate drugs

used in the experimental procedure and so the significant enrichment of this pathway

is not useful.

In AEN, the PE-A methods have a consensus on 8 q-significant pathways, in de-

scending order of significance: 190 (’Oxidative phosphorylation’), 3008 (’Ribosome

biogenesis in eukaryotes’), 4392 (’Hippo signaling pathway - multiple species’), 5010

(’Alzheimer’s disease’), 4710 (’Circadian rhythm’), 4010 (’MAPK signaling pathway’),

5168 (’Herpes simplex infection’) and 5012 (’Parkinson’s disease’). The unweighted

variant produces an additional 2: 601 (’Glycosphingolipid biosynthesis - lacto and

neolacto series’) and 4927 (’Cortisol synthesis and secretion’). Oxidative phosphory-

lation, as previously detailed, is eminently relevant to our dataset and so the presence

of both Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease pathways is a likely consequence of the

representation of the oxidative phosphorylation pathway within these pathways.

Whilst PE-T did not produce any q-significant enrichments, Figure 3.7 shows that

there is reasonable agreement between PE-A and PE-T. This is especially true for

those pathways found q-significant by PE-A. Thus it would appear that it is PE-T’s

more stringent methodology here that is preventing enrichment.
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Figure 3.8: Significant, q < 0.1, Pathways by Method for the AEN. This figure shows the
q-values generated by the entropy based methodologies for the AEN for each tested KEGG
pathway: PE-A, weighted and unweighted, in addition to DiNA. We can see that the PE-A
approaches produce a wider range of pathway enrichments than DiNA, with the addition of
weighting information in PE-Aw resulting in the loss of enrichment of two pathways with
lower co-expression between pathway members. The ’topology’ methods are not shown as
they did not have any enrichments that passed the significance threshold. The x axis consists
of KEGG pathway ids. Missing values for the methods using the ’topology’ approach are a
result of these pathways lacking defined functional topology in the KEGG database’s KGML
schema.
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Investigation into Differential Pathway Enrichment

In order to more thoroughly compare the entropy based methods, it is important

to consider the pathways that are shown as enriched by some and not others. In

this section I will highlight key differences in results between methods on a pair-wise

basis by paying particular attention to pathways that are scored with high significance

in one method and low by another. In this section I will primarily be limiting my

focus to the top quartile, by significance, of the results for each tool as the pathways

contained here will be those deemed most pertinent by each methodology. As the

PCN produced a small quantity of q-significant results for DiNA only, I shall here

focus on the results for the AEN.

Between the PE-A approach weighting variants, Figure 3.9A shows that many of

the more significant pathways in the unweighted method are perhaps overestimated

in significance due to their comparative performance when edge weights are used,

notably 4927 (’Cortisol synthesis and secretion’) and 601 (’Glycosphingolipid biosyn-

thesis - lacto and neolacto series’) which rise above a q-value of 0.1 when weights

are taken into account. The majority of exceptions to this trend fall above the signifi-

cance threshold and even then are comparatively few in number, with those of note

being pathways 4010 (’MAPK signaling pathway’) and 5168 (’Herpes simplex virus

1 infection’) which are underestimated by PE-Au. Pathway 4010 known to activate in

response to oxidative stress.

Whilst the DiNA method did produce some q-significant results, it produced less

p-significant results than the Pathway Entropy methods and as a result the small

variety in q-values for its enrichments can be seen in Figure 3.9B. We can note that

there is only one differential call by DiNA over PE-Aw: 1523 (’Antifolate resistance’)

whose relevance to the experimental context is not clear. Those majority of those

shown to be differentially significant by PE-Aw can be seen to be both more relevant

to the data (190 ’Oxidative Phosphorylation’, 4010 ’MAPK signaling pathway’) and

those who contain nested portions of these pathways (5010 ’Alzheimer’s Disease,

5012 ’Parkinson’s Disease’).
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Pathway Size Bias

The pathways in the KEGG database range in size considerably from hundreds of

gene members to single digits. We conducted an investigation to determine whether

or not the size of a pathway has an impact on the enrichment generated. The re-

sults shown here are for the AEN as a result of the PCN not producing q-significant

enrichments.

When we visualise only significant (p < 0.05) pathways, Figure 3.10A, the DiNA

implementations demonstrates a significant bias, as measured by a Wilcoxon Signed-

Rank test, towards the significant enrichment of smaller pathways with its enriched

pathways demonstrating a smaller overall range that does not encompass larger

pathways. Comparatively the PE-T and PE-A methods significantly enrich pathways

across a full range of pathway sizes.

We can see in Figure 3.10B for q-values however that this phenomena, whilst sug-

gested, is not significant. This is likely at least in part a result of low statistical power

due to the very low number of q-significant pathway enrichments produced by DiNA.

That the Pathway Entropy results do not display the same bias toward the smaller

pathways as the DiNA methods, at the level of p-significance, demonstrates the effect

of the normalisation for pathway size I have added to the Pathway Entropy method-

ology.
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3.3.5 Evaluation of Network Construction Parameters

A key motivation for the creation of the Pathway Entropy methods was to explore

their use as a tool for evaluating network construction parameters. As the methods

have been demonstrated to be resilient to noise by the investigation in Section 3.3.3,

the effect of parameter choice should not mask the detection of key pathways, but

we might expect choice to affect the enrichment overall. In this section I describe the

initial investigation into the evaluative use of the Pathway Entropy methods for two

key clustering variables: minimum cluster size and ’deepSplit’.

3.3.5.1 Minimum Cluster Size

The minimum cluster size parameter is used by the hierarchical clustering method

within the WGCNA tool to determine the minimum size, in genes, for a co-expressed

sub-network. As the entropy method relies on assessing how ordered a pathway’s

representation is in each cluster, this parameter would be expected to have a sig-

nificant impact on the Pathway Entropy methods’ enrichment results. The WGCNA

usage instructions recommend a minimum cluster size (MCS) of 30 to be used for

analysis and this recommendation has been followed for the analysis thus far in this

chapter. As a motivating idea for the creation of the Pathway Entropy methodology

was that we might expect genes relating to a certain function, a pathway say, to be

similarly co-expressed, I decided to use the smallest value for MCS that WGCNA

would accept in order to remove limitation on the grouping of co-expressed genes

as many pathways are less than 30 genes in size. Using the experimental dataset

described in Section 1.4.1, an empirical test determined that a MCS value below 10

would produce more clusters than WGCNA could handle resulting in error. A MCS

of 10 was thus used for comparative evaluation in this section. The significant results

for the MCS 10 investigation were calculated using new null distributions, generated

using the same procedure detailed in Section 3.2.2.4, however incorporating the de-

crease in MCS into the generation of the permutation bootstrap networks. Both AEN

and PCN networks were explored with MCS 10 and enrichments from both networks

are evaluated in this section.

The results for the MCS 10 enrichments for the entropy methods can be seen in

Figures 3.11 & 3.12. We can see that for both the AEN and PCN that the largest num-

ber of enriched pathways is produced by the PE-A approach, with only the DiNA

approaches otherwise producing q-significant enrichments for the AEN. This latter

result is interesting as DiNA produced 2 q-significant enrichments for the MCS-30

PCN in Section 3.3.4.1. For the AEN, as one might expect, the change in cluster sensi-

tivity can be seen to reproduce the enrichments from MCS-30 with several additional
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pathways now significant. Comparatively the PCN now produces a full set of enrich-

ments for the PE-A approach, perhaps indicating that the increase in cluster sensi-

tivity has compensated for the decrease in network complexity resulting from the

removal of the non-coding genes. For both networks, the unweighted PE-A method

produces marginally more enrichments than the weighted PE-A, as was seen for the

MCS-30 AEN, with a small amount of differentially enriched pathways between the

methods.

Figure 3.11: Significant, q < 0.1, Pathways by Method for All Entropy Approaches for the
AEN, MCS 10. This figure shows only the significant q-values, q < 0.1, generated by the six
different entropy based methodologies on the AEN for each tested KEGG pathway for a MCS
of 10. As for the encrichment results for a MCS of 30 on the AEN, we see only significant
results produced by the PE-A and DiNA approaches, with a wider range produced by the
former. The x axis consists of KEGG pathway ids. Missing values for the methods using the
’topology’ approach are a result of these pathways lacking defined functional topology in the
KEGG database’s KGML schema.

Given the changes in enrichment observed through the change in MCS, I thought it

pertinent to inspect how the most significant pathways in the MCS 30 results changed

when MCS was set to 10. As AEN produced q-significant enrichments for both MCS

thresholds the following figures compare the top quartile of q-significant results for

each method for MCS 30 plotted against the same methods’ results for MCS 10. This

is followed by a comparison of AEN and PCN enrichments for the PE-A approach.

We can see in Figure 3.13A that the decrease in MCS threshold has primarily in-

creased the sensitivity of PE-Aw, but not resulted in a change in the pathways signif-

icantly enriched. Comparatively in Figure 3.13B we do see a difference in significant

enrichment between MCS levels for the PE-Au method. Of the 4 pathways newly sig-

nificant, 3 contain a representation of the oxidative phosphorylation pathway (4714
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Figure 3.12: Significant, q < 0.1, Pathways by Method for All Entropy Approaches for the
PCN, MCS 10. This figure shows only the significant q-values, q < 0.1, generated by the six
different entropy based methodologies on the PCN for each tested KEGG pathway for a MCS
of 10. Interestingly, with the increase in network complexity resulting from the decrease in
MCS, the PE-A approach can be seen to significantly enrich a greater number of pathways.
Also of note is that the DiNA method produces no significant enrichments at all. The x axis
consists of KEGG pathway ids. Missing values for the methods using the ’topology’ approach
are a result of these pathways lacking defined functional topology in the KEGG database’s
KGML schema.

’Thermogenesis’, 4932 ’Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)’, 5016 ’Huntingdon

Disease’) and the last is a drug resistence pathway whose direct relevance is unclear

(1523 ’Antifolate resistance’). Thus the decrease in MCS for the PE-A methods in the

AEN, whilst increasing enrichment sensitivity, has not produced additional relevant

information.

The enrichments produced by the DiNA approach for AEN are entirely consistent

between thresholds. For the PCN, we see that a decrease in MCS results in the two

pathways identified for MCS 30 no longer significantly enriched. This suggests that

the members of these pathways were clustered together in MCS 30 but then split as

a result of increased clustering for MCS 10.

Similarly to the AEN network, when we compare the enrichments by the PE-Aw

and PE-Au methods for the PCN in Figure 3.14A we see a high level on consensus

with only 1 pathway differentially enriched by PE-Aw (5150 Staphylococcus aureus

infection). Of the 5 that are differentially enriched by PE-Au, only one has clear rel-

evance to the experimental context (4151 ’PI3K-Akt signaling pathway’) with one

relevent to immune system response but not the cell-types (4659 ’Th17 cell differenti-
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ation’). Here we can see that the addition of the weighted information provides clear

benefit as a descriminator.

As the PE-Aw method appears, thus far, to produce the most consistent enrich-

ments it is for this method I will compare the enrichment between AEN and PCN

networks for MCS 10. If we compare the the performance of this method between

networks, we can see in Figure 3.14B that the only pathways differentially enriched

in the AEN are the circadian rhythm pathway and the multi species hippo signaling

pathways. In addition for the PCN, PE-Aw identifies additional pathways relevent

to oxidative stress: one pathway relating to DNA repair (3410 ’Base excision repair’),

one signaling pathway relating to cell survival (4630 ’JAK-STAT signaling pathway’),

one to cell death (4210 ’Apoptosis’) and two sphingolipid pathways (4071 ’Sphin-

golipid signaling pathway’ & 600 ’Sphingolipid metabolism’). For the latter, the Sph-

ingolipid signaling pathway has been observed to modulate gene expression relat-

ing to cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis in response to inflammation

in glial cells (Colombaioni and Garcia-Gil, 2004). Interestingly the 4144 ’Endocyto-

sis’ pathway is also differentially enriched by PE-Aw in the PCN, a recent paper

has shown evidence for the indirect mediatiation of clathrin-mediated endocyctosis

by sphingolipids in astrocytes subject to oxidative stress (Volpert et al., 2017). Lastly

there are 5 seemingly less relevent pathways differentially enriched, one infection

pathway (5150 ’Staphylococcus aureus infection’) for which primarily receptor genes

are enriched, two pathways containing the oxidative phosphorylation pathway (4714

’Thermogenesis’, 4932 ’Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and two disease

pathways containing sub-representations of other enriched pathways (5162 ’Measles’,

5212 ’Pancreatic Cancer’).
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3.3.5.2 deepSplit

The ’deepSplit’ variable is a sensitivity parameter for WGCNA’s hierarchical clus-

tering method described in more detail in Section 3.2.3.4. The parameter can take

integer values between 0 and 4 inclusive with the default value being 2; the values

1 and 0 present a stepped decrease in sensitivity and 3 and 4 a stepped increase. I

investigated whether an increase in sensitivity, deepSplit = 4, would result in the

more coherent clustering of pathway members.

Having applied this alteration however, the enrichment results for both entropy

and hypergeometric results were identical indicating that this sensitivity parameter

does not affect the core membership of clustered sub-networks. As a result it can be

inferred that the action of this sensitivity parameter must be for the assignment of

genes weakly associated with clustered sub-networks.

3.3.6 Comparative Performance Against Hypergeometric Methods

In Section 3.3.4.1 I comparatively evaluated my Pathway Entropy methodology both

against its predecessor, the only other entropy based approach, and also against vari-

ation in the Pathway Entropy methodology itself. In this section I will progress to

evaluating my approach against long established methods for pathway enrichment

that use a hypergeometric approach: KEGGprofile and clusterProfiler.

3.3.6.1 Pathway Enrichment

The hypergeometric results were multiple test corrected using the same method as

the entropy approaches: Benjamini-Hochberg MTC. In this section I will evaluate the

effect of this process on the hypergeometric results and especially in comparison with

the entropy based methods.

The use of only expression information from protein coding genes is essential for

this comparison as the methodology of the hypergeometric methods, which test for

pathway genes in a group of given genes (a network cluster in our analysis), will

be negatively impacted by the presence of genes that are not present in the pathway

database: in this case the majority of non-coding genes.

As the removal of the non-coding genome from the network has negatively im-

pacted the sensitivity of the PE methods, a comparison of entropy and hypergeomet-

ric methods can be more adequately conducted when the sensitivity of the network

construction is increased to compensate for this loss of information. Therefore this

comparison analysis will use the MCS 10 thresholded PCN from the previous section
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for which the PE-A method has demonstrated performance comparable in sensitivity

to its use on the unrestricted AEN.

The enrichment results for all tested entropy methods and hypergeometric meth-

ods can be seen in Figure 3.15. We can immediately see that KEGGprofile is perhaps

not appropriate for application to this use case as it has determined the majority of

the KEGG pathway database to be significantly enriched. clusterProfiler on the other

hand enriches a more reasonable quantity of pathways and for which there is a no-

ticeable overlap with the PE-A approach. As PE-A is the only entropy method to

produce q-significant enrichments I will focus my comparison henceforth primarily

between PE-A and clusterProfiler.
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3.3.6.2 Comparative Evaluation

Comparative plots for the top quartile of enrichments, by q-value, can be seen for

PE-Aw and clusterProfiler in Figure 3.16A and with PE-Au and the latter in Figure

3.16B.

We can see that, despite the different methodologies, there is a core consensus

between the weighted and unweighted PE-A methods and clusterProfiler. All three

methods enrich arguably the most relevant pathway: 190 ’Oxidative phosphorylation’,

several pathways for which this pathway is a sub-component (4714 ’Thermogenesis’,

4932 ’Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)’, 5010 ’Alzheimer disease’ and 5012

’Parkinson disease’), in addition to 3008 ’Ribosome biogenesis in eukaryotes’.

Additionally we can see that PE-Aw and clusterProfiler enrich 5150 ’Staphylococ-

cus aureus infection’ and that PE-Au and the latter both enrich 5016 ’Huntington

disease’, which has pathway 190 as a sub-component.

Whilst there is a core agreement between these methods, there is a greater dis-

agreement between clusterProfiler and both PE-A approaches. Individually cluster-

Profiler enriches 25 additional pathways, for which we can see the following specific

groups: neural related pathways (4080 ’Neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction’ ,4360

’Axon guidance’, 4723 ’Retrograde endocannabinoid signaling’, 4724 ’Glutamatergic

synapse’, 4727 ’GABAergic synapse’ and although not exclusively 4130 ’SNARE in-

teractions in vesicular transport’), addiction and disease (4930 ’Type II diabetes mel-

litus’, 5032 ’Morphine addiction’, 5033 ’Nicotine addiction’), metabolism (71 ’Fatty

acid degradation’, 1100 ’Metabolic pathways’, 1200 ’Carbon metabolism’) for which

we have notable sub-groups for both carbohydrate metabolism (20 ’Citrate cycle (TCA

cycle)’, 620 ’Pyruvate metabolism’) and amino acid metabolism (280 ’Valine, leucine

and isoleucine degradation’, 310 ’Lysine degradation’, 380 ’Tryptophan metabolism’,

1230 ’Biosynthesis of amino acids’).

Whilst the groups mentioned cover the majority of enrichments, there are 7 other

pathways whose functions are mostly less directly related to the experimental context,

covering functions ranging from sensory to circulation. The exception to this being

4145 ’Phagosome’ for which the role in inflammation response is relevant.
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3.3.6.3 Pathway Size Bias

As we detected an apparent bias in pathways size during the comparative evaluation

of the entropy methods, this analysis has been repeated here to include the hyperge-

ometric approaches.

Figure 3.17 displays a log-scaled violin plot where each data point is the size of

a significant pathways, only those methods that produce significant enrichments for

the PCN network are displayed. We can see here that the only significant difference

between methods, with regards to the size of enriched pathways, is between PE-Aw

and KEGGprofile. This is not surprising however when we consider the quantity of

pathways KEGGprofile determines to be significant.

Figure 3.17: Pathway Significance Versus Log of Pathway Size, for Entropy and Hypergeo-
metric Methods on the PCN. This figure shows the thresholded q-values for each pathway,
ordered by pathway size, generated by the PE-A approaches and the hypergeometric meth-
ods for each tested KEGG pathway. The PE-A methods produce enrichments for pathways
of a similar size range to clusterProfiler. The only significant difference we can observe is be-
tween PE-Aw and KEGGprofile, as the latter determines the majority of tested pathways to be
significant, this is not of special interest. The y axis displays the log of pathway size with the
x axis consisting of the tools used and associated vital statistics regarding significant q-values
generated: standard deviation (σ), mean (x) and number of significant enriched pathways (n).
The shape of the violin plots is the kernel density of the pathway sizes, with the individual
points representing each pathway coloured by q-value.
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3.4 discussion

Functionality, Performance and Robustness

Methodologically, this project aimed to incorporate structural information from

gene co-expression networks within an entropy based framework for the purpose

of attributing pathways to clustered gene co-expression networks. The investigations

within the Results section of this chapter show that the resultant Pathway Entropy

methods have achieved this goal.

With regards to reliability and robustness of results, the p-values are generated

using pathway-specific null distributions. Thus a low p-value will necessarily only

be generated if the representation and connectivity of a pathway’s members is sig-

nificantly well organised compared to if those genes were randomly ordered within

that specific network. Calculating the p-values in this manner reduces the chance of

false positives arising from the chance clustering of gene members, especially when

the entropy being tested is itself a metric of the degree of organisation of the path-

way. Whilst the permutation test used could certainly be improved, and does indeed

limit the feature space of p, the values produced have been demonstrated to be stable

over changes in the number of permutations and thus present a reliable indication of

significance.

Whilst the Pathway Entropy methods certainly generate enrichment results, which

have been demonstrated in Section 3.3.3 to be robust to noise, their accuracy with

regard to the experimental context of the data is vital for evaluation of the tool’s per-

formance. In this regard the methods demonstrated a great sensitivity to the quantity

of information in the network. When run on a network constructed from all available

gene expression data the PE-A approach returned q-significant enrichments, however

when the network’s construction was limited to only protein coding gene’s expres-

sion the same methods only produced enrichments when we lifted the constraint

on minimum cluster size: allowing for more clusters to be formed and thus increas-

ing information content. The enrichments produced from both networks were closely

overlapping, with a clear majority (77%) of pathways enriched in the PCN being

also enriched in the AEN, which we would expect as the Pathway Entropy methods

uses only information for the pathway members for its primary calculations, indeed

including information from other genes only indirectly through cluster size normal-

isation. As a result we can assume that the decrease in network size in the PCN

negatively impacted the entropy methodology through decreasing the total informa-

tion in the network, thus highlighting the sensitivity of the approach to information

content.
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When we consider the nature of the OSm-MA dataset, an astrocyte monoculture

subject to oxidative stress (see Section 1.4.1), the pathway enrichment results detailed

in Section 3.3.5.1 for both the AEN and PCN show good representation of pathways

whose function relates to oxidative stimuli, such as 190 (’Oxidative phosphorylation’)

and cell death, such as 4210 (’Apoptosis’), for PE-A methods. Indeed signaling path-

ways associated with oxidative stress or response to stress and inflammation, such as

Jak-STAT (4630) and MAPK (4010), are represented well.

Whilst there is a reasonable consensus on the most significant pathway between

PE-A weighted and unweighted methods for both networks, there is also observable

variation between the weighted and unweighted PE-A, as we might expect upon in-

corporating more information from the network. Interestingly whilst the PE-T meth-

ods produces some of the same enrichments at the p-significance level, however none

of these survive multiple testing for either network for both cluster sensitivities,

demonstrating perhaps a higher information requirement to satisfy the additional

constraints of the approach.

The results of the investigations thus far deal only with one dataset however and

so cannot tell us about the performance of the Pathway Entropy methodology in a

generalisable manner. In the next chapter, I will be extending the application of this

method to additional datasets and so I will leave any conclusive evaluation of the

method’s performance until then.

The Contribution of Edge Weights & Functional Information

The contribution of the edge weights, the correlation values underlying the clus-

tering of the co-expression network, through the PE-Tw and PE-Aw methods did

not contribute as significantly as expected to the enrichment results. Indeed with the

addition of weighting PE-T failed to produce significant results. Whilst differences

in enrichment were present, as shown in Sections 3.3.4.1 & 3.3.5.1, these differences

were reasonably small with the weighted approach seeming to prune several path-

ways whose underlying co-expression is weaker than the clustering of its members

would suggest.

One explanation for the comparably small impact gained through the inclusion of

this information is that as it has already been used in shaping the data, its additional

utility is limited. As the co-expression networks are clustered on the basis of the edge

weights, if a pathway is well represented in a cluster, and so detectable by the un-

weighted method, then this is a necessary result of the distinct co-expression whose

correlation thus facilitated the clustering. If this is the case, then the weighted in-

formation would only be informative in situations where connectivity between path-
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way members is incidental, for example in large clusters or clusters where genes are

shared by a number of pathways in the same cluster.

If this is the case however, there is not much reason not to make use of the edge

weight information as its impact, however small, is demonstrable: the apoptosis path-

way (4210) is a relevant pathway for the oxidative stress stimulus in OSm-MA, and

the addition of the weighted information pushes its p-value up from 0.03 to 0.01

for both PE-Aw and PE-Tw methods for the AEN. Indeed, the difference between

the weighted and unweighted PE-A method also bore interesting differential results;

for example in the PCN for MCS 10 PE-Au significantly enriches several pathways

whose relevance to the data is not directly apparent (4977 ’Vitamin digestion and

absorption’, 5016 ’Huntington disease’ and 5200 ’Pathways in cancer’) which are not

enriched by the weighted method suggesting that whilst the pathway members are

co-expressed, the actual strength of this co-expression is weak and they are not en-

riched as a result.

The use of functional information, in this case genes involved in a pathway’s func-

tional topology of defined links between genes in the KEGG schema, is the core

difference between the PE-A and PE-T approaches. As the PE-T approach will only

make use of network edges between genes represented in the KEGG schema for each

pathway, this represents a substantial constraint on the data that can be used. The ef-

fect of this constraint when applied to experimental data, in Sections 3.3.4.1 & 3.3.5.1,

has proved to be too great a threshold for information. Whilst the PE-T approach suc-

ceeds in demonstrating its ability to detect strong pathway signals, in Section 3.3.3, of

the p-significant pathways it produces when applied to experimental data, none pass

multiple test correction. As a result it appears that the information requirement for

this approach is too high and not appropriate for network-based pathway enrichment

as a general use-case.

Comparison to Existing Methods

Established standards for pathway enrichment have been around since before the

rise of network based biological analytics and largely follow a hypergeometric based

methodology. Since the advent of network biology, and now with the common usage

of networks derived from gene co-expression as a tool for scientific enquiry, it still

remains common practice to apply such methods either to the data as a whole or a

sub-network of interest.

The creation of the DiNA approach by (Gambardella et al., 2013) demonstrated a

method by which the same ends could be achieved but instead by rooting the analysis

within the context of the data structure being used, thus making for a more robust
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approach through the integration of this valuable information. It has been established

long ago that structure in biological networks represents biological function (Pržulj

et al., 2004). However it has been half a decade since the publication of DiNA and the

tool has not caught on and is not actively maintained.

Thus in order to evaluate my improvement upon DiNA’s methodology, it is impor-

tant that we compare not just to DiNA (see Section 3.3.4.1) but also to established

representatives of the hypergeometric methods still in common usage (see Section

3.3.6).

Both DiNA and its ’topology’ adaptation produce very few q-significant results

compared with the Pathway Entropy PE-A approach, for either of the two networks

the methods were applied and interestingly for the PCN for MCS 10 we see no signif-

icant results. It is curious here that an increase in information content would result in

its enrichments for MCS 30 becoming no longer significant, in direct contrast to PE-A

for which we see a core robustness in the AEN results and an increase in general

sensitivity for all instances applied. The DiNA topology adaptation faired similarly

to the PE-T approach, producing no significant enrichments for either network or

cluster sensitivity.

The pathways enriched by the DiNA approaches are also mixed in relevancy: for

the AEN with MCS 10 we have a signaling pathway relating to cell survival and

apoptosis (4392 ’Hippo signaling pathway - multiple species’) a key pathway for

homeostasis (4710 ’Circadian rhythm’) and a pathway for drug resistance (1523 ’An-

tifolate resistance’). Whilst some of these pathways show a clear relation to the ex-

perimental context, they are also not as informative and fewer in number than those

enriched by the PE-A approach. It is also worthy of note that we do not see pathway

190 (’Oxidative phosphorylation’), of key relevance to exposure to oxidative stress, in

the results of either DiNA approach.

With regard to sensitivity and robustness to noise, investigated in Section 3.3.3, the

DiNA methods sensitivity is not significantly different from the pathway entropy ap-

poroches when noise is applied. For higher levels of noise the DiNA approaches can

be seen to lose the perturbed pathway signal more quickly. The DiNA enrichment

results indicate a bias towards pathways with fewer gene members, this being sig-

nificant at the p-value level, however not enough enrichments pass multiple testing

for this to be confirmed at the q-significance level. Any such bias is alleviated in the

Pathway Entropy methods however through the additional normalisation steps.

When comparing the Pathway Entropy methods to the hypergeometric tools KEG-

Gprofile and clusterProfiler in Section 3.3.6, as these methods are not designed to

deal with network data I decided to independently apply the hypergeometric tools

to each sub-network clustered by WGCNA and take the best result across all the sub-
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networks for each pathway. Due to the methodology of the hypergeometric methods

a comparison was conducted only on the PCN in order not to risk inflating the test

statistics. From the results it was immediately apparent that one of the hypergeo-

metric tools was not adept to such a situation, with KEGGprofile calling almost all

pathways tested as significant. clusterProfiler, perhaps by virtue of controlling for

gene presence in the network, performed better.

Of the enrichments produced by clusterProfiler, we see that the top 5 most sig-

nificant pathways are also produced by the PE-A approach, with an additional 2

pathways in common beyond these. Of these common pathways the most signifi-

cant, as we might expect, is 190 (’Oxidative phosphorylation’) and the majority of the

others contain a portion of this pathway within them. The exception to this is 3008

(’Ribosome biogenesis in eukaryotes’), which has shown to be upregulated by oxida-

tive stress in studies on yeast (Shenton et al., 2006), and an infection pathway 5150

(’Staphylococcus aureus infection’), however the latter is in common with PE-Aw only.

The relevence of 5150 is not explicitly clear, however as it is the genes relating to the

cell membrane that form the largest co-expressed grouping we might theorise that

the co-expression of these genes could be a result of membrane exposure to the stress

stimulus in the astrocytes.

Whilst clusterProfiler and PE-A demonstrate a degree of consensus, there is much

greater disagreement between the methods. The pathways differentially enriched by

clusterProfiler highlight several functions known to be played by astrocytes in the

presence of neurons: modulation of synaptic function via endocannabinoids (4723

’Retrograde endocannabinoid signaling’) (Viader et al., 2015), support for axon growth

(4360 ’Axon guidance’) (Anderson et al., 2016) and interaction with glutamatergic and

GABAergic synapses (4724 ’Glutamatergic synapse’, 4727 ’GABAergic synapse’), in-

deed the citrate cycle (KEGG pathway 20) which forms part of the astrocytic role

in these processes is also enriched. The significant enrichment of these pathways for

astrocytes in the absence of neurons is unexpected and for some could perhaps be

explained by the continued function of these roles regardless of neuronal presence.

For example a study which cultured in vivo astrocytes in vitro with microglia has

also shown that astrocytes excrete GABA into the surrounding intercellular medium

(Lee et al., 2011). Enrichment of the transport pathway 4130 (’SNARE interactions in

vesicular transport’) perhaps lends tentative support to this hypothesis. In addition

to these neuronal pathways, clusterProfiler also enriches several metabolic pathways

in keeping with the known function of astrocytes as providers of metabolic support

(Bélanger et al., 2011).

When we look at the pathways differentially enriched by the PE-A approach, we

can see that they are much more related to the experimental stimulus and resultant
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responses to inflammation (4010 ’MAPK signaling pathway’, 4071 ’Sphingolipid sig-

naling pathway’, 4630 ’JAK-STAT signaling pathway’) and cell damage (3410 ’Base

excision repair’, 4210 ’Apoptosis’). The role of astrocytes in inflammation response is

indeed well characterised (Colombo and Farina, 2016), and the role of sphingolipids

in astrocytic response is strongly enriched by the PE-A approach with both signal-

ing and metabolism (KEGG pathway 600) pathways significantly enriched. Interest-

ingly evidence of the indirect mediatiation of clathrin-mediated endocyctosis by sph-

ingolipids in astrocytes subject to oxidative stress (Volpert et al., 2017) is also present

through the enrichment of the endocytosis pathway.

Thus we can see that whilst a hypergeometric approach highlights the well known

roles of astrocytes in support and signaling, it does not highlight pathways indica-

tive of a cellular response to a inflammatory stimulus or indeed to cellular stress

as we would expect, beyond the enrichment of the oxidative phosphorylation path-

way that is not unique to this approach. Indeed clusterProfiler’s strong enrichment

of pathways relating to the synapse is also unexpected for an astrocyte monoculture.

As a result we can see that the enrichment results of the PE-A approach are most

appropriate to the experimental context of the source data.

Pathway Entropy Methods as Evaluative Tool

A limited investigation was carried out into the use of the Pathway Entropy meth-

ods as a means of evaluating methodological and parametric decisions for network

construction. A more in depth study was prohibited only by project time-constraints.

Given the time limitations, two sensitivity parameters for the WGCNA clustering

procedure were chosen for study: Minimum Cluster Size and deepSplit.

The deepSplit investigation, detailed in Section 3.3.5.2, demonstrated no change to

the highly enriched pathways, thus implicating the sensitivity parameter in cluster

precision, where the attachment, or not, of weakly associated genes would not affect

the signal of strongly co-expressed genes.

The MCS investigation, detailed in Section 3.3.5.1 was more fruitful in producing

a difference in enrichment. The theory behind using the minimum size for MCS was

the idea that if, so far as is possible, we do not threshold the cluster sizes then we

may see more small and functionally distinct clusters which would, as a necessary

result, increase the signal of the pathway(s) represented within them for the Pathway

Entropy method.

The results of this application demonstrate an increased sensitivity for both net-

works to which it was applied, the AEN and the PCN, in terms of both pathway

significance metrics and number of significant pathways enriched. However for the
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AEN this change primarily affected the PE-Au method, but did not increase the num-

ber of enriched pathways relevent to the experimental context. Importantly for the

PCN, the decrease in MCS threshold allowed for a sufficient level of information for

the PE-A approach to produce enrichment results. Indeed, those enrichments pro-

duced by PE-Aw for the PCN network at MCS 10 having the most relevance to the

experimental context.

Lastly, a key point of interest with regards to network construction evaluation is the

effect of network complexity on enrichment. We can see that the AEN is sufficiently

complex for the PE-A approach to yield enrichment results and that those produced

for MCS 30 persist at MCS 10, however when we remove the non-coding genes to

make the PCN the decrease in network complexity is prohibitive to the function of PE-

A. This is perhaps unsurprising as the entropy based methods necessarily incorporate

cluster number and size into enrichment calculations. When network complexity in

the PCN is increased through the lowering of the MCS threshold, we can see not only

that there is now sufficient complexity for PE-A but also that we now see an increase

in the relevance of the pathway enrichments, as can be seen in the inclusion of the

sphingolipid inflammation response that was not detected in the AEN.

Overall these results demonstrate that decreasing MCS leads to a net increase in

enrichment sensitivity as a result of increased information in the clustered gene co-

expression networks and that a certain level of information content is required for

the performance of entropy based methods. Comparative analysis of the two parame-

ter conditions here has demonstrated that MCS 10 would be a better option to use in

cases where the level of information in the network may be less than desired, however

this single demonstration of Pathway Entropy as an evaluative tool is not enough to

draw conclusions about its evaluative use more broadly. It is thus a motive, and posi-

tive indicator, for future investigation into both network evaluation and determining

the ideal amount of network information for the use of the Pathway Entropy PE-A

approach.
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3.5 future work

Throughout the course of the Pathway Entropy project, several plans and ideas for

improvement were noted that I hope to implement in the future. These improvements

are either drawn from observations made during the testing and evaluation process

or present logical next steps for the development of the methodology.

3.5.1 Implementation of Alternative Significance Methodology

The permutation test used by the Pathway Entropy method and detailed in Section

3.2.2.4 was utilised as a means for testing the overall functionality of the Pathway

Entropy methodology and so as to allow direct comparison with DiNA. As it was

chosen for reasons of expedience, it is likely not the most optimal method for signif-

icance calculation and thus the implementation of an alternative method is a logical

step to reduce the computational load of the method.

3.5.2 Application to Network Evaluation

Whilst the Pathway Entropy was applied to the evaluation of network construction pa-

rameters during this project, as detailed in Section 3.3.5, this application was limited

to sensitivity parameters of existing components of the standard WGCNA network

construction methodology.

I had initially hoped to expand this application to included alternative methodolo-

gies for network clustering and to comparatively evaluate the effects of the choice of

correlation method on the pathway enrichment. Critical evaluation of the WGCNA

methodology has started to be published with an alternative k-means clustering pro-

cedure proposed by (Botía et al., 2017), however whilst this research seeks to improve

the robustness of WGCNA it does not so thoroughly explore the downstream effects

of this component of the network construction process.

This investigation would also serve a dual purpose to determining the ideal level

of complexity or information in the networks to which the Pathway Entropy methods

are applied.

3.5.3 Extension of Support to Reactome Pathway Database

For this project I chose to use the KEGG pathway database as it is a long trusted

source of pathway information. Its structure is also simple and allowed for expe-
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dient integration into my methodology. The newer Reactome pathway database is

increasingly more detailed and provides a more complex structure that, whilst more

difficult to integrate, can allow for a more detailed enrichment procedure. It is also

unrestricted in its availability.

The hierarchical structure of Reactome pathways could allow for differential enrich-

ment of pathway subsections. This would enable a more intelligent normalisation

based upon overall versus modular pathway representation, preventing the strong

representation of pathway subsections resulting in the enrichment of irrelevant path-

ways. More informative enrichment results could also be achieved by detailing for

what levels of hierarchy a pathway is well represented in a given dataset; if the

metabolic portion of a pathway is highly co-expressed, but the rest of the pathway is

not, it would be more useful to return a result that describes the co-expression of this

pathway component rather than the pathway as a whole.

Thus the extension of support for the Pathway Entropy method to the Reactome

database could prove a worthy endeavour.

3.5.4 Addition of Weighting for Functional Knowledge Representation

During this project I have trialled and compared two variants of my Pathway Entropy

methodology: PE-A and PE-T. These variants emphasise overall co-expression activity

and the representation of well characterised functional knowledge respectively.

Given that the additional constraints in the PE-T methods proved too strong for its

viability, it is conceivable that one could integrate the idea behind it into the PE-A

approach. This could be investigated by weighting the entropy result for a pathway

with respect to the representation of explicit functional topology and edges between

genes present within it. The exact means by which such a normalisation would best

be implemented would require further investigation, however I would posit that the

result could be a beneficial synthesis of the two separate approaches.

3.5.5 Enrichment Accuracy Verification with NiGO

Whilst most of the pathway enrichments produced by the Pathway Entropy methods

are relevant for the datasets they are applied to, this is not universally the case with

some seemingly functionally irrelevant pathways also being enriched. An expedient

means by which to evaluate the reason for a pathway’s enrichment would be to map

the genes in the largest co-expressed cluster of gene members to a gene ontology. As

the datasets we have applied Pathway Entropy to are neurological in nature, NiGO
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(Geifman et al., 2010) would be a good choice as we would be limiting domain infor-

mation to only what is applicable.

Upon mapping the genes to the ontology, the pathway’s relevance can be evaluated

by the key functions reported back; for example if we have a disease pathway, how-

ever this is only enriched as a result of shared metabolic function, this analysis would

be able to report back ’metabolism’ as a key function and attach it to the enrichment

results to allow for more informed interpretation of results.

3.5.6 Streamlining Computational Efficiency

The Pathway Entropy method presently requires reasonable computational resources

and significant time to be applied to a dataset. The majority of this is taken up by

the permutation bootstrapping process by which the null distribution for significance

testing is generated. This process can be conducted in parallel, however as each iter-

ation takes approximately 4 minutes to generate and write to file, discounting the

initial network construction, even with ten or twenty threads this task still takes a

matter of hours.

An important future task would thus be to investigate alternative means of signifi-

cance testing or indeed of permutation testing in order to minimise overall time spent

on this task. If such an alternative cannot be found then it will be vital to increase

the computational efficiency of the process as it is currently implemented in order to

achieve the same ends.
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3.6 availability

The source code for the Pathway Entropy methods is available on the digital media

submitted with the thesis where its location and organisation is listed in Appendix

A. As the methodology is still under development it has not yet been made public

or packaged up in a form that is easy to use; however updates will be made as

development continues.
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A P P L I C AT I O N O F S A R G A S S O A N D PAT H WAY E N T R O P Y

M E T H O D S T O N O V E L D ATA

4.1 motivation

Having introduced the two novel methods I have worked on during my PhD, Sar-

gasso in Chapter 2 and Pathway Entropy in Chapter 3, I apply them here to further

investigate NCAE between neural cell-types. In this chapter I will detail the appli-

cation of both methods to two mixed-species RNA-Seq datasets: the first is a two

species (rat and mouse) investigation into activity dependent changes to the astro-

cyte transcriptome induced by neuronal function, as published in (Hasel et al., 2017);

the second is a three-species dataset investigating the role of microglia on the tran-

scriptome of neurons and astrocytes under inflammatory stimulus, as published in

(Qiu et al., 2018). These different datasets belong to the same biological domain, that

of neuroscientific study of neurons and glia, thus meaning that any differences we

observe in the performance of the methods is likely due to the methods themselves

rather than the data. As the same types of cell are used, we can also continue to in-

vestigate NCAE between these cell-types, building upon the findings of the previous

chapters.

It is important to demonstrate that these two methods are indeed usable and that

their performance is adequate across multiple datasets and datasets of different types.

In order to emphasise the latter here, particularly with regard to the Pathway Entropy

approaches, I have chosen two datasets whose experimental setup differs from the

OS dataset used in the previous chapters: one through the structure of experimental

conditions and another through the use of three species specific cell-types. The AD

dataset, detailed in full in Section 1.4.2, is comprised of a control and two different

stimulus conditions, thus lacking the post-stimulus condition of the OS dataset, and

the three-species dataset, detailed in full in Section 1.4.3, is comprised of a control and

a stimulus condition both conducted with and without the presence of microglia.

These new datasets should thus better demonstrate the efficacy of the novel meth-

ods and, importantly, serve to highlight any anomalies in the results of the previous

chapters. This investigation also enables us to ask questions regarding the NCAE

between cells in this new data. Exclusively the 3Scc dataset, proposes a new chal-

lenge for Sargasso in correctly assigning reads in a situation of greater uncertainty

155
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and with a high enough accuracy to enable downstream study. Whilst separation has

been demonstrated effectively for two species data, the addition of a third may pose

a challenge due to the potential for decreased separability as a result of conservation

between the three species. The datasets also propose a challenge to the Pathway En-

tropy methods in detecting the changes in the affected biological pathways. Whether

Sargasso has a detrimental effect on the separation of greater than two species is a

point of particular interest. Indeed knowledge derived from these applications will

allow for a more thorough evaluation of the performance of these tools.
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4.2 approach

In this section, I will present an overview the analysis methodologies for each of the

datasets described in the previous section. As both analyses will be using the tools

described in the previous two chapters with little deviation, I will keep this overview

brief to prevent repetition of methodology.

4.2.1 Analysis Methodology

4.2.1.1 AD Dataset

The raw RNA-seq data files were mapped to the Ensembl-89 build of both the mouse

and rat genome by the STAR read aligner, as described in further detail in Section 2.2.

I used Sargasso to assign the reads to their species of origin using the information

from these alignments using the ’best’ filtering strategy, forming two separate species

specific, and therefore cell-type specific, datasets for each of the three experimental

conditions. The featureCounts tool was then applied to these datasets to generate

per-gene read counts.

For the application of the Pathway Entropy methodology, recommended pre-processing

was first carried out on the per-gene read counts, as described in Section 3.2.3. WGCNA

was then used with default settings to construct the gene co-expression network for

each species from the respective gene counts, also as described in Section 3.2.3, using

counts from only protein-coding genes. To enable permutation testing, 2000 permu-

tations of these networks were made, where for each permutation we randomise the

gene labels of the networks adjacency matrix, in order to generate the null distribu-

tions for significance testing. The edge lists and clustered modules for each of the

species’ respective permutations were then saved to file and the null distributions

derived to enable Pathway Entropy’s application.

After the permutations were created, the species’ networks were regenerated using

WGCNA, as there is no need to save the network information of the un-randomised

network, and the Pathway Entropy PE-Aw method was then used to analyse the

representation of KEGG pathways in the clusters of each species’ network as it per-

formed best of the variants tested in the previous chapter. Completed enrichment

results for the KEGG pathways were then saved to file separately for each species.

The graphs in the Results section were then plotted directly from the species-specific

enrichment results.

A minimum cluster size of 30 was used both in order to keep parameters in line

with the WGCNA author’s recommendations and as the higher sequencing depth
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and longer reads should provide greater network complexity than that of the OS

dataset. Whilst variation in this factor was experimented with in Chapter 3, further

work would need to be carried out to solidify any conclusions about the use of the

Pathway Entropy methods with a smaller minimum cluster size.

4.2.1.2 3Scc Dataset

The analysis methodology for this dataset differs from that for the AD dataset only

marginally. I ran Sargasso using the Ensembl-89 build of the human genome in ad-

dition to rat and mouse, assigning the reads also using the ’best’ filtering strategy.

When separating for three species, Sargasso’s methodology changes only marginally:

each read is separately aligned to each of the three species’ reference genomes after

which read assignment must satisfy the same criteria in order to assign a read. As

such the risk of non-assignment due to ambiguity will potentially be greater, for three

species than two, due to a possible increased region of conserved genome between

any two or even all three of the three species.

My use of Sargasso to separate the 3Scc dataset thus resulted in three separate,

species specific, datasets for each of the four experimental conditions.

After this point featureCounts, WGCNA and the Pathway Entropy methods were

applied in the same manner as described for the AD dataset in the previous section.

4.2.2 Considerations

As both the datasets to be analysed in this chapter differ in some way from the OS

dataset that has been used thus far, it is important to note these differences as they

may affect the results and our interpretation of them.

Whilst the number of conditions for the AD dataset is the same as that in the OS

dataset, it has an additional replicate for each condition. The 3Scc dataset contains 3

replicates for each condition however has an additional conditions compared to the

other two datasets used in this thesis. This extra condition and replicate represent a

greater depth of information for these two datasets that has the potential to result

in a more defined co-expression networks, which may affect the definition of their

clustering. Whilst the additional replicate for the AD dataset should not present a

substantial change to the overall enrichment, as the co-expression is after all mea-

sured on change between conditions, the extra condition for the 3Scc dataset may

result in a potentially more detailed enrichment as a result of this extra data point

for co-expression.

For the 3Scc dataset, there will necessarily be a higher region of inseparability

between the mouse, rat and human genomes as a result of evolutionary conservation
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between the species. As this conservation only needs to take place between two of the

three species for a read to be rejected (in cases where it can not be unambiguously

mapped to the third), there are now three potential reasons for species similarity

based read rejection: conservation between species 1 and 2, 1 and 3 or indeed all

three. The increase in read length however, should serve to reduce the probability of

these occurrences as there will be less instances of perfect conservation of 75bp over

50bp.
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4.3 results

4.3.1 AD Dataset Results

4.3.1.1 Species Separation

The Sargasso separation of this dataset has been described previously in Section

2.3.9.1 for Sargasso’s ’conservative’ filtering strategy. For the network construction,

the ’best’ filtering strategy was used to minimise read loss, the results for this assign-

ment can be seen in Table 4.1. The protein coding read assignment for this strategy

can be seen in Table 4.2. These results are as expected considering the assignment in

2.3.9.1.



ADcc ’best’ Mouse Rat
Condition Replicate Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous

Control (w/ TTX) 1 107566855 47192128 (43.9%) 57573943 (53.5%) 2800784 (2.6%) 143570936 108830187 (75.8%) 31939965 (22.2%) 2800784 (2.0%)

Control (w/ TTX) 2 69523733 19084511 (27.5%) 48420130 (69.6%) 2019092 (2.9%) 114499510 94536711 (82.5%) 17943707 (15.7%) 2019092 (1.8%)

Control (w/ TTX) 3 111421040 43524949 (39.1%) 64849842 (58.2%) 3046249 (2.7%) 159347528 124954497 (78.4%) 31346782 (19.7%) 3046249 (1.9%)

Control (w/ TTX) 4 74915044 28389982 (37.9%) 44455180 (59.3%) 2069882 (2.8%) 108565183 85546222 (78.8%) 20949079 (19.3%) 2069882 (1.9%)

Bicuculine 1 105999393 47333406 (44.7%) 55913058 (52.7%) 2752929 (2.6%) 141633485 106691105 (75.3%) 32189451 (22.7%) 2752929 (1.9%)

Bicuculine 2 85170094 24459822 (28.7%) 58204555 (68.3%) 2505717 (2.9%) 140810255 116114649 (82.5%) 22189889 (15.8%) 2505717 (1.8%)

Bicuculine 3 92157237 37027463 (40.2%) 52655805 (57.1%) 2473969 (2.7%) 131516688 102390746 (77.9%) 26651973 (20.3%) 2473969 (1.9%)

Bicuculine 4 73376722 30888653 (42.1%) 40526743 (55.2%) 1961326 (2.7%) 102069648 78583624 (77.0%) 21524698 (21.1%) 1961326 (1.9%)

Bicuculine+TBOA 1 84228968 37751006 (44.8%) 44290988 (52.6%) 2186974 (2.6%) 111951585 84166775 (75.2%) 25597836 (22.9%) 2186974 (2.0%)

Bicuculine+TBOA 2 81256071 26801856 (33.0%) 52082792 (64.1%) 2371423 (2.9%) 125313125 101066398 (80.7%) 21875304 (17.5%) 2371423 (1.9%)

Bicuculine+TBOA 3 100130376 40237520 (40.2%) 57283399 (57.2%) 2609457 (2.6%) 142757122 111111027 (77.8%) 29036638 (20.3%) 2609457 (1.8%)

Bicuculine+TBOA 4 82202145 33098045 (40.3%) 46697906 (56.8%) 2406194 (2.9%) 115704331 89873931 (77.7%) 23424206 (20.2%) 2406194 (2.1%)

Table 4.1: Sargasso Read Assignment for ADcc. This table describes the Sargasso assignment results for the ADcc dataset for the ’best’
filtering approach. The results from this assignment were used to assess protein coding reads lost as a result of Sargasso’s
application.
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ADcc ’best’ Reads Mapped to Genome Reads Assigned % Lost
Condition Replicate Mouse Rat Mouse Rat Mouse Rat

Control (w/ TTX) 1 88491963 96359140 40465818 74669299 54.3 22.5

Control (w/ TTX) 2 57702998 77313875 16428489 66187652 71.5 14.4

Control (w/ TTX) 3 92173370 106730734 37084470 85859812 59.8 19.6

Control (w/ TTX) 4 62619129 72784041 24410639 58670972 61.0 19.4

Bicuculine 1 88228447 94405796 40493173 72322729 54.1 23.4

Bicuculine 2 71183555 93119358 20758082 79230135 70.8 14.9

Bicuculine 3 76836105 87717739 31775637 69760892 58.6 20.5

Bicuculine 4 61356985 68376186 26679184 53668055 56.5 21.5

Bicuculine+TBOA 1 70379569 75548422 32453197 57732170 53.9 23.6

Bicuculine+TBOA 2 68099296 85122902 22992832 70596158 66.2 17.1

Bicuculine+TBOA 3 83428538 96181744 34315779 76587793 58.7 20.4

Bicuculine+TBOA 4 68760481 78590612 28351453 62154534 58.8 20.9

Table 4.2: Sargasso Assignment of Protein Coding Reads for the ADcc Dataset.
Sargasso’s ’best’ strategy assigns protein coding reads for the ADcc with
slightly less proportionate loss that for all reads. The figures here describe
uniquely mapping reads only, with reads lost here including both rejected
and ambiguous reads.

4.3.1.2 Pathway Enrichment

The pathway enrichments produced by PE-Aw for the mouse astrocyte (ADcc-MA)

species separated dataset can be seen in Figure 4.1. When applied to the rat neuron

dataset (ADcc-RN) PE-Aw produced a number of p-significant enrichments, however

none of these were determined to be q-significant after the application of BH MTC.

For the ADcc-MA results, we see a reasonably large enrichment set at 35 pathways.

Within this we can see several clear areas of activity: metabolism , signaling molecules

and transport, immune response and cell death. We also see a reasonable number of

disease pathways enriched.

Looking closely at these pathways we see several important pathways relating

to the non-cell autonomous functions of astrocytes. With regards to the signaling

pathways, TNF signaling (KEGG: 4668) by astrocytes is known to modulate synaptic

strength (Stevens, 2008) and release of TNF can be stimulated by NOD2 (Jensen et al.,

2013). The cAMP signaling pathway (KEGG: 4024) highlights the activity of the astro-

cytic portion of the astrocyte–neuron lactate shuttle (Hasel et al., 2017), which results

in increased lactate export to support neural metabolism.

Outside of signaling, we see the enrichment of the ’Citrate cycle (TCA cycle)’ path-

way (KEGG: 20) which plays a key metabolic role in astrocytic support at GABAergic

and glutaminergic synapses, where excess GABA and glutamate are cleared from the

synapse and processed by astrocytes. Enrichment of the phagosome pathway (KEGG:

4145) may indicate astrocyte phagocytosis in response to the high levels of synaptic
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activity promoted by the experimental stimulus (Bellesi et al., 2017). Similarly the

presence of the lysosome pathway (KEGG: 4142) is likely a result of the provision of

ATP to support neurons via astrocytic lysosomes (Zhang et al., 2007).
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4.3.2 3Scc Dataset Results

4.3.2.1 Species Separation

I applied Sargasso to the 3Scc dataset to disambiguate reads from mouse neurons

(3Scc-MN), human astrocytes (3Scc-HA) and rat microglia (3Scc-RM). The dataset

consisted of 4 conditions, control and LPS both with and without microglia present,

with each condition being repeated in triplicate. The conditions without microglia

were subject to the same three species assignment so as to produce a consistent sepa-

ration for the mouse and human data; otherwise regions of ambiguity would change

between samples. As such the assignment figures for microglia on these samples give

us an indication of the level of mis-assignment for the dataset overall and particularly

for the rat. A summary of the assignment can be seen in Table 4.3, with figures for

the separation of protein coding reads in Table 4.4.

For the two conditions without microglia, we have a lower read depth of 100 million

reads. As me may expect from a three species separation, we have a higher level of

ambiguity with roughly 4 million reads that cannot be assigned to each of the three

species due to species similarly, a mean of 4.1%, 6.6% and 5.0% of total mapped reads

for mouse, human and rat respectively. Despite this ambiguity we can see that the

proportion of reads assigned to rat is very small.

The relative proportions of reads assigned to each species reflect difference in pop-

ulation in the experimental co-cultures, with a significantly larger amount of mouse

neurons than either glial cell-type and a similar proportion of human astrocytes and

rat microglia to one another. Unfortunately replicate matched cell purity information

is not available to provide further quantitative validation. However, given that these

cultures, particularly the three species conditions, have been sequenced to a high

depth, the relative inequality of read totals should not negatively affect the detection

and representation of gene expression.

When looking at the mapping totals, we can see that the majority of reads mapped

to the human and rat genome are rejected, likely as a result of better mapping to the

mouse, with a consistent proportion of ambiguity throughout the 4 conditions and

their replicates. We also see a higher number of mis-assigned reads, than observed for

the AD dataset in Section 2.3.9, a mean of 1.7% over the six samples, as a percentage

of all reads that map to the rat. Interestingly we can see one potentially anomalous

result for replicate 2 of the 3Scc LPS condition where we see a drop in proportion of

reads assigned to mouse, to 51.8% from a mean of 82.0% across the 11 other samples,

and an increase in read assignment to both human, to 30.3% from a mean of 20.8%

across the 11 other samples, and rat, to 39.8% from a mean of 12.2% across the other

5 samples containing microglia. Whilst this is not actually the highest proportion
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assigned to human, that being in replicate 1 of the two species LPS condition, this

is quite an increase for the microglia. We also see somewhat of an increase in read

assignment to 3Scc-RM in the 3rd replicate of the 3Scc LPS condition, with also less

assigned to 3Scc-MN, however assignment for 3Scc-HA isn’t any higher here. As the

pattern of fluctuation in read assignment here is not consistent across samples, it

is possible that cell population proportions in these particular co-cultures may have

been different than in other samples.

With regard to the separation of protein coding reads, we can see that comparative

proportion of protein coding reads lost is actually less than for the total reads. This

demonstrates that the addition of a third species to the separation has not affected

the capability of Sargasso to correctly assign protein coding reads.

Overall we can see that Sargasso has separated the mixed-species dataset into three

species and cell-type specific datasets, these we will use for the subsequent analysis

in this section.



Mouse Human Rat
Condition Replicate Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous Reads Mapped Assigned Rejected Ambiguous

Control (A & N) 1 97591073 85017094
(87.1%)

8530473
(8.7%)

4043506
(4.1%)

49477442 6331688
(12.8%)

39561839
(80.0%)

3583915
(7.2%)

78389470 1445726
(1.8%)

72958682
(93.1%)

3985062
(5.1%)

Control (A & N) 2 94658843 81075611
(85.6%)

9642300
(10.2%)

3940932
(4.2%)

50552844 9448676
(18.7%)

37598744
(74.4%)

3505424
(6.9%)

75970465 1332899
(1.8%)

70762520
(93.1%)

3875046
(5.1%)

Control (A & N) 3 108975052 90945097
(83.5%)

13549396
(12.4%)

4480559
(4.1%)

63570282 17898165
(28.2%)

41684367
(65.6%)

3987750
(6.3%)

87625716 1189596
(1.3%)

82063546
(93.7%)

4372574
(5.0%)

LPS (A & N) 1 113419381 97812484
(86.2%)

10874267
(9.6%)

4732630
(4.2%)

59075251 9246208
(15.7%)

45621742
(77.2%)

4207301
(7.1%)

90841780 2019604
(2.2%)

84159723
(92.6%)

4662453
(5.1%)

LPS (A & N) 2 94263282 77838609
(82.6%)

12605838
(13.4%)

3818835
(4.0%)

56272186 16427580
(29.2%)

36436305
(64.8%)

3408301
(6.0%)

76201646 1418139
(1.9%)

71027877
(93.2%)

3755630
(4.9%)

LPS (A & N) 3 104437130 86938835
(83.2%)

13334508
(12.8%)

4163787
(4.0%)

61731394 18991809
(30.8%)

39041676
(63.2%)

3697909
(6.0%)

83252139 1021815
(1.2%)

78158765
(93.9%)

4071559
(4.9%)

Control (A,N & M) 1 226318302 185389555
(81.9%)

31482982
(13.9%)

9445765
(4.2%)

111079674 10200435
(9.2%)

92719123
(83.5%)

8160116
(7.3%)

187375518 21019291
(11.2%)

156985491
(83.8%)

9370736
(5.0%)

Control (A,N & M) 2 207860292 168664819
(81.1%)

30442809
(14.7%)

8752664
(4.2%)

110407078 20141679
(18.2%)

82596294
(74.8%)

7669105
(7.0%)

171086190 15010284
(8.8%)

147467999
(86.2%)

8607907
(5.0%)

Control (A,N & M) 3 194335072 154168994
(79.3%)

32250879
(16.6%)

7915199
(4.1%)

111425134 29373338
(26.4%)

75107128
(67.4%)

6944668
(6.2%)

160704677 13960442
(8.7%)

138961899
(86.5%)

7782336
(4.8%)

LPS (A,N & M) 1 183892731 132927930
(72.3%)

42254121
(23.0%)

8710680
(4.7%)

96380014 11506247
(11.9%)

77487150
(80.4%)

7386617
(7.7%)

160918851 35098371
(21.8%)

117188541
(72.8%)

8631939
(5.4%)

LPS (A,N & M) 2 165219931 85555102
(51.8%)

72198649
(43.7%)

7466180
(4.5%)

105369077 31937844
(30.3%)

66902117
(63.5%)

6529116
(6.2%)

159048156 63268106
(39.8%)

88342126
(55.5%)

7437924
(4.7%)

LPS (A,N & M) 3 281854285 221531192
(78.6%)

49304921
(17.5%)

11018172
(3.9%)

164010630 44476618
(27.1%)

109813018
(67.0%)

9720994
(5.9%)

234443563 24270126
(10.3%)

199204169
(85.0%)

10969268
(4.7%)

Table 4.3: Sargasso Species Assignment Summary for 3Scc Dataset.
This table summarises the assignment of reads by Sargasso for the 3Scc dataset, where Sargasso can be seen to have successfully
partitioned a dataset of three species RNA-Seq reads derived from three cell-types. The number of reads assigned, rejected
and unassigned due to ambiguity are listed for each species for each condition. For the conditions, conditions containing only
astrocytes and neurons are labelled "(A & N)", whilst conditions containing astrocytes, neurons and microglia are labelled "(A,N
& M)".



3Scc Reads Mapped to Genome Reads Assigned by Sargasso Percentage Lost
Condition Replicate Mouse Rat Human Mouse Rat Human Mouse Rat Human

Control (A & N) 1 78553366 53410860 38658394 69190875 501751 5145169 11.9 99.1 86.7

Control (A & N) 2 75777206 51830377 40033817 65517146 461844 7829023 13.5 99.1 80.4

Control (A & N) 3 88144697 61262475 51580120 73993952 485921 14925048 16.1 99.2 71.1

LPS (A & N) 1 90390258 61906694 46170679 78837581 793727 7501161 12.8 98.7 83.75

LPS (A & N) 2 74650769 52060710 44554574 62253573 446123 13601311 16.6 99.1 69.5

LPS (A & N) 3 83855897 58205239 49932217 70100920 446812 15625382 16.4 99.2 68.7

Control (A,N & M) 1 182926786 129598190 88208545 150889314 14026825 8609904 17.5 89.2 90.2

Control (A,N & M) 2 165049281 116426823 86651582 135274250 9656910 16611318 18.0 91.7 80.8

Control (A,N & M) 3 157718254 113040285 90657543 125686500 9670437 24560898 20.3 91.5 72.9

LPS (A,N & M) 1 145450080 110139987 74040803 107051248 23571484 9102237 26.4 78.6 87.7

LPS (A,N & M) 2 129757426 111001511 81730935 68195525 44893170 26364969 47.4 59.6 67.7

LPS (A,N & M) 3 227414316 164839900 132022216 179878639 16710493 36739307 20.9 89.9 72.2

Table 4.4: Sargasso Assignment of Protein Coding Reads for the 3Scc Dataset.
Similarly to the Sargasso separation for ADcc, the assignment of protein coding reads here falls slightly short of the proportion
of reads lost when all reads are used. For the rat microglia to whom no reads belong in the first two conditions, we see an almost
total rejection of all mapping reads for these conditions. The figures here describe uniquely mapping reads only, with reads lost
here including both rejected and ambiguous reads. For the conditions, conditions containing only astrocytes and neurons are
labelled "(A & N)", whilst conditions containing astrocytes, neurons and microglia are labelled "(A,N & M)".
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4.3.2.2 Pathway Enrichment

Significant enrichments produced through the application of PE-Aw to the species

separated 3Scc datasets can be seen in Figure 4.2.

The ’anticipated results’ section in our paper (Qiu et al., 2018) details the results

of differential expression performed on 3Scc-RM. One of the repressed genes, Igf1,

is an anti-inflammatory marker gene involved in several pathways significantly en-

riched by PE-Aw with a variety of function: 1522 ’Endocrine Resistance’, 4014 ’Ras

signaling pathway’, 5410 ’Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM)’ and 5414 ’Dilated

cardiomyopathy (DCM)’. Several of these pathways are also relevant to the experi-

mental context with Ras signaling being involved in cell survival and shown to be

induced by LPS stimulation in rat microglia (Gong et al., 2019). The endocrine resis-

tance pathway, whilst not explicitly relevant itself, is significantly enriched here due

to the strong representation of the MAPK and PI3K-Akt signaling pathways within

it; pathways which deal with pro-inflammatory stimulus like LPS. The relevance of

the cardiomyopathway pathways however is not explicitly clear, however they do

both contain a representation of the renin-angiotensin (Ras) system. Igf1 is an insulin

growth factor and whilst not itself involved in the 4911 ’Insulin secretion’ pathway,

it is perhaps notable that this is significantly enriched. The well induced genes men-

tioned in (Qiu et al., 2018): Cxcl1-3, Ccl3, Il1a and Il1b, are well-known LPS/TLR4-

inducible cytokine/chemokine genes, however the pathways these are known to be

involved in are not represented in the significant enrichments of the Pathway En-

tropy approaches. This is surprising considering that several of these pathways are

known to be stimulated in microglia by LPS: 4064 ’NF-kappa B signaling pathway’,

4620 ’Toll-like receptor signaling pathway’ and 4621 ’NOD-like receptor signaling

pathway’, and have been observed by a previous meta-study on LPS in microglia

using WGCNA (Holtman et al., 2015). However manual investigation of the location

of these pathway’s gene members in the network clustering showed them to be split

amongst either 3 or 4 large clusters, resulting in a poor entropy value.

The microglia enrichment does produce other relevant pathways that do not in-

clude these genes: a structural pathway affected by LPS (4540 ’Gap junction’), path-

ways relating to anti-inflammation response (531 ’Glycosaminoglycan degradation’

(Linnartz et al., 2012), 4915 ’Estrogen signaling pathway’ (Vegeto et al., 2001), 4921

’Oxytocin signaling pathway’ (Yuan et al., 2016), 4925 ’Aldosterone synthesis and se-

cretion’ (Bast et al., 2018)) or stress (4926 ’Relaxin signaling pathway’) induced by LPS

neuroinflammation. Substance abuse disorders which provoke neuroinflammation

(5030 ’Cocaine addiction’, 5031 ’Amphetamine addiction’, 5032 ’Morphine addiction’,

5033 ’Nicotine addiction’, 5034 ’Alcoholism’ (Mitchell et al., 2019)) and pathways re-

lating to repair (3440 ’Homologous recombination’, 3460 ’Fanconi anemia pathway’).
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KEGG ID Pathway Name Notable Genes

4064 NF-kappa B signaling pathway ICAM1

4080 Neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction C3

4650 Natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity ICAM1

4668 TNF signaling pathway ICAM1

5134 Legionellosis C3

5142 Chagas disease (American trypanosomiasis) C3

5143 African trypanosomiasis ICAM1

5160 Hepatitis C MX1

5162 Measles MX1

5164 Influenza A MX1, ICAM1

5165 Human papillomavirus infection MX1

5167 Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus infection C3, ICAM1

5168 Herpes simplex virus 1 infection C3

5169 Epstein-Barr virus infection ICAM1

5203 Viral carcinogenesis C3

Table 4.5: Enriched Pathways Containing Genes Up-regulated by Microglia. Ap-
proximately 39% of pathways significantly enriched by PE-Aw for 3Scc-HA
contain genes known to be up-regulated in astrocytes by the action of mi-
croglia. Whilst the majority are disease related, pathways 4064 and 4668
are known to play a role in response to LPS induced neuroinflammation
with pathway 4080 containing proteins responsible for anti-inflammatory
response. Notable genes taken from (Qiu et al., 2018).

Several signaling pathways whose role in microglial inflammation response were

also enriched: 4012 ’ErbB signaling pathway’ (Xu et al., 2017), 4330 ’Notch signaling’

(Grandbarbe et al., 2007), 4371 ’Apelin signaling pathway’ (Chen et al., 2015). Addi-

tionally the enrichment of the ’Cortisol synthesis and secretion’ pathway highlights

the role of cortisol in inhibiting microglial activation after LPS stimulus (Drew and

Chavis, 2000).

The significant enrichment of all synapse related pathways is notable and may

reflect the non-cell autonomous role of microglia in synaptic stripping, which can

occur in response to oxidative stimuli such as those resulting from LPS (Kettenmann

et al., 2013), and neuroprotective synaptic migration, also demonstrable as a result of

LPS stimulus (Chen et al., 2014).

For 3Scc-HA, we have 4 genes of interest from (Qiu et al., 2018) that are upregu-

lated by microglia: markers of neurotoxic “A1” type astrocytes C3 and MX1 as well

as CHI3L1 and ICAM1, the latter two being aberrantly expressed by astrocytes in

a range of neurodegenerative diseases. As expected, pathways involving all these
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genes, with the exception of CHI3L1, which is not annotated to any KEGG pathways,

are significantly enriched as can be seen in Table 4.5. TNF signaling has also been

observed as a response of astrocytes to LPS in other research (Sharif et al., 1993).

Interestingly the pathways 3010 ’Ribosome’, 4064 ’NF-kappa B signaling pathway’,

4620 ’Toll-like receptor signaling pathway’ and 4621 ’NOD-like receptor signaling

pathway’ that were expected in the microglia dataset, due to their appearance in re-

lated research (Holtman et al., 2015), are strongly enriched for the astrocyte dataset.

The 4060 ’Cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction’, that we may have expected given

the differential expression of cytokines for the microglia dataset, is also significantly

enriched here. Whilst toll-like receptor signaling is commonly associated with mi-

croglia, it has been observed in astrocytes in response to neuroinflammation (Alfonso-

Loeches et al., 2010) particularly in presence of microglia (Holm et al., 2012).

As astrocytes themselves do not respond directly to LPS (Holm et al., 2012), we

can expect the enrichments produced by the Pathway Entropy methods to relate to

their interaction with microglia. The fact that we see the presence of many pathways

we might expect in the microglia results for the astrocyte results is consistent with

known interaction between microglia and astrocytes in response to LPS (Holm et al.,

2012). Indeed the enrichment of the pathways 4060 ’Cytokine-cytokine receptor inter-

action’ and 4062 ’Chemokine signaling pathway’ may represent the interaction of the

astrocytic cells with the respective proteins known to be released by microglia when

stimulated by LPS.

With regards to an astrocytic response to neuroinflammation, we see several of

the pathways identified in the previous chapter also enriched here: 3008 ’Ribosome

biogenesis in eukaryotes’, 3010 ’Ribosome’ and 4630 ’JAK-STAT signaling pathway’.

Lastly for 3Scc-MN we have five key genes of interest from (Qiu et al., 2018)

among the many differentially expressed as a result of the LPS-induced microglia:

Oasl2, Isg15, Ifitm3, Timp1 and Stat2. Of these 5 genes Ifitm3 does not belong to any

pathway, Oasl2 and Timp1 are also annotated only to single pathways that are not

enriched. However for Stat2 we see a wide enrichment of its annotated pathways,

of which the following are of most interest: 4062 ’Chemokine signaling pathway’,

4217 ’Necroptosis’, 4380 ’Osteoclast differentiation’, 4621 ’NOD-like receptor signal-

ing pathway’, 4630 ’JAK-STAT signaling pathway’.

The neuron dataset also seems to find significant several pathways we expected

to see (Holtman et al., 2015) in the microglia dataset: 3010 ’Ribosome’, 4145 ’Phago-

some’, 4612 ’Antigen processing and presentation’, 4620 ’Toll-like receptor signaling

pathway’ and 4621 ’NOD-like receptor signaling pathway’. The phagosome pathway

has been shown to be activated downstream in neurons by microglia after LPS stim-

ulus (Bodea et al., 2014); in addition all but one (5322) significantly enriched KEGG
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pathways identified by this study (4145, 4380, 4610, 5150, 5152, 5168) are found to

be significant by PE-Aw. Whilst reference in the literature was found for the interac-

tion of astrocytes and microglia for these pathways, no such reference was found to

support this behaviour in neurons.

We do however observe significantly enriched pathways that we would expect

to see: pathways relating to metabolism (10 ’Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis’), inter-

cellular signaling (4080 ’Neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction’, 4514 ’Cell adhesion

molecules (CAMs)’) and pathways relating to cell death as a result microglial LPS

stimulation (Jeohn et al., 1998) (4217 ’Necroptosis’). Indeed the TNF signaling path-

way’s (4668) involvement in neurodegeneration via LPS induced microglia is known

(Jeohn et al., 1998). Chemokines are thought to be used by neurons to trigger a

microglial response (Biber et al., 2008), thus the significant enrichment of the 4062

’Chemokine signaling pathway’, in addition to other signaling pathways involving

chemokines (4060 ’Cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction’, 4064 ’NF-kappa B signal-

ing pathway’, 4620 ’Toll-like receptor signaling pathway’, 4621 ’NOD-like receptor

signaling pathway’, 4657 ’IL-17 signaling pathway’), is pertinent and might explain

the unexpected presence of pathways 4620 and 4621 in particular.

It is worth recognising that enrichment of disease pathways accounts for just over

40% of the total enrichments, however the presence of the majority of these is a result

of strongly expressed genes such as Stat2 and shared pathway components. Interest-

ingly graft rejection pathways were observed in 3Scc-MN (5330 ’Allograft rejection’,

5332 ’Graft-versus-host disease’). This could however simply be a result of shared

genes, with both these pathways containing genes in the well represented TNF sig-

naling pathway, in addition to 05332 containing representation of other chemokine

related pathways (4060, 4620).
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4.4 discussion

Evaluation of SARGASSO Performance

For both of the datasets in this chapter, AD and 3Scc I used Sargasso to assign

reads to their species of origin, producing datasets of size to be used in subsequent

analysis. For the AD dataset, separated previously using the ’conservative’ filtering

strategy in Section 2.3.9.1, I used Sargasso’s ’best’ strategy to partition the dataset be-

tween mouse and rat with dataset sizes reflecting cell populations in the experimental

cultures. Only a small amount of data here (2-3%) was lost due to similarity between

the species genomes and the assignment levels observed reflected a higher popula-

tion of rat neurons, which saw a mean of 78.3% of reads mapped to the genome

assigned, over mouse, which saw a mean of 38.5% assigned. No problems were an-

ticipated or observed here as Sargasso has been tested for separations between two

species datasets of these species.

For the 3Scc dataset, in Section 4.3.2.1, I applied Sargasso to disambiguate RNA-

Seq reads from three species: mouse neurons (3Scc-MN), human astrocytes (3Scc-HA)

and rat microglia (3Scc-RM). As Sargasso had not been applied to a mixed-species

dataset with three species this application demonstrated that it is able to separate

such a dataset. As a result of the additional species, a higher number of reads were

classed as ambiguous (with a mean of 4.1%, 6.6% and 5.0% of total mapped reads for

mouse, human and rat respectively) due to the enlarged area of inseparable genome

between the three species. The proportion of erroneous assignment to the rat for

the neuron and astrocyte only conditions proved to be no higher than previously

observed for the ’best’ filtering strategy. Again the number of reads assigned reflected

the relative cell numbers of the cell-types (with a mean of 79.4%, 21.5% and 16.8%

of total mapped reads for mouse, human and rat respectively), as there are more

neurons present than glia. Indeed the higher number of reads in 3Scc-MN is the

likely cause of the subsequent pathway enrichment returning a higher number of

results.

That the 3Scc dataset was comprised of longer reads, at 75bp compared to the 50bp

of the other datasets, would have led me to expect a lower rate of mis-assignment,

particularly given the result for Sargasso on simulated data of 150bp in Section 2.3.1.

Seeing a higher percentage than expected would lead me to believe that sequenc-

ing a three species mixed-species RNA-Seq dataset at 50bp would be inadvisable.

Given that we also see some fluctuation in read assignment, for all species in the

second replicate of the 3Scc LPS condition and for microglia on the third replicate

of the same condition, this does potentially raise questions about the consistency of
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the co-cultured cells certainly with regard to cell numbers and potentially to purity.

Unfortunately however, for both the 3Scc and AD datasets, matched-purity informa-

tion was not available, with purity having only been measured as confirmation of

successful co-culture.

The additional figures for the separation of protein coding reads by Sargasso for

these mixed species datasets demonstrates that we do not see the worse performance

we might expect for highly conserved reads. Indeed the proportion of protein coding

reads lost closely resembles the proportion of all reads not assigned by Sargasso for

each replicate, frequently even marginally lower. However we do observe more vari-

ation here for the 3Scc separation than for the AD, however this would be expected

given the additional uncertainty.

As a result, whilst more caution should perhaps be taken with the interpretation of

the downstream results for the 3Scc dataset, we have demonstrated the utility of Sar-

gasso on two additional datasets and for its use with a three species mixed-species

RNA-Seq dataset. The performance of Sargasso in this chapter demonstrates both

that it has generaliseable utility for mixed-species RNA-Seq separation across differ-

ent experimental types, and with differing numbers of species, and that the resultant

separations are well suited for downstream analysis. Indeed the use of this tool on

these datasets has enabled the subsequent investigation of non-cell-autonomous ef-

fects for the cell-types involved.

Evaluation of Pathway Entropy Performance

The application of PE-Aw to the AD dataset, in Section 4.3.1, produced significant

pathway enrichments appropriate to the experimental context, in this case neuron

and astrocyte response to neuron firing, for ADcc-MA. When we consider the enrich-

ments produced by PE-Aw on the ADcc-MA dataset we see a strong representation of

both pathways relating to astrocytic function and also to NCAE. Pathways relevant to

NCAE between astrocytes and neurons were detected, particularly metabolic support

and the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle. PE-Aw additionally illuminated astrocytic

support to neurons in relation to the experimental stimuli by enriching pathways de-

scribing astrocytic processing of excess level of glutamate and GABA, which would

be produced by neural firing provoked exposure to BiC and TBOA. These findings

serve to demonstrate the capability of the PE-Aw method in providing pathway en-

richment that is appropriate to the experimental context by incorporating a higher

level of information.

Importantly the pathways enriched for ADcc-MA serve to confirm the experimen-

tal findings in (Hasel et al., 2017), reinforcing evidence for the NCAE role of astro-
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cytes, through the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle, in providing metabolic support

for neurons.

Whilst ADcc-RN produced a number of p-significant pathways, none of these en-

richments passed multiple testing correction. Whilst the network produced a higher

number of clusters than did ADcc-MA, 21 compared to 20, this additional complexity

has not resulted in the strong clustering of pathway members that PE-Aw requires.

It is perhaps of note that the AD dataset has a different experimental design, a con-

trol and two drug stimuli, from the OS (control, stimulus, post-stimulus) and 3Scc

datasets (2 controls, 2 LPS stimulus). This results in a network influenced more by

experimental stimulus than resting state. However, that the strong performance of PE-

Aw on ADcc-MA is seemingly unaffected by any impact the design may have would

preclude this conclusion, it is possible that increasing the number of permutations

could have a positive impact here.

The results for the 3Scc dataset, in Section 4.3.2, can also be observed to produce

enrichment results appropriate to the experimental context, that of LPS induced mi-

croglial interaction, and also of NCAE between the cell-types.

In the microglia, whilst we certainly see pathways relevant to inflammation re-

sponse and cell-survival, we do not see several pathways involving Toll-like receptor

4 (TLR4) that we would expect from previous studies with this stimulus (NF-kappa B,

Toll-like receptor and NOD-like receptor signaling pathways) (Holtman et al., 2015).

Indeed further investigation showed the majority of these pathway’s members to

not be strongly co-expressed with one another, leading to them being assigned to

different clusters. Given that differential expression analysis on the same data has

shown genes involved in these pathways to be differentially expressed (Qiu et al.,

2018), I think it likely that 2 conditions in triplicate is not enough to elicit a strong

co-expression network with WGCNA, as I will discuss later, and so perhaps in this

instance Pathway Entropy is not the most appropriate tool for analysis.

The astrocytes, 3Scc-HA, interestingly exhibit the much of the pathway response

we would expect from the microglia, which has previously been observed in co-

culture studies with LPS stimuli (Holm et al., 2012). Pathways relevant to the action

of astrocytes in response to neuroinflammation were also significantly enriched.

The neuron dataset, 3Scc-MN, results include pathways previously observed to

be enriched by neurons in neuron-microglia co-cultures stimulated with LPS (Bodea

et al., 2014), in addition to pathways relating to neural function and synaptic activ-

ity. That TLR4 related signaling pathways are enriched here is interesting, as whilst

neuron-micoglia chemokine signaling is hypothesised to take place (Biber et al., 2008),

it has not yet been experimentally confirmed.
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Non-cell autonomous effects can thus be seen to be well represented in the astro-

cyte and neuron datasets, with evidence for several observed and theorised inter-

cellular processes present in the enrichments, the latter providing an avenue for

further investigation. Whilst the application of PE-Aw to 3Scc-RM did not enrich

the expected inflammation response pathways, it did enrich pathways relating to the

NCAE role of microglia in stripping and neuro-protective migration of synapses (Ket-

tenmann et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014). We can therefore conclude that PE-Aw once

again produces results appropriate to the data and importantly, that the number of

species present in the source data does not prohibit such analysis.

With relation to prior investigation on the 3Scc data in (Qiu et al., 2018), we can see

that differentially expressed genes of interest for each cell-type were represented in

the significant pathway enrichments produced by PE-Aw. Whilst we cannot always

expect this representation, as their very presence depends on their annotation in the

database used, a manual task in the case of KEGG, these results provide additional

validation for the results of this previous investigation.

The Impact of Sequencing Variables and Sample Quantity on Analysis

The two datasets analysed in this chapter (AD, 3Scc) and the OS dataset all have

differences with regards to their sequencing, in addition to their experimentation

and focus. Whilst the OS dataset consisted of three conditions in triplicate at a read

depth of 50 million reads, where the conditions were effectively control-stimulus-

post-stimulus, the datasets we used in this chapter differed in one or more respects.

The AD dataset consisted of three conditions, control-stimulus A-stimulus B, with 4

replicates and at a read depth of 150 million reads. Lastly, the 3Scc dataset consisted

of 4 conditions, control-stimulus both with and without microglia present, in tripli-

cate at a read depth of 100 million reads for the conditions without microglia and 220

million in the conditions with.

The effect of the different experimental setups, with regard to the conditions, is

particularly noticeable with the PE-Aw analysis of the AD dataset where we see

well characterised enrichments for one species separated dataset and no significant

enrichments for the other. The Sargasso separation results however would give no

indication themselves of such an eventuality.

The OS dataset and the 3Scc dataset, for the mouse and human data, on the other

hand demonstrate well characterised and appropriate enrichments. Whilst the 3Scc

dataset doesn’t have a post-stimulus condition as the OS dataset, it does have an

additional condition for the mouse and human data that appears to aid character-

isation of pathway enrichment. 3Scc-RM does suffer, conversely, from lack of data
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as only two of the four conditions contain the microglia and these are only in tripli-

cate, giving 6 samples to work with, which is lower than WGCNA’s recommended

minimum of 9. As a result we do not see representation of a number of pathways

we would expect to see in microglia under LPS stimulation, however the significant

enrichments produced do well portray the NCAE role of the cell-type and response

to the experimental stimulus.

The sequencing depth will almost certainly play a role in influencing the results of

the Pathway Entropy method, simply because building the co-expression networks

with more data will result in better characterised co-expression between genes and

thus aid subsequent clustering of the network. That we see the strongest enrichment

results, in terms of quantity of enrichments, for the dataset containing the highest

read depth is likely no coincidence.



5
G E N E R A L D I S C U S S I O N

The research in this thesis aimed to increase our ability to study and analyse non-

cell-autonomous effects (NCAE) between cell-types through the development and

application of novel tools. Investigation was made into enabling the partition of gene

expression data by cell type with greater accuracy and less potential risk of bias and

spurious gene expression than existing techniques, in addition to the investigation of

NCAE using methods from network biology and information theory. The product of

this research has been two tools: Sargasso and Pathway Entropy.

Following the motivation for study and the introduction to the relevant back-

ground in Chapter 1, I described the design and development of Sargasso in Chapter

2. Here I evaluated its performance, in terms of assignment accuracy, read loss and

false positives, on both simulated and experimental RNA-Seq datasets, in addition to

identifying the effect of assignment variables and species choice on overall separation.

I investigated the impact of Sargasso’s use on downstream analysis and compared

this with the effect of contamination frequently observed in physical separation. In

Chapter 3 I detailed the design and implementation of the Pathway Entropy pipeline,

which uses a combination of methods from network biology, information theory and

draws upon previous research (Gambardella et al., 2013). I applied this method, us-

ing the KEGG pathway database, to experimental RNA-Seq data and evaluated the

contribution of additional levels of information on the enrichments produced, and

also investigated its potential to act as a means of evaluating network construction

parameters. I compared the performance of this new method to both its predeces-

sor (Gambardella et al., 2013) and to established methods for pathway enrichment

analysis. Subsequently in Chapter 4 I applied my two novel methods to two different

experimental mixed-species RNA-Seq datasets to both better evaluate their consis-

tency of performance over additional data and to investigate the NCAE between cells

in these datasets, indeed confirming the activity of pathways observed in previous

studies.

Here I draw from the evidence presented in the thesis to summarise the contribu-

tions of these two novel methods before detailing their limitations and those present

in the study. Lastly I will provide a summary of the key points for future work that I

have already presented in Chapters 2 and 3.
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5.1 contribution of sargasso

In order to study NCAE we must be able to confidently attribute the information of

study, in our case gene expression data derived from RNA-Seq, to the correct cell-

types involved in an experiment. Previously this partitioning has been carried out

primarily through the use of physical techniques, such as those introduced in Section

1.2.3.2. These techniques introduce bias to the derived gene expression data, through

the activation of stress and cell death related genes, in addition to risking contami-

nation by non-desired cell-types through imperfect separation, whose presence can

have a sizeable impact on derived gene expression as I have discussed in Section

2.3.6.

In this project I have developed Sargasso which presents an in silico alternative to

these approaches. Through the use of mixed-species RNA-Seq cultures where each

cell-type belongs to a distinct species, Sargasso assigns reads individually based on

the quality of their alignment to the genomes of the species involved thus circum-

venting the bias inherent in physical separation techniques. Sargasso demonstrates a

high level of accuracy for this assignment and whilst a small number of false positives

are introduced, through incorrect species assignment, the impact of its use on down-

stream analysis has been demonstrated to be minimal, far smaller than the impact

of cell-type contamination. Sargasso has been demonstrated here to perform well in

scenarios involving datasets containing both two and three distinct cell-types and its

performance on solely protein coding reads, an area of potentially higher conserva-

tion, is comparable to that across all reads. Its use has enabled the investigation of

NCAE on the applied datasets.

The ability to disambiguate RNA-Seq reads by cell type of origin in silico, at min-

imal risk of misinterpreting the data, presents a key step forward in our ability to

accurately study NCAE. There are presently no other methods that can perform this

disambiguation adequately on this type of data, with the closest in silico methods,

designed for use in xenograft studies, failing to function for a wider range of species

or producing a high level of mis-assignments. The resultant separations also provide

higher resolution data than is presently possible using in silico deconvolution method-

ologies. As a result, Sargasso enables general purpose study of NCAE between cell-

types that can be cultured in vitro. It is hoped that the availability of Sargasso and

its peer-reviewed applications (Hasel et al., 2017; Qiu et al., 2018) will enable other

research groups to further their pursuit of NCAE research.
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5.2 contribution of pathway entropy

Biological pathways represent our present understanding of the role of genes and

other molecules in key biological processes from metabolism to immune response,

and they therefore are important repositories of knowledge than can be drawn from

to inform our understanding and provide context to gene expressions studies. Enrich-

ment analyses that make use of these pathways commonly use no more information

to inform their results than a set of gene identifiers, with which many use a variant

of Fisher’s exact test to determine the over-representation of any particular path-

way’s members in a set of genes of interest. Many of these methods have been in

existence and continued use for many years, during which time the complexity of

bioinformatics analysis and additional contextual information has increased. How-

ever whilst some new methods have been developed to better utilise such data, many

long-standing methods have not optimised their usage of this information to inform

their analysis.

In this thesis I have presented the development and application of the Pathway

Entropy methodology, most notably PE-Aw, which is an alternative to existing path-

way enrichment methods that is specifically designed for use with clustered gene

co-expression networks, such as those produced by WGCNA. The Pathway Entropy

methodology builds upon the DiNA tool to use information theoretic entropy to de-

termine an enrichment based upon the representation of a pathway’s genes within

the network clusters. This method makes additional use of the correlation of expres-

sion between pathway gene members, the edge weights that underpin the network,

to inform its enrichments. Pathway Entropy also normalises for pathway and cluster

size in addition to using pathway specific null distributions for significance calcula-

tion.

The use of this additional information by PE-Aw has resulted in consistently rele-

vant and appropriate enrichments when applied to experimental data outperforming

the original DiNA approach in this regard, indeed uncovering evidence for NCAE

in five out of six cell-type specific datasets and providing additional validation for

the results of our analysis in (Hasel et al., 2017; Qiu et al., 2018). Its incorporation

of pathway size normalisation addresses the concern of pathway bias by the DiNA

methodology. In addition when tested against long used hypergeometric methods,

unique enrichments by PE-Aw displayed evidence of biological action undetected by

clusterProfiler. Our method’s increased use of network specific information (network

edges and edge weights) also serves to increase confidence in pathway enrichments,

with both information sources having a demonstrable positive impact on enrichment

results. As a result, Pathway Entropy presents the most appropriate method, of those
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tested, to investigate pathway involvement in gene co-expression networks, whose

use is becoming increasingly commonplace in bioinfomatics research. Its application

here in investigating NCAE has also demonstrated its utility for this specific avenue

of study. Whilst the investigation into its use as an evaluator for network method

choice was curtailed by project time constraints, it does highlight cluster optimisa-

tion as a separate topic of future importance to the development of the tool.

The data produced in the course of the Pathway Entropy analysis is also of great

value to further investigation into the NCAE between neurons and astrocytes or neu-

rons, astrocytes and microglia, with the network and resultant clusters suitable for

use with other network based tools or for more forensic insight with regard to Path-

way Entropy’s enrichments.

5.3 limitations of this project

5.3.1 Limitations of the Source Data

The source data used for this project is entirely neurological in focus, with the OS

and AD datasets consisting of neurons and astrocytes and the 3Scc dataset containing

microglia in addition. The rational for this was the investigation of NCAE between

these specific neurological cell-types, and in this we have been successful (Hasel et al.,

2017; Qiu et al., 2018). As a result of this however, whilst the novel methods presented

here have been demonstrated to perform with consistency over these datasets, we

cannot say with certainty that this performance is generalisable to data from other

biological domains. However their performance as demonstrated in this thesis leaves

us no reason to believe they will not be generalisable. Nevertheless, this thus presents

an obvious opportunity for future work with both methods.

The culturing and sequencing also present limitations for the downstream anal-

ysis. The cell cultures do not contain an equal proportion of cells from either cell-

type, as can be seen in the proportion of assigned reads particularly for the 3Scc

dataset in Chapter 4, and matched-sample cell purity information was not available

to validate these variations. Whilst the depth of sequencing, a factor limited by cost,

should compensate for the difference in cell numbers, as has been intended in the

sequencing used, it is possible that effects may still persist in the sequenced data. The

higher depth of sequencing for the 3Scc dataset, particularly for 3Scc-MN, is likely

a contributing factor to the increased sensitivity of the Pathway Entropy results. The

length of reads presents another limitation as longer reads, particularly for Sargasso,

are more likely to contain species specific information and therefore are more likely

to be correctly assigned to their species of origin under the less stringent ’best’ fil-
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tering strategy, as we have demonstrated with simulated 150bp reads in Chapter 2.

Longer read sequencing also presents an increased cost however, in addition to po-

tential error risk dependent on sequencing technology, and as a result two of our

datasets (OS and AD) have short 50bp reads with only the 3Scc dataset having longer

75bp reads.

The co-culturing of mixed-species cells also raises the issue of compatibility. Whilst

we have tackled this in our paper (Hasel et al., 2017), other research we have carried

out also demonstrates species specific differences in gene expression for function

between mouse and human neurons which had previously not been investigated

(Qiu et al., 2016). Therefore through the use of mixed-species cultures we will be

introducing species specific differences in cellular function, even if minor, that should

be taken into account when drawing conclusions about the data.

5.3.2 Limitations of Network Methods

Due to the time constraints of the project, I have used the WGCNA tool to construct

the networks for analysis with Pathway Entropy using default parameters. Previous

studies have identified inadequacies in WGCNA’s clustering strategy (Botía et al.,

2017) and proposed alternatives. However whilst I have not had sufficient time to

implement and evaluate the effect of these alternative strategies on Pathway Entropy

this presents a logical direction for future work. Similarly Pearson’s correlation coef-

ficient has been used due to it being WGCNA’s default correlation method, however

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and biweight midcorrelation are unexplored

and are possible alternatives.

Pathway Entropy’s bootstrapping procedure requires the generation and export to

file of two thousand gene co-expression networks. WGCNA uses a thresholding tech-

nique called ’soft-thresholding’ which does not remove any edges between nodes;

rather, it simply scales them using a soft thresholding power to emphasise stronger

connections over weaker ones. An issue with this technique however is that it means

exported network files are large as the edge lists include all possible pair-wise com-

binations of potentially tens of thousands of genes. This presents a computational

storage issue, especially when working with multiple datasets for which each species

requires bootstrapping and also a computational processing issue when loading these

datasets to extract their contents. I have thus implemented a cut-off threshold of 0.2

correlation for the export of these networks for reasons of computational practicality,

as below this point file size increases sharply by orders of magnitude. Whilst this

cut-off is lower than that used in other studies working with gene co-expression net-

works (Ficklin et al., 2010; Ficklin and Feltus, 2011; Gobbi and Jurman, 2015; Wang
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et al., 2014), it is removing data that might otherwise contribute to a more robust null

distribution.

5.3.3 Limitations of Pathway Entropy’s Enrichment

The enrichment methodology employed by Pathway Entropy sets a high bar for path-

ways to be enriched as it requires pathway members to be primarily co-expressed

together and, as a result, clustered together. This form of enrichment therefore as-

sumes that for a pathway to be active, we would have to see similar activity amongst

all its members. Whilst for some small pathways this is a fair assumption, for larger

or diverse pathways it may be possible that different portions of the pathway demon-

strate different patterns of co-expression, perhaps in relation to their interaction with

other genes, and are therefore clustered separately, resulting in a poor enrichment. An

example of this could be 3Scc-RM. Previous research had led to the expectation of

the enrichment of several pathways (particularly NOD-like and toll-like receptor sig-

naling pathways and the NF-kappa B signaling pathway) (Holtman et al., 2015). The

members of these pathways were present in the data and many were co-expressed,

however these members were split across three or four separate clusters resulting in a

poor entropy score and therefore low significance. Whilst its possible that additional

data could have better informed the clustering, its also possible that the co-expression

of these genes with other genes in the network would remain stronger than those of

their other pathway members and thus obscure detection with this method.

A similar issue is the overlap of pathway members between pathways which can, as

we have mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4, lead to the spurious enrichment of notionally

unrelated pathways. This is hard to avoid with the methodology as it stands as many

genes do have functionally important roles in different pathways, especially when us-

ing disease pathways, and this therefore presently requires users to cast a critical eye

over the enrichment results. However such caution should not be unique to Pathway

Entropy, indeed the results of enrichment tools should be always be appraised with

a critical eye. This is something that could potentially be mitigated by controlling for

genes unique to particular pathways, thereby only enriching a pathway if there is

enough representation of unique members.

Pathway Entropy presently uses permutation testing to determine pathway sig-

nificance. This means of testing is very computationally expensive and presents a

constraint on the wider applicability of the pathway entropy methodology.
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5.4 summary of future research direction

I have detailed intended future work in Chapters 2 and 3 for the Sargasso and Path-

way Entropy methods respectively. Here I will summarise this in light of the addi-

tional application of these methods in Chapter 4.

5.4.1 Sargasso

In Chapter 4 I applied Sargasso to a mixed-species RNA-Seq dataset containing three

species, demonstrating the tool’s applicability beyond two species datasets. Its exten-

sion to four and five species separations have since been undertaken by colleagues

in my research group with similar success, showing that beyond three species few

additional reads are lost due to similarity as the species present cover the majority of

highly conserved mammalian genes.

Future research with Sargasso could thus be directed towards working with labo-

ratory mouse strains using the Sanger mouse genomes project. The ability to demon-

strate separation in this area would lead to a more robust protocol for NCAE study,

removing any doubt about species compatibility or of gene expression differences. In

order to pursue this aim, and in an effort to refine the current protocol, the application

of machine learning methods to the species assignment algorithm is a worthy avenue

of exploration to increase separation accuracy. By this I mean primarily the reduction

of false negatives under conservative assignment thresholds; however the reduction

of false positive mis-assignments under less stringent assignment thresholds would

be an additional boon.

The computational efficiency of Sargasso also presents an opportunity for further

work. Pre-identification of highly conserved genomic areas, in correspondence to

dataset read length, could reduce overall processing time by removing regions in

which reads are inseparable. Introducing functionality for automated integration of

separate genomic libraries, primarily those containing types of RNA not included in

reference genomes as standard (e.g. rRNA), would also serve to increase accuracy by

preventing rejection of reads in these domains.

5.4.2 Pathway Entropy

Application of the Pathway Entropy method in Chapter 4 was particularly illuminat-

ing for informing future research direction with the tool. The seeming dependence of

sensitivity on dataset quality, given the increased quantity of enrichments produced
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in the analysis of the 3Scc dataset, is particularly informative for future applications.

Consistent throughout the applications of Pathway Entropy in this thesis is the spu-

rious enrichment of pathways on the basis of shared genes, as discussed in Section

5.3.3. A key direction for future development of Pathway Entropy is to increase the ac-

curacy of enrichment to mitigate this cross-talk of genes. This could be done through

additional normalisation: either through normalising for the number of pathways

co-expressed members are shared between or for nested representations of other

pathways, with an enrichment requiring co-expression amongst each of its compo-

nent parts. A threshold could also be trialled to require a minimum number of genes

unique to a pathway to be co-expressed in order for an enrichment to be reported.

The extension of the tool to work with Reactome would also introduce the possibility

of weighting or normalising a pathway’s enrichment based upon the co-expression

of its hierarchical components in the network. As a different approach, enrichment of

domain relevant ontologies, such as NiGO for neurological data, could be applied to

significant enrichments and their top terms attached to the Pathway Entropy results

for cross-reference.

The Pathway Entropy method as applied in this thesis has four variant implementa-

tions: PE-A and PE-T, both weighted and unweighted. Whilst PE-Aw was determined

to be the better performing of the four, it is possible that a synthesis of the PE-A and

PE-T approaches would allow for the benefits of increased information content with-

out the restriction on usable pathway information; this could perhaps be done by

adding a weighting for pathway members present in the topology over those who

are not. This weighting could also contribute to a reduction in spurious enrichments

as co-expressed genes in the pathway’s topology are better indicators of pathway in-

volvement than pathway members whose functional role is uncertain or unknown in

relation to other members.

Whilst the accuracy of Pathway Entropy is of primary importance for future work,

the generation of bootstrapping iterations for the permutation testing is presently a

computationally intensive task both for processing and storage. More effective paral-

lelisation or an alternative testing methodology would increase the practicality of the

method’s use.

Lastly a key consideration for future work in Pathway Entropy’s methodology are

the network methods that underpin it. Presently WGCNA is used as recommended,

however research in this thesis into the minimum cluster size parameter indicates that

cluster optimisation, a topic outside of the work in this thesis, is an important area to

investigate to improve the methodology. This investigation should take into account

not just the parameters easily alterable in WGCNA (e.g. correlation, minimum clus-

ter size, merge distance) but also alternatives to the methods WGCNA implements,
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particularly thresholding approach and clustering method, both of which have been

areas of developmental focus in network biology in recent years.

5.5 concluding remarks

The scientific methods developed in this thesis have much potential for application

beyond the scope of this research project.

The Sargasso tool now enables the study of NCAE with a higher degree of precision

than previously available. Our publication of the protocol for mixed-species in vitro

culturing and the use of Sargasso, in addition to the work in this thesis, will hopefully

facilitate and inspire the future application of this methodology by other research

groups in the pursuit of NCAE research.

The Pathway Entropy method at present, and with subsequent refining, presents

a alternative to established enrichment techniques by utilising a higher content of

information in its enrichments. Whilst applied here to NCAE, it is publicly available

and can be applied to any gene co-expression network.
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A
S O U R C E C O D E , D ATA S E T AVA I L A B I L I T Y & P R O J E C T

R E S O U R C E S

a.1 project code

The source code for both the Sargasso and Pathway Entropy methods can be found

on the electronic media submitted with the thesis, Table A.1 details the locations

on the file-system within this media. This encompasses all code used for this thesis,

including for the visualisation of results. The Sargasso code provided has been cloned

from our public GitHub (https://github.com/statbio/Sargasso) on 2017-8-24 and

has been provided as it was the exact version used to separate the AD and 3Scc

datasets in Chapters 2 and 4, the most recent version of the Sargasso code can of

course be found at this URL.

Whilst Sargasso is simple and user friendly to run, the Pathway Entropy scripts

are still in a developmental stage and as such are not user friendly nor presently

automated for pipeline execution.

All Python packages and dependencies for Sargasso can be installed using the

provided script. All R packages for the Pathway Entropy code are publicly available

on CRAN or Bioconductor.

Tool/Task Chapter Used Location

Sargasso 2, 4 Appendices/Code/Sargasso/

Sargasso_git_clone/

Sargasso Visualisations 2 Appendices/Code/Sargasso/

Sargasso_plotting_scripts/

Read Error Simulation Script 2 Appendices/Code/Sargasso/

Simulated_error_script/

Pathway Entropy 3, 4 Appendices/Code/Pathway_

Entropy/Pathway_Entropy_

source_code/

Pathway Entropy Visualisations 3, 4 Appendices/Code/Pathway_

Entropy/Pathway_Entropy_

plotting_scripts/

Table A.1: Location of Source Code. This table summarises the locations of the source
code used in this thesis.
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a.2 experimental data availability

The availability of the experimental datasets used in this thesis are listed, by chapter

of use, in Table A.2. The samples I have used are also listed as the full datasets contain

more samples than these.

Dataset Chapter Availability Samples Used

Oxidative Stress (OS) 2, 3 Unpublished, Available on
Request

1A1, 1A2, 1A3, 2A1,
2A2, 2A3, 3A1, 3A2,
3A3, 1N1

Activity Dependence
(AD)

2, 4 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/

arrayexpress/experiments/

E-MTAB-5514/

1F2, 2F2, 3F2, 4F2,
1F4, 2F4, 3F4, 4F4,
1F5, 2F5, 3F5, 4F5, Ra-
tOnly, A1, A2, A3, S1,
S2, S3, AN1, AN2,
BN1, BN2, CN1, CN2

Three Species (3Scc) 4 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/

arrayexpress/experiments/

E-MTAB-5987/

J4NAC, K4NAC,
L4NAC, J6NAL500,
K6NAL500,
L6NAL500, J7NAMC,
K7NAMC, L7NAMC,
J9NAML500,
K9NAML500,
L9NAML500

Table A.2: Availability of Experimental Data. This table summarises the availability
of the experimental data used in this thesis.

a.3 raw results data

Raw data generated by Sargasso, topGO and Pathway Entropy from their application

in this thesis can be found in the electronic media submitted with this thesis, Table A.3

details their location on the file-system within this media. For Sargasso this consists of

assignment summaries for the core datasets, for topGO this consists of Gene Ontology

enrichment results and for Pathway Entropy this consists of the enrichment results

produced for these datasets. Enrichments for DiNA, KEGGprofile and clusterProfiler

have also been included. Enrichments include all pathways unconstrained by p-value.

The results for each tool are archived by dataset at the locations specified in Table

A.3, where [Species] or [Dataset] refer to corresponding directory names.

A note on the codes in the filenames: MC-10 refers to minimum cluster size 10,

MC-30 to minimum cluster size 30, ‘Less-Sensitive’ to significance testing using null-
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distributions from permutations using MC-10 and ‘Unsensitive’ to significance test-

ing using null-distributions from permutations using MC-30.

Tool Data Type Location

Sargasso Simulated Read Assignment Appendices/Raw_Data/Sargasso_

Assignment_Summaries/

Simulated_Data/[Species]

Sargasso Read Assignment Appendices/Raw_Data/Sargasso_

Assignment_Summaries/

Experimental_Data/[Dataset]

topGO Gene Ontology Enrichment Appendices/Raw_Data/topGO_

Enrichments/

Pathway Entropy,
DiNA, KEGGprofile,
clusterProfiler

Pathway Enrichment Appendices/Raw_Data/Pathway_

Enrichments/[Dataset]

Table A.3: Location of Raw Results Data. This table summarises the locations of the
raw results data produced by the work in this thesis.

a.4 full size figures

Full size versions of all figures included in this thesis can be found in the electronic

media submitted with the thesis, Table A.4 details their location on the file-system

within this media.

Chapter Location

Chapter 1 Appendices/Figures/Chapter_1_

Introduction/

Chapter 2 Appendices/Figures/Chapter_2_

Sargasso/

Chapter 3 Appendices/Figures/Chapter_3_

Pathway_Entropy/

Chapter 4 Appendices/Figures/Chapter_4_

Application_Chapter/

Table A.4: Location of Full Size Figures. This table summarises the locations of the
full size figure files included in the chapters of this thesis.
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b.1 supplementary tables

GO.ID Term Annotated Significant Expected weight_fisher

GO:0007608 sensory perception of smell 1067 268 54.67 < 1e-30

GO:0007186 G-protein coupled receptor signaling pat... 1830 290 93.76 < 1e-30

GO:0050907 detection of chemical stimulus involved ... 295 44 15.11 9.0e-14

GO:0030216 keratinocyte differentiation 134 19 6.87 7.6e-07

GO:0018149 peptide cross-linking 58 14 2.97 9.6e-07

GO:0009952 anterior/posterior pattern specification 223 19 11.43 6.2e-05

GO:0048668 collateral sprouting 30 5 1.54 0.00041

GO:0007017 microtubule-based process 664 24 34.02 0.00071

GO:0060968 regulation of gene silencing 68 10 3.48 0.00167

GO:1900004 negative regulation of serine-type endop... 12 4 0.61 0.00243

GO:0018003 peptidyl-lysine N6-acetylation 2 2 0.1 0.00262

GO:0007586 digestion 126 7 6.46 0.00313

GO:0006446 regulation of translational initiation 56 10 2.87 0.00333

GO:0060017 parathyroid gland development 7 3 0.36 0.00402

GO:0048704 embryonic skeletal system morphogenesis 102 12 5.23 0.00503

GO:1990830 cellular response to leukemia inhibitory... 128 14 6.56 0.00597

GO:0007606 sensory perception of chemical stimulus 1377 291 70.55 0.00625

GO:0071630 nuclear protein quality control by the u... 3 2 0.15 0.00760

GO:0010482 regulation of epidermal cell division 3 2 0.15 0.00760

GO:0090135 actin filament branching 3 2 0.15 0.00760

GO:0030219 megakaryocyte differentiation 49 4 2.51 0.00760

GO:0051967 negative regulation of synaptic transmis... 17 4 0.87 0.00954

GO:0007004 telomere maintenance via telomerase 58 4 2.97 0.01232

GO:0006334 nucleosome assembly 103 15 5.28 0.01432

GO:1901386 negative regulation of voltage-gated cal... 19 4 0.97 0.01433

GO:0006342 chromatin silencing 101 12 5.17 0.01455

GO:2001206 positive regulation of osteoclast develo... 4 2 0.2 0.01468

GO:0046952 ketone body catabolic process 4 2 0.2 0.01468

GO:0006357 regulation of transcription from RNA pol... 1839 100 94.22 0.01522

GO:0071243 cellular response to arsenic-containing ... 11 3 0.56 0.01624

Table B.1: Significantly Enriched GO Terms for Sargasso Lost Reads, ’conservative’
Strategy. This table lists the significant GO terms enriched through the ap-
plication of topGO to the reads lost (rejected and ambiguous) by Sargasso
using the ’conservative’ filtering strategy. The top 30 most significant terms
here have been displayed for brevity. Enrichment significance is measured
using a weighted Fisher’s exact test and is not multiple test corrected due
to non-indepence of testing methodology as described in the tool author’s
paper: (Alexa and Rahnenführer, 2018)
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GO.ID Term Annotated Significant Expected weight_fisher

GO:0000122 negative regulation of transcription fro... 800 10 2.77 0.00041

GO:0071243 cellular response to arsenic-containing ... 11 2 0.04 0.00064

GO:0034063 stress granule assembly 12 2 0.04 0.00076

GO:0036120 cellular response to platelet-derived gr... 16 2 0.06 0.00137

GO:0045948 positive regulation of translational ini... 20 2 0.07 0.00216

GO:0030539 male genitalia development 23 2 0.08 0.00285

GO:1901389 negative regulation of transforming grow... 1 1 0 0.00346

GO:0071765 nuclear inner membrane organization 1 1 0 0.00346

GO:1905926 positive regulation of invadopodium asse... 1 1 0 0.00346

GO:1903743 negative regulation of anterograde synap... 1 1 0 0.00346

GO:1902684 negative regulation of receptor localiza... 1 1 0 0.00346

GO:0090134 cell migration involved in mesendoderm m... 1 1 0 0.00346

GO:0045234 protein palmitoleylation 1 1 0 0.00346

GO:1904840 positive regulation of male germ-line st... 1 1 0 0.00346

GO:0045944 positive regulation of transcription fro... 1118 10 3.87 0.00494

GO:0021543 pallium development 146 3 0.51 0.00676

GO:1904627 response to phorbol 13-acetate 12-myrist... 8 2 0.03 0.00682

GO:1905426 positive regulation of Wnt-mediated midb... 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:0010609 mRNA localization resulting in posttrans... 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:0043418 homocysteine catabolic process 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:0006850 mitochondrial pyruvate transmembrane tra... 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:2000814 positive regulation of barbed-end actin ... 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:0072752 cellular response to rapamycin 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:2000393 negative regulation of lamellipodium mor... 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:0045204 MAPK export from nucleus 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:1902164 positive regulation of DNA damage respon... 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:0050973 detection of mechanical stimulus involve... 2 1 0.01 0.00691

GO:0000381 "regulation of alternative mRNA splicing, ..." 38 2 0.13 0.00766

GO:0006355 "regulation of transcription, DNA-templat..." 3105 26 10.75 0.00966

GO:0010603 regulation of cytoplasmic mRNA processin... 8 2 0.03 0.01021

Table B.2: Significantly Enriched GO Terms for Sargasso Lost Reads, ’best’ Strategy.
This table lists the significant GO terms enriched through the application
of topGO to the reads lost (rejected and ambiguous) by Sargasso using
the ’best’ filtering strategy. The top 30 most significant terms here have
been displayed for brevity. Enrichment significance is measured using a
weighted Fisher’s exact test and is not multiple test corrected due to non-
indepence of testing methodology as described in the tool author’s paper:
(Alexa and Rahnenführer, 2018)
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